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TOPICS ON URBAN PLANNING
The reports cited in this bibliography were selected because of their
applicability in the urban planning process. They are indexed into 17
separate categories for easy reference.
The sources of these reports are:
I.	 lnternati.onal Aerospace Abstracts, January 1965 through December 1967.
2.	 Scientific and 'Technical Aerospace Reports, January 1965 through
December 1967.
f.	 011ited States Government Research and Dcvclopmcnt Reports, January
1966 through February 1968.
Readers familiar with these journals will recognize them as the index journals for
literature collected and classified by the federal government. Most of the reports
come from federal projects and research.
Not only are the reports released during the last two years the .iost recent
reports, but they are also the majority of reports. The volume of r:ports
pertinent to urban problems is increasing rapidly as a result of increasing
federal outlays for these problems. Within another year it may no longer be
meaningful to compile a bibliography on this broad a topic.
Full copies of reports can be obtained from ARAC except where it is noted
"NOT AVAILABLE FROM ARAC" on the abstract. The charge is 6^ per page with a
$3.00 minimum per document. Write to:
The Aerospace Research Applications Center
Indiana Memorial Union
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
Reports not available from ARAC can be obtained from CFSTI where this is
noted on the abstract. Write to:
Clearinghouse
U. S. Department of Commerce
Springfield, Virginia 22151
A
6TOPICS ON URBAN PLANNING
Administrative Research
•	 AD 628405, "SDC Documents Applicable to State and Local Government
Problems"
AD 636104, "An Outsider Surveys the Place of Public Administration
Research"
AD 638345, "Changing Size and Administrative Components in Certain
Cities and Bank Units"
Ai r11t,rts
N67-29650, "Aids Available For Compatible Land Use Planning Around
Airports"--	 ^
N67-37187, "industrial-'theoryLocation	 in the Era of Super- Cargo
Aircraft"
A67-10929, "Noise Litigation At Public Airports"
AD 615015, "Land Use Planning Relating to Aircraft Noise"
PB	 '7-6230, "Environs Study and Plan, Detroit Metropolitan Wayne
County Airport"
Pollut :onAir
AD 660973, "On The Propagation of Smoke From Factory Stacks"
PB	 170475, "The Trend of Suspended Particulates In Urban Air: 	 1.957-1964"
PH)	 170739, "Survey of Lead In The Atmosphere of Three Urban
- Cowitinit ies"
Pfl	 1.70740, "An Air Resource Management Plan for The Nashville
Metropolitan Area"
P' 	 173576, "Community Odor Surveys and Evaluation"
- 1111	 173986, "Air Pollution Aspects of Tepee Burners Used for Disposal
of Municipal Refuse"
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Buclg(-t ing of Urban Program
N66-27753, "Program Budgeting: Applying; Economic Analysis to Govern-
ment Expenditure Decisions"
AD 641442, "Origin ind history of Program Budgeting"
AD 643472, "Cost Analysis for Planning;-Programming-Budgeting
Cost-Benefit Studies"
AD h59357, "Background of Public Systems Management"
AD 662864, "Soma Views On Program Budgeting"
PB 169785, "Community Experiences In Economic Planning and Develop-
ment"
Pli 173603, "Federal Poverty Programs. Assesment and Recommendations"
I'1; 176195, "Commonwealth and Community"
PB 176270, "Economic Aspects Of Urban Renewal: Theory, Police, and
Area Analysis"
PB 176391, "The Philadelphia Economic Development Programs:
Evaluation and Perspective For Planning"
CAP
1 1 11 176407, "Streamlining The CAI' Grant Application"
1'B 176408, "Grantee Reporting Manual: Management Information
Reporting By Community Action Agencies"
PB 176411, "Strengthening The CAP Administrative Issuance Process"
1 1 I) 176412, "CAP Programs and Their Evaluation. A Management Report"
PB 176413, "Developing Staffing Patterns For The CAP Regional Offices"
PB 176414, "Design Of A Management Information System For The
Community Action Program"
PB 176415, "Strengthening The Organization And Processes Of The
CAP Regional Offices"
CAI ,	(CoII t i meet
PIS 176416, "Detailed Findings Of Study To Determine Effects Of
CAP Programs On Selected Conmiunities And Their Low-
Income Residents"
PB 17641.7, "Statistical	 Reports From OEO CAP's And Conanunities"1 PR 176418, "The Community Action Program: 	 Summary of Research
Report I"
lPB 176594, "A Description And Evaluation Of Selected Educational
Components Of Community Action Programs"
PB 176606, "The Nonprofessional 	 Li Community Action Programs.
WashingLon,	 D.	 C."
Plt 176612, "The Nonprofessional	 in Community Action Programs:1
Chicago,	 Illinois."
IT 176614, "Opportunity or	 Deadend:	 'Ilia • 	Future	 For	 CAI' Aides.
PB 1 76616, "Description And Evaluation Of Neighborhood Centers"
PR 176617, "Evaluation Of Nonprofessionals In Community Action Programs"
1'R 176618, "A Description And Evaluation Of Neighborhood Centers"
I PB 176619, "A Study Of The Nonprofessional In The CAP"
PB 176620, "The Nonprofessional	 In Community Action Programs.	 Los
Angeles, California"
PR 176621, "The Nonprofessional	 In Community Action Programs.
I
Detroit, Michigan"
Gowunity Development
1 AD 622014, "Intervention Design In Community DevclOpment: 	 Pre-
' l'minary Results Of A Local Action Program In Los Angeles"
AD 659360, "Seven Models Of Urban Development: 	 A Structural
Comparison"
i
1
'
PR 169793, "A Primer On Community Development"
PB 170880, "Inverse Condemnation: 	 The Constitutional Limits Of
Public Responsibility"
I
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Comnnmi t 	 DcveloPnn Ulc^t	 (C011LiIIC`d)
U PB
;72986, "Specified Social Determinants Of Atitudes Toward
CommuniLy Planning and Zoning"
• PB 173460, "The Community And Economic Development"
Pli 173842, "Mid-Chicago Economic Development Study.	 Volume I.
Policies And Programs, Economic Development of Mid-
Chicago"
_ Pis 173843, "Mid-Chicago Economic Development Study.	 Volume II.
Technical Analysis And Findings, Economic Development
Of Mid-Chicago"
PB 173844, "Mid Chicago Economic Development Study.	 Volume III.
= Technical Supplement, Economic Development Of Mid-
= Chi cag,o"
PB 176246, "Residential	 Rehabilitation"
Pli 176248, "Citizen Participation In Urban Renewal"
PB 176249, "Community Services And Family Relocation"
PB 176253, "Neighborhood Conservation.	 A Pilot Study"
PB 176259, Community Organization For Citizen Participation In
Urban Renewal"
PB 176261, "Neighborhood Conservation In New York City"
3 PB 176262, "A Bank Looks At Community Development"
PB 176263, "A Bank Looks AL Community Development.	 Technical
Appendix"
AD 616623, "A System For Local Assessment Of The Conflagration
i Potential	 Of Urban Areas"
AD 620741, "Small Community Fire Fighting Resources For Major Fire
Disasters"
AD 637262, "Directory Of Fire Research In The United States"
AD 637270, "Portable Fire Extinguishers 	 How Good Are They"
-	 -. AD 642243, "Fire Department Operations Analysis"
V.
I n^lnr. l ri,,l D^v^l^nu^nt
N66-18792, "1ndnstrial	 Noise Control	 Ls Practical"
AD 612396, "Rebui(ding Cities. 	 I'he Effects	 01	 Displacement And
Relocation	 On	 Small	 li,lsiness"
AD 634020, "A Model	 For The Areal	 Paucrn Of Rer_ail And Service
1?>.tahlislwwnts Wilhin An	 Ilrban Area"
AD 641025, "'Ihe	 Impact	 01 Large	 Installations 011	 Newby Areas"
ns
AD 648363, "A Survey Of Underground Utility Tunnel Practice"
I'l l, 170161, "Industrial	 Location:	 A Model And Some Empirical	 Tests"
I'l l, 170197, "Promoting New Industry:	 A Practical Guide"
PH 170314, "Connnunity Assistance To Existing Industry, A Strategy
And Feasibility Study"
PB 176256, "Measuring Deterioration	 Ln Commercial	 And	 Lndustrial
Areas:	 The Development Of A Method"
P1; 176363, "A Pilot	 Study Of The Opportunities	 Industrialization
Center,	 1nc.,	 Of	 Philadelphia,	 Pennsylvania"
PB 176456, "The Measurement Of Industrial Capacity"
Pli 176607, "Description And Evaluation Of The Economic Opportunity
Loan Program"
Inlormation Systems For Urban Management
All 612997, "User-Oriented Information Systems For State And Local
Government"
AD 612998, "SDC Documents Applicable To State And Local Government
Proh It n,s"
AD 0165 Q4, "Long-Range Cons,.derations In Data Processing For State
And Local Governments"
AD 617113, "Population Density In The United States Urbanized Areas"
AD 628405, "System Development Corp Santa Monica, California.
T SDC Documents Applicable To State And Local Government
Problems"
AD 630146, "System Development Corp, Santa Monica, California.
System Consioerations 	 In Building A Metropolitan Data
Bank For Urban Research"
i
Q
litIormaLi(in	 Sys Ivms	 (Cont inuvd)
—_ AD 634149, "ReMOLe Svnsiny And Urban information Systems"
Al) 634332, "A Data Processing System For State And Local Governments"
-- PB 173566, "The Cost Of	 Individual	 Follow-Up In Studies Of Large
Popti I at ions"
-_ Ph 176254, "Mctrupolitan Planning; Data From Local Governments"
.IoI,	 Carps-
I'll 176562, "The Desired And Expected Occupations Of Job Corpsmen"
11 13 176563, "Study Of The Adjustment 	 Problems Faced By Job Corps
Graduates In Urban And	 industrial Settings"
L= 1113 116564, "An	 Investigation Of The Potential	 Contribution Of
'fvaching Machines In The Job Corps Mathematics Program"
PB 176573, "Comparison Of Job Corps Population With Census Data
And With Draftee And Draft Rejectee Populations"
PB 176574, "Comparison Of Job Corps Rejectees With Census Data And
With Draftee And Draft	 Rejecttc Populations"
— PB 176575, "Comparison Of Characteristics Of Disciplinary Dismissals
With Job Corps Enrollees And Rejectee Populations"-
- PB 176576, "Changes In ,Toil Corps	 'No Show'	 Population Over Time"
PB 176579, "A Study Of Job Corps	 'No Shows' Accepted Applicants
_ Who Did Not Go To A 'Training Center"
P13 176591, "A Continuing Study Of Job Corps Terminations, Wave II.
Initial Interview With Terminations from August
	 15,	 1966
To December 15,	 1966"
PB 176592, "A Study Of August	 1966 Terminations From The Job Corps"
- PB 176593, "A Study Of Job Corps Non-Graduate Terminations"
Lower
	
fncome Housing;
AD 613628, "The Economics Of llousin}; Segregation"
_	 - AD 61 11302, "The Effect Of The Ghetto On 'rile Distribution And Level
_= } Of Nonwhite Employment In Urban Areas"
PR 176227,
-	 -	 -
"Financing Lower-Middle Income Housing;"
— I'll, 17622$, "Financing Lower-Middle Income Housing.	 Technical Appendix"
= I'B 176247, "'The Tenement Landlord"— _
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Nat iona1 Dcfi•nse
AD 625172, "The Economic Feasibility Of Decentralized Metropolitan
Regions"
AD 631756, "National Location Code. OCD-OEP Region I."
AD 631760, "National Location Code. OCD-OEP Region 5."
AD 649706, "Urban Form As A Passive Defense Variable"
Planning - Kegional h State Programs
AD 635199, "Toward A Future For Planning"
AD 661257, "Near Directions In Regional Research And Policy"
PB 1 76524 , "Re: Nvw N( .w.ark A Continuing Ten Year Program"
1'13 176543, "Regional Economic Development And Business Service
Center"
PB 176703, "State Development Strategies"
PB 176705, "The States And Urban Problems"
PB 176706, "Some Pertinent information About State Planning Programs
Operating With Federal Urban Planning Assistance"
PB 176707, "Papers Prepared For The Panel On The State Planning
Process And The Executive"
I'l l, 176708, "Eight State Planning Programs"
I'll 176709, "Planning Research 1966"
l l ovcrl y , We I I are Llt Unemli l rpnent Programs
AD 634258, "Small Company Strategy In Minority Croup Employment"
PIS 173098, "Systematic Personnel Enrollment And Employment Development:
An Attack On Hard-Care Unemployment Through Industrial
And Jot) Development"
13 13 173914, "Evaluating The Returns To Regional Economic Development
Programs"
1'B 173915, "Determination Of Poverty Lines And Equivalent Welfare"
PB 174444, "The Evaluation Of Selected Present And Potential Poverty
Programs"
0
•PoVertV, WcI fare...(CM It 	 i III	 Cil)
PB 174445, "The Distribution Of Gross Benefits Of Present Federal
Welfare And Income Maintenance Programs"
I'l l, 174446, "Poverty t%nd Labor-Force Participation"
PR 174447, "'the Structural Change Hypothesis For Fmployment Amon;
Youth, The Aged,	 and Minorities:	 A Critical Analysis"
PR 174448, "Comparison Of Alternative Methods Of Projecting The
E
Poverty Rate"_
111, 176269, "The Homeless Man On Skid Row"
PB 176615, "hiring And Training The Nonprofessional."
Riot	 Stud%-	 - Crime :revention
AD 648758, "The Systems Approach In Crin.e Prevention And Control."
AD 661319, "Characteristics Of Riot Control Agents"
Pli 176364, "Los Angeles Riot Study:	 Riot Participation"
1'B 176336, "Los Angeles Riot Study Negro Attitudes Toward The Riot"
PB 176367, "Los Angeles Riot Study Method:	 Negro Reaction Survey"
PR 176368, "Los Angeles Riot Study: 	 The Ghetto Merchant Survey"
PB 176369, "Los Angeles Riot Study Political Attitudes Of Los Angeles
Negroes"
PB 176370, "The Structure Of Discontent:	 The Relationship Between
'	 1 Social Structure, Grievance, and Support For The Los
Angeles Riot"
i
1 1'11 176371, "'the Context Of 'the Curfew Area"
PR 176372, "The Los Angeles Riot Study (LARS)"
I PB 176385, "Two Weeks Of Racial Crisis In Richmond, California"
Slum C1earanec
AD 624519, "1)-Gplacement:	 Social And Psychological Problems"
PB 169735, "Severance Study - Urban"
PR 174621, "The Removal And Utilizat?on Of Junked Automobiles In
Southeastern Florida"
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Slum Clearance (Continued)
PB 176255, "Report On The ContracLor-Owner-TenanL Mediation Board"
PB 176278, "Adams-Morgan Democratic Action To Save A Neighborhood"
PB 176279, "Design Of The Housing Site: A Critique Of American
P•-sctice"
PB 1762E0, "The Middle-Inocme Negro Family Faces Urban Renewal"
PB 176522, "Urban Renewal"
Systems Approach To Urban Management
A65-18776, "Project Estimating By Engineering Methods"
AD 614413, "A Short Course In Model Design"
AD 640646, "Dynamic Evaluation: The Systems Approach To Action-
Research"
AD 642233, "System Analysis: Problems, Progress, and Potential"
AD 645687, "The Mathematical Model Development Program Of The
Los Angeles Department Of City Planning Residential
Location Models"
AD 661984, "The Mathematical Model Development Program Of The Los
Angeles Department Of City Planning"
All 662339, "Computer Simulation In Urban Research"
P3 173853, "Management Counseling And Technical Assistance Project"
Technology And Urban Management
N66-22445, "Transferability 01 Research And Development Skills In
'Elie Aerospace Industry"
N66-31894, "Application Of Aerospace Technologies To Urban Community
Problems"
N67-22428, "The Nature And Scope Of Agglomeration Effects Of City
Size And Advanced Scientific Training On Industrial
Research Laboratories"
N67-23338, "A Survey Of Space Applications"
N67-28792, "Goals For Urban America"
N67-32557, "Technology And Urban Management"
Tcchliology And Urban Managemcnl (Continued)
N67-38944, "The Application Of Aerospace Technology To Urban Management"
AD 624778, "Cost/Benefit Analysis In Health"
AD 637605, "Strategy And Organization In Public Land Policy"
AD 660086, "Civilian Public Problems And The Aerospace Industry"
AD 661662, "Modern Technology And Its Impact On Urban Management"
PB 176166, "Advanced Studies In Urban Environments"
Water Supply And Pollution
AD 634200, "Decision Making For Public Investment: Di::cussion"
All 640831, "Some Thoughts On Water Pollution"
AD 647829, "Alternatives In Water Management"
AD 649320, "Urban Water Supply: A Second Look"
PB 176238, "Waterfront Renewal"
PB 176264, "Waterfront Renewal"
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ADMINISTRATIVE RESEARCH
AD-628 405 Fld. 5/4, 912, 511
CFSTI Prices: HC S 1.00 NU 50.50
SYSTEW DEFELOPMEAT CORP SANTA
MON ICA CALIF
SDC DOCUMENTS APPLICABLE. TO STATE
AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROBLEMS.
Technical memo.,
by Joel M. Kibbee. 3 Jan 66, 21 p. Rept no TM-
2025W00/02,
Unclassified report
Descriptors. (*Political science. Biblwgra
phies), ('Data processing s)stems, Political
science). Urban planning, 1 aw. Public health,
Education. Programming (Computers), Man-
agement control systems, Information retrie-
val, Simulation. Computers
The document contains a selective list of SDC
publications %elected on the basis of their general
or specific applica' , ility to current problems of
state and local government Work of a more basic
research nature has been omitted The lint is organ-
ized by substantive categories and alphabetically
by author within each category. The categories
include: Public admini,iration, Urban and regional
planning, The administration of Justice. Bio-medi-
cai systems. Educational systems. Computer pro
gram systems. The development and management
of computer-based systems. Intormation retrieval,
Simulation. AD numbers are provided for those
documents which can be. obtained from the De-
fense Documentation Center or the Department
of Commerce's Clearinghouse for Federal Scicntf
fic and Technical Information. (Author)
AD-636 104	 Field 5K
CFSTI Prices: 11101.60 %IFS0,50
RAN D Corp.. Santa Monica, Calif.
AN OUTSIDER S( RVEI S T11  PLACE OF PU&
LIC ADM I\ISTIt.\1'10,\ RESEARCH.
by F. S. Pardee. 20 Jul 59, 1 Ip P-1756
Descriptors: ('Sociology, Management plan.
ning), Social psychology. Leadership, Motiva.
lion, Education, Textbooks, Political science,
Scientific research, Reaction (Psychology),
Decision making.
An inquiry is made into the research essential for
imparting to mankind an intuitive common sense,
for providing a substitute for experience, i.e. a
placement in contest, and a visualization, of an
actual event prior to its occurrence. This will be
essential because of the need to deal with a more
integrated populace or socialized economy, a more
technically oriented world. and a more rapidly
moving way of life. Fourgcncral fields are suggest-
ed for study (1) improvement and expansion of
the breadth of techniques and tools of management
and administration, (2) further investication of the
art of leadership and followership including such
subjects as communication, motivation phenome-
na, and mass psychology, (3) organization of a sim,
phfied comprehensible body of information on the
impact of prcbable advancement in the physical
sciences, and. (4) more complete codification of
political theory and the history of political thht.
Implications are given for the development of
oug 
in-
formed human beings capable of coping with life
during the remainder of this century.
AD-638345
	 Field 5C
('FSTIPrices: HCS2.00 N1FS0,50
San	 I raneisco Stale Coll., Calif.
	 Inst. for Social
Science Research.
('HANGING
	 SIZE	 AND	 ADMINISTRATIVE
COMPONENTS IN	 CERTAIN CITIES AND
B %N K UNITS.
Rcpt. no. 2
by Frederic W. T: rrien. Aug 66, 30p
Contract Nonr-3646(00)
Proj. NR-177-253
Descriptors: 	 ('Banking.	 Management	 eng-
ineenngi.	 Leadership.	 Control,	 Statistical
data.
1 he obicciis e of the study was to test the hypothe-
%is that the administrative com ponent ofan organim
zation incrc;iscs in size at a proponionately greater
mite Than does the containing organization. Work
is completed or planned in four fields: education.
business	 municipal government and the military.
The test of the by polhesis. conducted on thirteen
Northern California communities on a range of
si7e, also failed to show a signdic:,nt pattern with
rrgard to the growth of the adminis:ralise compo.
neni of the Lip's employees. Neither could a signs
ficant relationship he shown between the change
in the number of cit y employees and the popula.
uum of their respective cities. In the cases of the
h.mk units and the cities. the definition of'admin,
istr.ator' which w,tc ulih7rd was'any person direct-
- np the work of tine or mire others.' The careful
di.il•imninmg of the p p.itmational structure of
hi^ih K,nl, .and Imes w hick w;is necessary to del.
ennnic :admmi0r.in%e rclmionships yielded somt
= inlmmalis: in the distribution of authority and
the span , f v ntrol which prr y ailed in these organi-
onions. In 1h • Kmks, apprnsim.ately a sixth ofall
individuak had some adminmralise ;Authority. and
the t y pical admmisi ;.ttor h , -d Just under six per-
_ ons re porttnf •Jirecily to him. In the cities, ap.
Pruvim.alely a fourth of all individuals had some
euihnnty. and the typical adm,nimrator had just
under four persons reporting direc,!v to him. (Au,
their)
r
cAIRPORTS
N67 .29650# Transportation Consultants. Inc. Washington. 0 C.
AIDS AVAILABLE FOR COMPATIBLE LAND USE
PLANNING AROUND AIRPORTS
Jun 1966 101 p refs
(Contract FA-65-WA-1357)
(AD-650271) CFSTI HC E3 00/MF S0 65
Each and every airport and its environs, is different from
every other airport. and must be considered individually in solving rts
problems of incompatible land uses, or in providing for compatible
land uses in the airport area The government and other aids
set forth in this report as means of regulating land uses around
airports will provide the greatest benefit to the community as a
whole when they are used in conjunction with comprehensive
planning for the development of the community The present Model
State Aiiport Zoning Enabling Act considers only airport hazard
areas and does not provide for consideration of incompatible land
use areas or aircraft noise and other aircraft . induced operational
problems There is a need for the development of model housing
and building codes that specify noise const r uction standards for
buildings in airport environs Such codes could be made part of
zoning regulations around airports.
	
TAB
N67-37187# Analytic Se, •s Inc Baileys Crossroads. Ve
INDUSTRIAL-LOCATION THEORY IN THE ERA Of
SUPER-CARGO AIRCRAFT
Irving Casey Aug 1967 29 p refs
IAD-655695)
The report surveys classical theories of industry location
and appraises their applicability in the 1970s when very large
cargo aircraft are expected to be introduced Modifications of existing
theory are considered toward the development of an extended
general theory of location Some preliminary observations are made
on the effects of supercargo aircraft on industry location The
study is one product of a program of private. self-sponsored research.
The program has the objective of examining changes in industry
location that could result from introduction of supercargo aircraft
such as the planned Boeing 747 subsonic jet transport
Author (TAB)
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KC F.K' 1-II'1(L\T101 Al' PVBLIL: Alit MXTS.
Lyman M. T—dcl, Jr.
(Attwttean Par ' u..—mion,_ SeCL, n of Lts ur a nce. herb ^r nce_ end
G^_ asaiunt lw, w, Arn:ual t.terUn^ hLamt Prac h, FL_. _A^. 1'%6S,
Fes.) —'—	 ------ —
J_. .rnal of A tr Law aed Co.;:mer ce, vnl. SL. Summer 19h6, P. I97-
a07- IC8 
re f&.
	 --'
Atter1pt to put the public airp—t noise problem Ln some per-
spective, and d:vatenetratior. of the em—t to wluch the cancnt.tanml-
mking theory has Peen the usual gra :md for damage Butts. The cen-
Ual problem of the e—tence of liability on such a theory is high-
lighted. It a pointed cut t1 .at a major service could he F crfonned
by a hret-rate, lull-length etudy :y a ley,+I echolar acyuatr.tcA with
the f,ld which would fe ape, ifteally designed to put all annoyance
cases, whether invol.ing aviation, railroad, highway, school,
hospnal, prison, or other snurce and whether concerned with noise,
vibration, smoke, or nther ar.noyvnce, ir:to proper context with one
another and with the deve1cpinent of related law. 	 M. M.
T;-- .- le
LE
0	
i f	 AD-615 015	 Div. 13, 25, 28, 39
	
t#	 CFSTl Prices: FC$3.00 BIF$0.75
`	 Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
LAND USE PLANNING RELATING TO AIRCRAFT
NOISE.
Technical rept.
Oct 64, 58p
Unclassified report
Jointly supported by the USAF and the FAA.
Descriptors: (*Airplane engine noise. Urban planning).
(*Urban planning, Airplane engine noise). Terminal
flight facilities. Urban areas, Site selection, Instruction
manuals, Jet engine noise, Hearing, Thresholds
(Physiology), Determination, Civil aviation. Armed
forces operations.
This manual describes a procedure for predicting
avenge community responses to engine noise generated
by aircraft operations. Through the use of this pro-
cedure it becomes pos:>ible to apply the same yardstick
	
€ a	 to military and civil aircraft noise problems. The
procedure therefore can serve as a uniform guide In
plans for land utilizztion in the vicinity of military, civil
	
^i	 and combined airfield facilities world-wide.
g
t
It
EN'VIRO\S
	 STl DY	 AND	 PLAN,	 DETROIT'
METROPOLrfAS K'AYNECO0*Tl' AIRPORT.
Detroit	 Metropolitan	 Area
	 Regional	 Planning
- Commission. Mich.
May 64, 84p
Prepared in cooperation with Housing and Home
Finance Agency, Washington. D. C
	 Document
contains color. reproduction in blackJwhite only.
Descnptors: ('Jet engine noise. 'Airports), ('Jet
plane	 noise.	 'Psychoacoustics).	 Urban	 areas,
Commercial planes. Air traffic. Population. Hour
ing. Urban planning. Runways.
One major feature of this project is the scientific
detenninatwn of noise effects of jet aircraft opera
lion on land uses in the environs of a major jet air-
} port. This was accomplished by means of an
acoustical engineering study. This study resulted
_ in the demarcation of the area affected by sound
to a degree that restncnon of land uses is required.
The methods and techniques used for developing
such a panern can be applied to the distinctive con
ditions at each airport. The affected area pattern
as developed in this study cannot be applied in
dtscnminately to other airports. The project also
provides certain principles that can be used in
other situations. The other major feature of this
project is the development of a land use plan of
compatible land uses in relation to the conditions
imposed by jet aircraft operations, and anticipated
future aircraft traffic. The formulation of the plan
was directly related to (1) the noise contour pat.
tern in the environs of the airport that is expected
to prevail in 1980, l21 the amount and character
or airport-generatcd land use and (3) the normal
increment of suburban growth anticipated by this
date. Such a plan is necessarily long range in &cope
to provide a compatible land pattern in the vicinity
of the airport which Kill reflect the dynamic char-
acter of the aircraft industry.
PB-176 230	 HCS3.00 MFf0.65
_	 L€
AIR POLLUTION
ON T" PROP ILGATION OF SMOKE FROM
FACTORY STACKS.
Weather Bureau Washington DC
L S. Gandin and R E Soluveichik Jan 61. 16p
77.61•:3078
Sponsored by Army Flectrumc Proving Ground.
Fun Hu..chuc.i. \nz. Trans.ofGlavnayaGeufizt
chcskaya Observawnya. Leningrad. Trudy
(USSR) 0 7 0391p84-94 1958.
Descriptors ('Air pollution. Aerosols). ('Fac-
tones. Air pollution). Diffusion. Turbulence.
Wind. Panicles. Mathematical analysis. Meteorol•
ogical phenomena. USSR.
The report describes a theoretical analysis of
smoke propagation from factory stacks to help
make it possible to predict the degree of air pollu
lion by smoke to an area. with speciric.charactent
tics of the stacks and smoke which is ejected into
the atmosphere. and under certain meteorological
conditions. By knowing the liner. it is possible.
on the basis of a theoretical analysis. to determine
such characteristics of stacks and smoke with
which the smoke concentration does not exceed
the limits of certain established norms.
AD-660973	 HCS3 00 MF$0.65
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COMMUNITY ODOR SLRVEYS AND EVALUA-
TION,
Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center. Cirr
cinnati. Ohio.
Joseph) Sableski. 1966. 25p
Presented at the Nfid-Atlantic States Section
Meeting. Air Pollution Control Association. Wil-
mington. Delaware. November. 1965.
Descriptors: I'Odurs. Sources). ('Air pollution.
Odors). Intensity. Wind. Nletcorulugy, Identifica-
tion. Sensitivity. Control. Classification.
Typical objectives of an odor survey are listed.
The components of an odor survey are described
as selecting observers. evaluating their sensitivity.
mak ; ng odor measurements. and obtaining bazk-
id information on meteorology and sources.
:onduct of an actual survey is describeJ and
yds for analyzing the data given.
'131 ^6 	 HCf3.00 MFS0.65
P11-110475	 Fleld 135
Cl STI Prins: HCS1.50 N1F$0 V
Ruben A Taft Sanitary r p sinceriog Center, Citt-
unnmi. Ohio lab of Fngineering and Physiea)
Sc ie nces.
IFIF. TREND OF SUSPENDFD PARTICULATES
IN I. R  %N AIR: 1957.1%4.
Em irunrnenial health series.
by 1 B Ms'dullcn. and R Smith. Sep 65, 29p
PI IS Pub-999-AP-19
' Descriptors: ('Air pollution, Particles),
I'Dust. Density). Samplers, Collecting meth.
ads. Slalklo..d analysts, Environment, Urban
	
#	 areas. Meteorological parameterts.
The trend lov,ard lower ascrage voncentraiii -.a
of suspended particulate pollution in the urban air
in the United States from 1957 through 1963, in&
rated by measurements of the National Air San►
plmg Nct%sork. is investigated from three aspects:
ell sr.Ir%tu.al stpmricance. (2) the %alidity of the
sampling and analytical methods, and (3) relation,
€ ship to en%irsnnlcnial changes in the vicinity of
the s impling stations. The evidence indicates that
the deLlinc is read and that the methods employed
van irhnl4v dctecl substantive changes in the coR
centration of suspended particulate pollution. In.
fur motion on changes in the em ironments of s rep
rescniau%e group of %rations revealed that where
signifrsani	 decreases	 to	 suspended	 particulates
: occurred. they were often Ingic.dly related to spa
c 1171, s hinge% in snurcc cnu%sion% Thus the indicat-
dcshne in the suspended p.,niculme portion Of
l-n air pollution is verified end substantially a4Ew
ed
counted for. A %iafimically significant increase in
the annual mean occurred in 1964, if continued.
such an increase would suggesi the pos%ibrhty ofE cyclic influences (Author)
P&170739	 Field 13B
CFSTI Price: NI1-10.7f
Public Ileahh Service, Cincinnati, Ohio. Div. of
Air Pollution.
SURVEY OF LEAD IN 171E ATMOSPHERE OF
THREE U;^RAN CONINILNITIFS.
Jan 65. 99p PIIS-Pub-99-AP-12
Availability: H.ud copy available from Superinten-
dent of Documents, GPO, Washington, D. C.
20402,$0.60.
Descriptors: (*Urban arras, Air pollution),(*Air pollution. Lead compounds), (*Lead
compounds, Air pollution). Fuel additives,
Metaloiganic compounds. Combustion pro.
ducts, Concenhation, Samplers. Diurnal va6
aliens, Blood, Urine. Lead. Particles. Ohio,
Califomta, Pennsylvania.
A study of the concentrations of lead in the atmos.
phere% of Cincinnati, Los Angeles, and PhiladeL
phia was conducted jointly by industrial, State,
Federal, and uni%crsty groups during the period
June 1961 through May 1962. In each city, from
four to eight sampling stations, representing four
geographical and land use C13%%&calions (rural,
residential, commercial, anJ indusiriali were oper-
ated continuously with membrane filter samplers.
In addition, at one station of each classification
in each city, diurnal satiation% were investigated
by use of sequential tape umplers In each city
samples of blood and urine were ubtamed from
selected groups of resvdents and a %amined for con-
centrations of lead. All samples were analyzed by
the dithizone method. Approximately 3.400 sam•
pies of particulate lead from the atmosphere were
obtained, and the concentrations of lead in blood
of approximately 2.300 individuals and of lead in
urine of 1.700 mile% were determined. Details of
the study and the results cbtaincd are reported.(Author)
P& 170 740	 FWd 138,43
CFSTI Prices: FICS5.00 NIFSI.00
Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center. Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.
AN AIR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR
THE NASH%ILLE METROPOLITAN AREA.
by James D. Williams. and Norman G. Edmisten.
Sep 65, 154p
PHSPub999•AP-I111
Descriptors:	 ('Air	 pollution,	 Tennessee),('Natural resources. Air), ('Tennessee. Air
pollution), Waste	 gases. Control,	 Manage
ment planning. Combustion prud h• .s	 Meas-
urement. Samplers. Diffusion, 	 nt orology,
Mathematical models, Public opinion.
The report is based on the numerous technical and
scientific papers resulting from a major study of
air pollution and effects made in Nashville. Ten-
nessee. by the Public Health Service. Vanderbilt
University, and state and local agencies during
1958 . 59	 Thesc papers have been supplemented
by field investigations to complete the background
l information needed for preparation of an air m
source	 management program plan. The report
summarizes a numbe- of the technical and scion&
fic papers and uses ai of them to develop new con•
cepts as well as unify new and old approaches to
air pollution control in preparation of the air to-
source management program plan	 Air quality
€
goals and the means to reach those goals are suR
ge%ted Supporting data are provided and methodo.
logy adapted for relating Airyu 	 lslily goa	 to control
of emissions. Methods for predicting air pollutant
levels by use of mathematical models are present-
—	
ed. Public opinion survey results and their implica-
—	
tions for the air resource management program
are given. The report has specific use for develop-
merit of an air resource management program to
Nashville and general use for program develop
merit and reference in many other places. (Author)
AIR POLLUTION ASPECTS OF TEPEE: BUR-
HERS USED FOR DISPOS%L OF %ILNIU'IPAL
REFUSE.,
Public Health Service. Cincinnati. Ohio Div. of
Air Pollution.
Thomas E. Kreichch. Sep 66. 39p PHS-Pub 999-
AP-2A
Descriptors: ('Air pollution. Wastes ISamtary m
Sineermg)L ('Wastes (Sanitary enginceringi. Div-
posal), Incinerator%, Smokes. Garbage. Costs. Ef
ficiency.
Identifiers: Tepcc burners.
The report covers an evaluation study of air pollu-
[ton emissions based upon an evtensive lileralure
search and field trips to 15 tepee hurncrs • n sit
states Smoke as a function of composition and
rate of charge was observed. and the efrect ur bur
ner charging me(l ods. Convructmn and operation-
al procedures on smoke cmrvsion% recorded None
of the tepee incinerators uh%crved in uperatioo
meet normal visible emission limitations of air pol
lution control ordinances of most municipalities
Nuisance problems from ny ash fallout can be et
petted within distances of up to 1.291) feet down-
wind from an operating tepee. (Author)
PB-173 9m	 HCS3.00 NIFS0.65
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!BUDGETING OF URBAN PROGRAM
t.»3217E}3 1 0 Washington Unr y St lours Mo	 Dept of
Eronomres
F^G riilr''1 000GETINtil: APPLY11:0 CCONOMAC ANALYSIS
TO GOVE11Nf .111T VWC;:DITUItE 01:CICIO':6
Murray L Weldor ueum Apr 13Gd 29 p ra t: Its Papor No
6602
lCrant NsG 3421
(NASA CR-754921 CFSTI NC $2 00/TdF 5050 CSCL 05C
This piper d iscusses the now Planning rrcgrarrrung
Budgeting Systom WPUSI of the Fndoral Covarnmant which
rnp • osorrts a mnlor advanre in the spphcation of rconomrc
an.lysrs to public f-nancn r'rcisron makm j AnOcadem develop.
nients in the econoinic analysis of t;ovo r nmanf!i a.pandiWre
lecrornns are Mvrosrd and related to ti l l cu • r rfnt budget re-
form movement the PPSS.is
 besod on me introduction of
throe me •- eoa r.npts into Fede r al Go-.arnmont operations:
the davalo_rncnt in each government ag,ncy of an analytical
rrrpnbdnyr to examine in depth both ag-incy obloctivos and the
vanous programs to moat these oblechvos. the formation of a
Gve yoar pt•tnnm7 and p r o^ ammrng process eourJ A with a
sophistrcot •d managomrnt information system. anti the crop•
hen of an improved bud-,,ct.nq mechanr;m Witch can take
broad program det:+erons translate them mta more rofined
decrsrons in a F,ud-jer:ry contest. and pre.ont t he results for
presrdeni.31 and congressional action The framov+ork of the
system. some long term rmpicts. and future procpacts are
also discussed	 R 14 A.
r1i
0 .
u .
0
B IC'i	 l ,lovNO OF r C'tL1C S1':a UMS MAN. SOME VIEWS OX PROGRAM BUDGETING,
AGEMF.NT, Rand Corp Santa Monica CalifBrent D Bradley. 21 Nov 67, 12p Rept no. P-
3741
Rand Uri	 Santa Monica CalifP Prepared for presentation before the Assembly
D:i%id Novick. Sep 67. IOp Rcpt no. P-3695 Committee on Na y s and Means of the California[it	
-1 for prc,ent.dion at Conference on Public Legislature Hearings on Program Budgeting. 21S)s::ins N1.ma,cmcni Cor.,,pis and Applications Nov 67.held by	 il.c
	
Uniscisit)	 of California Extension,
Los An, _Icv,CaliL, 19 .211 Oct 67. D"z iptors: (*Budgets. 'Research program admi`
Dcssnptots	 1' M.rn -genrcnt pl.mmng.'Bud;;ets)• nismioon). ('Operations research. Systems enrineenngi. Cost	 effectiveness.	 Decision making.('Pt-hi,tion control. Decision making), Schedul- Polaic,d science. Management engineering. Costs.ing. Cost tffcctnencss. Systems engineering, Uri California.
certainty,( osts. Fconomics.
Identifier.: Program budgeting. Wislation and the ensuing program activities may
usefull y be characterized as a series of hypotheses
In a sense. one might say th it certain elements of about how to meet various public needs. Usually
public sy •terns it, .inaEcatent or program budgeting it i , not possible to make tests of these hypotheses
arc as o i a, cis ihzetion.	 ro a gre:,tcr or lesser in their actual setting before they are implemented.
dc; zee. every r:atiunA person males some plans Hence. a proposed program must often be adopted
for allocation of his IimitcJ resources, h:,s certain and given financial support with only an imperfect
goads	 or	 ohjcctivcs,	 and	 considers	 alternative notion of w hat it is likely to accomplish or to cost.
mc-ans of achieving these. The concepts and meth Expert opinion and professional judgement may
ods of public systems management or program reduce this uncertainty. but they too are often only
budEcli, ^ as it is undrrstooJ and practiced today hypotheses when complex social and economic
arc. however, of rclati,cly	 recent ongm. There welfare problems are involved To compound the
arc too roasts of thc,c concepts and mcihods: One difficulty. many programs are not subjected to cri-
in the federal E,a,crnmcnt itself where	 program ncal evaluation even after some period of open
bud,,.rtine w.,, introduced as part of the wartime lion. The ,alidr(y of the original hypotheses and
control system by the War Production Board in the	 reasons for success or failure are 	 left	 uo-
194:, the other root--an even loner and older one- checked,	 Little feedback is obtained which can
-„ in ir.!u • try. (Author) be used in the next round of the sequential decision
AD-659 357	 1I03.00 ;ME50.65 process. Program budgeting can he used in sc,cral
-	 — w ay s to assist this process and to imormc the coo-
ditions under which the decisions are made.
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COST ANALYSIS FOR PLANNING-PROGRAM-
4D "1442	 Field SA MING-BUDGETING COST-BENEFI F STUDIFS,
CI sT 1 friers: HC111.00 NIFZOSO RAND Corp . Santa Monica. Calif
F \ ,,D Corp . Santa Monica, Calif. J. D. McCullough. Nov 66, 64p P-3479
tiltli,IN AND IIIS70RN OF 1'KOGRAM BUDG Presented at a sent, of three week seminars on
STING. 'Planning.	 Programming.	 and
	
Budgeting'	 which
I, ) D.,sidNovid.Oct 66, 12p P-3427 are being conducted by the Office of Career De.
velopment. U,
	 S	 Civil Service Commisstun. in
Descriptors:	 (*United
	 States
	 Government, cooperation with the University of Maryland.
Rudgct%i. (*Federal budgets, •Sfanagcment
rlarningi.
	 Decision	 making,	 Systems
	 tog. Descriptors:	 ('Cost	 effectiveness. 	 Management
mccnng. Cost effectiveness. Department of engineering), (*Management	 engineering.	 Budg-
Dcfcnse. 1lfanagrment control systems, ets). Analysis. Management planning, Operations
research,	 Management control	 systems, Costs.
Tl, o r, port is con,erned with the origin and history Decision making.
of program budgeting	 which is currently being
q t Led to all the exec' live Offices and Agencies The concepts, principles. and the general approach
of the United States Go,crnmertt. The concept, of systems cost analysis in support of cost-benefit
u	 d so su,ce„fully today by the Depanmenl of studies are reviewed T ye role of costs was const-
Dcfen,c, and utilized as pan of the vsanime coo- dered both in individua l system analysis and within
trrl .y,tcm in 1952, was recognized and applied the broader contest of grogram analysis. This des-
es curly as 1924 by industry. enption of resource analysis wai intended pnman-
ly for the users of cost estimate,, as oppu,ed to
cost analysts. Users of cost est mates must face
the critical task of judging cost estimates and ev.
aluating	 their	 suitability
	 and	 quality.	 The intent
of this discussion was to improve the abil,ty of
those	 involved	 in	 the
	
conduct	 of cost-benefit
studies in nun-defense agencies to appreciate the
role of costing, to understand the limitations of
cost analysis, and to establish adequate guidelines
for the costing work done in support of these
studies.
AD-643 472
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C15 Ti Prices: ):CSSn p M1S1.00
Economic A s soci.ucs. Inc , Washington. D. C.
COMMI \111' EXI a LIt11NCES 1\ ECONOMIC
PLANNING AND DE%'EI-OP.S1f N'r.
Oct 6_,	 164p
Descriptors: ('Economics, Urban planning).
( • Fmployment, InJusuics), ('Indu,trics, Em
{ ,Ioyment).	 Ncw	 York,	 Textile	 industry,
Per.ns)Isania. Mary l.ir,d. Labor, Ness Jersey,
Population,	 InJuslncs, \\'ages,	 Urban area,
Slanaf.emenl pl.:nnina.Commerce.
Identifiers Arearedcvclopment.
This stud) o(cnramundy eRuits incionumic p'an-
nin, and :.rea rcdesclopmenl is baud on case his-
turics of ci_rht \!idd!e Atl.,ntic communities which
have been compelled to cope with carious prob-
Icros of economic r(adjustment. Most of the eight
areas cosctcd in the report had suffered heavy
losses is industrial empl.))ment,due chiefly to tcx-
tile mill dosines and cuihack%over the past decade
and a h,lf.Community action pro, rams. organized
iniii.,lly to combat the loss of some 30.000 textile
jobs in Q,e affcncd areas, were hroadened in most
of thre arers to embrace ^fans for attracting new
industries, in some cases creating new economic
activities, and diser4\ing the local econ„my. EP
forts m.ide by a :h community are examined in
relation to the ecunonue structarc of the area, with
major emphasis en how local programs were or-
ganiicd and carried out 	 Ccnaun highlights from
the case histunes map hoe useful applications
in other rcdcselupmcm areas. The experience ofi
individual comr•umties is summarizciL
FEDERAL POVERTY PROGRAMS. ASSES.
MINT AND RECOMMENDATIONS,
Institute for Defense Analyses. Arlington. Va
-
Economic and Political Studies Div.
RichardNluth 1an66, 104pR-116,IDA(HQ-
66.5077
Descriptors: (*Federal budgets, Sociology), (•Po
pulation, Employment), Economics. Wages. Food.
Education, Training, United States government,
Manpower studies, Management engineering.
The amount and character of poverty in the United
States will be influenced by both the Federal pro-
grams directed tospecific groups in the population
and the general economic policies which influence
family income and the unemployment rate- The
major conclusions of this Report concerning the
evaluation of the major Federal poverty programs
and policies are given.
PB-173 603	 HCS3.00 MFS0.65
COMMON%\ EALTH AND COMMUNITY.
Kentucky Program of State Assistance for Com-
munity Improvement.
1966, 74p
Descriptors: ( • Economics, Kentucky). (*Housing.
Kentuck y ). Management planning, Law. Urban
planning. Effectiveness, Costs. Public opinion.
Education. Wages. Population. R ,, ral areas. Unit-
ed States Government.
Identifiers. Area Redevelopment.
The adoption of a reasonable. practical plan of ac-
tion is the first requisite for any community which
undertakes progressive steps of any kind. The
Federally-inspired Workable Program is such a
plan. Throu gh n.communities can initiate and
guide the process of rene .al necessary for them
to adapt to a new age. In its historic' context it
is a unique plan. Cities of all sizes arc ,.iced with
rapid chance. Paradoxically. this change is both
in terms of growth and beiter community life on
the one hand and in terms of decay and inability
of many to share in the benefits of community life
on the other The Workable Program is a plan for
dealing with these changes. It in turn requires a
changed way of acting: goals and policies are to
be established, they are to be achieved through
a process of stimulation. planning. , rogramming.
and coordination. applied to both public and pri-
vate spheres of activity. This report examines how
this plan of action could he introduced to com
munities in a reasonable and praclicul manner by
utilizing the powers and resources of the state to
supplement and facilitate local and Federal action.
Pb- 176 195
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF URBAN RENEWAL:
THEORY, POLICY, AND AREA ANALYSIS.
Research rept.,
California Univ., Berkeley. Real Estate Research
Program.
A. H. Schaaf. 1960. 61p RR-14
Prepared in cooperation with Urban Renewal Ad-
ministration, Housing and Home Finance Agency,
Washington, D.C.
Descriptors: ('Economics. Urban planning),
Feasibility studies, Rehabilitation, Law, Urban
areas, Housing. Standards, Construction, Theory,
Public opinion. Costs. Budgets, Analysis.
Identifiers: Area Redevelopment.
The study is analytical rather than descriptive.
Thus, with few exceptions, there are no empirical
'findings' to report Rather, a condensed preview
of the results of study, stripped of the many details
and qualifications discussed in the main body of
the report, consists of a summary of analytical coo-
elusions and the resulting meti,-dology they sug.
gest for quantitative area analysis.
PB-176270
	 HC 3.00MFS0.65
T
711E PHILADELPHIA ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
IENT PROGRiMS: EVALUATION AND PER-
SPLCTIVE FOR PLANNING,
Philadelphia, Pa. Economic Development Unit.
Arthur 
	 Silvers. Oct 67, 61p
Prepared in cooperation with Economic Develop
ment Administration. Washington. D.C.
Descriptors (*Economics. Urbanplanaing).Com.
metce, Industries. Fffecfivenc^s. Labor, Fmploy-
mcnt, Law. Housingproject%. Minpower.Terrain.
Management planning. Costs. Pennsylvania.
The study was undertaken with the intent ofestab•
lishing a preliminary framework for comprehen-
sive economic development planning. In addition
to examining the objectises. its emphasis is upon
clarifying the roles and rcl.,tionships of the many
separate public and private efforts constituting the
present over,11 economic development effort Com
currently, we have evaluated the effectiveness of
existing policy instruments to achieving explicit
and implicit objectives through vinous sectors.
of the economy. The approach has been the basis
for preliminary conclusions as to where significant
gaps to the present total Won exist and has provid-
ed indication of where existing programs should
be expanded or altered. (Author)
P B-176 391	 HCS3.00 M FS0.65
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STRF	 THE CAP GRANT APPLICA-
TION.
k1cKin%ey and Co.. Inc . Washington. D. C.
May 67. 124p
Contract OEO-2378
Descriptors ('Economics. Emplo)mentl. Federal
br.dgets. Report%. Effectiveness. Decision making,
S• .cciion. Muney.
Identifiers Community Action Program, Grants.
Data forms.
Comcros Impro,encni, needed in the C AP grant
apphcauon: E,tabli,hing a grantee information
File. Resi,ing the grant funding request. Strength-
emng the highlight memorandum fur deci,iun mak-
ing: Timing and responsihiliiy for preparing and
reviewing the grant application.
PH- 176407	 HCf100 MFS0.65
GRA\TEE REPORTING MANUAL: MANAGE-
MENT INFORMATION REPORTING BY COM-
MUNITY ACTION AGENCIES.
McKinseyy and Co.. Inc.. Washington. D.C.
Jul 67. 193p
Contract OEO-1433
Descriptors 1'Economics. Employment). ('Marc
aaggement engineering. Reports). Instruction mantr
als. Muney.Organizations. Manpower, Education.
Housing. Public health. Trainin g_.
Identifier Community Action Program. Informa-
tion systems.
Contents. Purpose of the CAP MIS. M or fact
tures of the progress reporting system: General
instructions for CAA progress reporting. Guide-
lines for developing a CAA program information
system. Admini%(ralion reporting requirements;
!Manpower program reporting requirements: Educ-
ation program reporting requirements: Housing
program reporting requ rcments. Health program
reporting requirements. Community services pro-
gram reporting requirements. Training program
reporting rcquiremcnrs. Technical assistance pro
gram reporting requirements: Migrant program.
reporting requirements.
PB-176408	 HCS3.00 MF$0.65
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STRENGI HEN*V,G THE CAP AD,%IINISTRA-
TIVE ISSUANCE PROCESS.
McKinsey and Co.. Inc.. Washington. D. C.
May 67. 54p
Contract OEO-2378
Descriptors: ('Economics. Employment). (*Or-
ganizations. Super,isron). Effectivcness. Leader-
,hip Management engineering. Efficiency.
Identifiers: Community Action Program.
The h;,sic objective of the CAP administrative is,
Nuancepruces, is to pru,ide leadership and gut
dance to the total CAP organization (headquar-
ter,. rcptonal offices. and grantees) by eommuni^
caring rcic,ant admimstrau,e issuances on all mat-
ters that contribule to carrying out an effective and
efficient attack on poverty. These issuances will
contain appropriate policies. procedures. program
guidance. and other significant information. A se-
cond objectt,e of the issuance process is to coor&
nate all issuance, into a basic. permanent structure
that mcct% uscn' need, A third objective is to pro.
vide more orderly man,igement processes and
re,pon,ihili(y assignments through which issuanc-
e% are formulated. developed. and distributed.
PH- 176 411
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CAP PROGRAMS AND THEIR EVALUATION.
A MANAGEMENT REPORT,
Yankelov ich ( Daniel). Inc.. New York:
Anhur White. Sep 67, 97p
Contract OEO-2364
Descriptors: I
- Economics. Employment). I'Mao-
agement engineering. Economics). Training. EJrec-
tiveness. Education. Social sciences.
Identifiers: Community Action Program. Evalur
lion.
The report comprises a summary of accompp lish.
merits of Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)
to date. a discussion of CAP's objectives and poll
vies: some other major problems which continue
to confront OEO, and some suggestions for their
Possible solution: statement of the need for evalua-
tion of OEO programs and some suggested meth-
ods to carry out evaluation.
PH-176412
	 HCS3.00 MFS0.65
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DF.s FI ((PING STAFFING PATTERNS FOR THE DESIGN OF A %IA%AGENIENT INFORMATIONCAI' k 	 (,Io's %L OFFICES.
N1,kin,ey and C u.. Inc.. Washington. D. C. S1 STEM FOR THE COMMUNITY ACTIONPROGRAM.Alay 67,	 120p
Contract OEO-'_378 Mclsinsey and Co . Inc . Washington. D. C.Jan 67.	 124p	 g
Descriptors:	 ('Economics.	 Employment). 00r- Contract &ED.1"3
gami.rltons	 Manpower	 studies).	 !Management
planning.	 Per unncl	 manag,ment.	 Professional Descriptors:	 (•Ecunu	 Employment).r-(
eade
'Or
personnel. Supervisory personnel. Efficiency, Job ganizations.	 Management	 engineering).
g).t 
L	
-
analysis. Operations research. %hip• Budgets. Management planning. Documenta.
Identifiers: Common ty Anton Program. lion	 Reports. Training. kescarch program admimistration.
An attempt wa • made to determine accurately the Identifier. Community Action Program.
CAP regional staffing requirements through a de-
t:uled an.tly,is of five mayor action steps: ( 1 I Defro- The central design concept underlying the study
ingpcuflc action steps in each management pro- was that the system should be fully,
 integrated with
cc,,	 ('_t N%%igmng respumibildy for carrying out CAP's management processes and. consequently,
each step. (U Estimating the average time needed should prosidc	 meaningful	 information
	 to each'
to perform each step etlectrvely: (4) Developing CAP manager in carrying out his specific portion
regional office work-Iuad pruyectiuns' (S) Calculal- of the CAP mis sion. Thus. the principal focus of
ing the total time icquirrod of each organizational the study was to provide information with which
unit to pet oim the projected work. CAP manager, could improve the effectiveness
PH-I 76113	 HCSY00 MFSO.63 of then decisions in meeting the needs of poor peo.P ie. rather than simply
	 prosiding for a reservoir
of data that might psnertially prove useful. This
approach required a clear understanding of CAP's
mission and management processes.
PH- 176414
	 HC13.00 fv1FS0.65
DETAILED FINDINGS OF STUDY TO DETFR-
MINE EFFECTS OF CAP PROGRAMS ON SE-
LECTED COMMUNITIES AND THEIR LOW-
INCOME RESIDENTS,
`
STRENGTIIENING THE ORGANIZATION AND Yankelovich(Daniel),Inc.. New York.Arthur White. 	 (star 67. 231pPROCESSLS OF THE CAP REGIONAL OFFIC- Contract OEO-.364ES
fslcKinsey and Co.. Inc.. Washington. D. C. See also PB-176 417, and PH- 176418.
Apr V. 74p
Contract OEO-2378 Descriptors	 ('Economics. Employment). ('Em-ployment. Training). Population. Education. Attf
Descripturs:	 ('Economics. Employment). ('Em- tude,. Leadership. Performance (Human). Organ ►zillions. Urban areas. Rural areas. Public health.ployment. Manpower). Management engineering, Law, Statistical analysis.Decrsnm making. Problem solving. Supervisory Identifiers: Community Action Program.personnel. Training. Budgets. Job analysts. Educj&
t ton.
Ident Piers. Community Action Program. Families that participate in CAA programs ex-press intense dc,ires to make more money. to get
In an environment of almost constant criticism. a better education for their children. to keep their
children	 out	 of trouble.	 to	 make	 the	 availableT and	 with	 inadequate	 starring.	 CAP	 has	 made
remurk..hlc	 strides	 Gaining	 widespread	 public money go further. to get more training and better]i
support for the need to aid the disadvantaged: De- jobs. to get better medical care and to have moreattractive	 home,.	 This	 is	 especially	 true of thevel„ping vital program concepts such as Neighbor-
hood Service Centers. Foster Grandparents. Head large Ncgro segment of participating families (44%
Start. Legal Services. Upward Bound and many of our simple). Particularly striking are the strong-
others.
	
Building an estensive field organization. Negroer felt needs of the	 population with respectto their greater desire for s pecial job training. forincl^_dmg 1.100 Community fiction Agencies and
7 regional offices. Attracting a nucleus of excellent better jobs. for more education for themselves and
talent: Development working relationships at the for	 an	 opportunity	 to	 earn	 more	 money.	 Allgroups. however--Negroes. whites and Mexicans-national. state. and local levels where none had
existed. -arc highly motivated to help themselves. And they
PH 176415
	 HCS3.00 MFSO.65 do look to the government to help them help themselves. Only a small minonly would prefer help
in the form of guaranteed income (10 17cl or even
guaranteed jobs (17%). 1 Klost prefer the self-help
route especially if focused on their particular fami-
ly needs.
PB-176416	 HCS3.00 MF10.65
s
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STATISTIC a.I. REPORTS FROM OEO CAPS
AND COSI%IV%*ITIES,
If
 
ankelov ch IDaniel), Inc . New York.
Arthur White. Mar67, 23p
Contract OEO-2364
Pan 4 cf'Detaded Findings of Study to Determine
• Fffcvt, of CAP Programs on Selected Communf
ties and Their Low-Income Residents.' See also
PB-176 416.
Descriptors ('Economics. Employment), ('Em
' ployment. Training). Statistical analysis. Children.
Public health. Population. Education. Dentistry.
Sociology. Personnel.
Identifiers Community Action Program, On-the-
job training.
Attempts have been made in the course of this
study to collect data from OEO and the communi-
ties with respect to (a) the use of CAP facilities;
(b) the enrollment in programs in the nine areas.
and (ci the imnact of the programs on social indica.
ton (e g . juvenile delinquency, school attendance.
welfare rolls. etc J. The staff interviewers. in the
course of their inv estigations. attempted to find
the sources of such information in each of the nine
communities. OEO personnel then assisted in
gathering the information in the many city, county,
and town departments where they were to be
found U should he stressed. however, that this
information is not the product of a survey or a cen-
sus Rather it is either the estimaie of an informed
execuiive Is) andlor. in some cases. counts taken
for limited periods The results of these efforts are
presented in a uparate memorandum which ac-
companies the report The reason for physically
separating this information is that we continue to
receive statistics from the communities. and it is
the intention to add these and venfy others so that
the data can he made more meaningful.
PB-176417	 HCS3.00 MFS0.65
THE COMMt'NITY ACTION PROGRAM: SUM_
MARY OF RcSEARCH REPORT 1,
Yankelovwh (Daniell, Inc , New York.
Arthur While Apr 67. 23p
Contract OEO-2364
See also PB-176 416.
Descriptors ('Economics. Employment). ('Em
ployment. Training). Education. Public health. Po-
pulation. Rural arras. Urban areas, Wages, Attf
Ludes, Morale.
Identifiers. Community Action Program.
The large majority of the poor involved in CAP
programs report si gnificant changes in their own
and their children's lives as a result of their pil
cipation. For their children. they report improve-
ments both in school and at home For themselves.
they repon a mix of benefits including: New jobs.
Special training. More eamings, Education,
Stretching available dollars further. Improvement
of neighborhoods. Among attitude changes, they
report increased hope, self-respect and confidence
in the future mixed with an intense impatience
(especially on the pan of the Negro families) to
share in the affluence they see in the rest of the
society.
PB- 176 418
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i
A DESCRIPTION AND EVALCATION OF M
LF.CTED EDUCATIONAL COMPONENTS OF
CO\:111. NITY ACTION PROGRAMS.
Kirschner Associates. Albuquerque, N. Wit.
May67, 88p
' Contract OEO-2290
Descriptors: ('Economics. Employment), (•Edo-
cation. Research program administration), Bud&
ets.	 Students.	 Costs.	 Instructors.	 Management
enEincering. Population. Social sciences.
Identifiers Community Action Program.
The dma utilized in this rnearch project have been
ohi.nncd from a survey of relcvanl educational
components in nine communities to accomplish
the fallowing purposes	 11) To describe in decal
the	 10.11%, pohnes. programs. organizational a,
ranEcments.	 idmini,tratt%e procedures and con
e mumrs	 reLmonships associated with educational
components	 (2l To analyze educational comm
ncnl actisilics and relationships so that significant
pattern of ptol,lems. issues and achievements art
identified and explored. (3) To recommend chang-
cs in policies. programs, relationships andlor pro-'
ceduic s that w ill increase the effectiveness oredw
"llonal components administered through local
communit y action programs.
PH-176594	 HCS3.00 MF$0.63
THE NO N PROFESSIONAL IN COMMUNITY
ACTION PROGRAMS. 11'ASHINGTON, D. C.
Yankelovich (Daniel), Inc.. New York.
Jul 66. 64p
Contract OEO-970
Descriptors: ('Economics. Emplu)meno. I'Em
ployment. Training). Personnel, Recruiting. Selec-
tion. Supervision. Performance (Human). Re-
search program administration, Management eng.
ineering. Social sciences.
Identifiers: Community Action Program.
This report presents a description of the utilization
and administration practices with respect to nun•
professionals in the community action programs
currently operating in Washington, D. C. The des.
criptive data are bases upon: (a) Personal inter-
view% with program participants and w ith general
informants in Washington; Iht Compilation of sta-
tistics from program records. and Ic) Review of
forms. systems and operating procedures being
used in the nonprofessional employee aspect of
the community action programs.
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TIIF NuNPNOFFtisIONAL IN lOSt%IINITY OPI'URTUNITI OR DEADEND; THE FUTURE
AC fit)". PNOGR %Nih: CHIC %(;0. ILLINOIS. FOR CAP AIDES.
Yankelosich (Daniell. Inc.. New York. Final rept_
Jul 66. 45p National Committee on Employment of Youth,
Contract OEO 970 New YorL.
Judith C. Benjamin. Edith F. Linton. Elisabeth
Descriptors	 (-Economics. Fmploymenit. (•Err,Select• C'emnerhng. Bernard Karr. and E,elyn Wiener.ployment. Traimngt. Personnel. Recruiting.
Performa nce	 tliuman).	 Re
Septs6. 91p
Contract U[r)-605 lion,	 Supervision,
seatvh program admuustration, klinagemcnt en`, kept tin the Cap Aide Study.
mccrmg Soc al,ciences
Wentifien Community Action Program. Desenptun' ('Economics. Employment). (•Err,i
1
This repon present, a description of the utilization
and administration practices with re,pecl to non
plo)menl. Trainingl. Recruiting. Selection. Super-
vision. Budgets. Job analysis. Research program
administration. Urban areas, hianpower.
professionals in the eommunily	 iction programs Identifier. Community Action Program. On•the-
currcntl., operating in Chicagu. Illinois. The des job training,
crirt v	 data are ba,ed upon- (a) Personal inter-
%, %x % with program participants and with general The report begins with a bri •f summary of earlier
informants in Chicago. (b) Compilation of static findings and the status of career Je,elopme;tl wilts
tics from program records, and (c)	 Review of in the programs reviewed. It then moves to a des-
forms. systems and operating procedures being cription and analysis of the views of CAP staff.
used m the nonprufe.sior.al  employee aspect 3f followed by the views of 'outsiders.' Discussion
the cummunit) action programs. of	 CAP	 aides	 is	 divided	 according	 to	 those
PB-176612	 HCS3.00MFS0.65 cmploved in school or school-related programs
and those emplo ed in community or neighbor-
hood center. Be,au,e of the focus on their future
employment prospects, this seemed the most ap-
propriate division
	 The one exception, the aides
employed in the projevt for the elderly, is included
under the heading. 'aides in the community.' sinceI
	 functioning as outreach workers. their role is
similar to that of the aides employed by neighbor-
hood centers. Discussion of the views of'uutsid.
er 	 is divided into two chapters
	 One deals with
existing opportunities relating lit the CAP jobs re-
viewed, while the other deals with 'future pros'+
ect,.	 including obstacles and proposed sulutions.
In the conclusion, the opinion of all those inter-
viewed on every level concerning the impact of
fi
Community
	 Action Programs is summarized as
a	 prelude	 to	 NCEY's	 recummend:uions
	 for
strengthening the development of nonprofessional
manpower. IAuthor) 
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DEM RII'TION siND EVALLATION OF NEIGH-
BORHOOD CENTERS.
i Kirschner	 Associates.	 Albuquerque.	 N.	 Mex.
15 Nov 66. 175p
Contract OEO.1257
EVALUATION OF NOSPROFES.CIONALS IN
r Dcscriptoirs:•(•Ectmumics, Employment). Popula- CONIML'NITY ACTION PROGRAMS.
lion. Leadership. Manpower. Budgets. Personnel,
'
Interim rept. no. I.
Training. Supervision. Urban areas. National Committee tin Employment of Youth.
Identifier Community Action Program. Apr 66. 122p
Contract OEO-605
The general purpose of the neighborhood center Rept on CAP Aide Study.
is it,
	,er,e a% a spatial and organiratioinal focal
Point for grass-roo(, participatum in self-help pro Descriptors I • Economics. Fmployment). (•Err
grams by the area residents. Initiative rests with pit"ment. Training)	 Personnel, Recruiting. Selec-
the local residents from whom leadership is ex- non, %finptiwer. Supervision. Research program
pected to emerge	 This native leadership is assist- administration. Job	 analysis.	 Management	 eng-
ed by the paid staff members of CAA. but in no ineering-
scn,c is the staff to'impuse' a program on the area Identifiers: Community Action Program.
residents from ahove. It is cv ident. therefore. that Of all the antipoverty measures enacted by Con-
depending on the desires of the local residents. the gress. Community Action Programs have been
neighborhood center can	 function as a referral the most cuntruversial. This controversy has ceo
point for ser y ices dispemed elsevi,here. as a local sered mainly on the issue of 'involving the poor.'
outpost site for the rendering of,erviccs both pub. The mandate to 'develop. conduct and administer'
he and pn, atc	 is a generator of new ,ers ices. and programs with 'the maximum feasible panicipal-
as	 d	 central	 meeting	 place	 for	 area	 residents. ion of the poor his been interpreted in two ways.
- Funhermure, the center is intended to serve all incorporating the poor into the local policy-making
the nec'ly people in its area. not Just the young. and planning body. Lind employing them in the pro
or the olds or the sick. etc. In short, the ideal here grams themselves. in what have come to be called
is the multi-purpose center catenng to the felt and
'nunproife%sionil' roles ..Although	 most of the al•
esprc„cd needs of the local resident population. tension has focused on the involvement of the poor•
It -.hould perhaps he noted here that the idea of in policy-making and planning. it is their employ-
she
	
re,idents organizing them,clves to exercise menl by CAP that is perhaps of greater signify
more effective political power did not appear in cance. If the work roles now being developed ir.
the interview's with CAA personnel. CAP can be incorporated into the in,mutions in
PB•176616	 HCS3.00MFSO.65 the	 community	 charged	 with	 the	 permanent
respon,ibihty for	 providing	 health. welfare. and
educational services, then employ ment of the poor
will open up new career opponuniues that can
- offer decent employment	 for the	 unemployed.
while meeting manpower needs. If. however, they'
amount to no more than make-work. or menial.
dead-end jobs that are relevant only to the pro-
grams themselves. then CAP job-creation efforts
will have little or no long-range effect 	 Their only
contribution will have been to provide temporary
relief to the poor.r
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A STUD\ OF THE NONPROFESSIONAL IN THE
A	 DEJ(Rll rT10N	 AND	 EN ALUATION	 OF CAP.
NE:IGHBOKIIOODCENTERS. Yankefovich(Daniel). Inc. New York.
Iur,,:hner Assuciatcs. Albuquerque. N. Me&- Arlhur White	 Scp 66.	 181p
Dec 66, 79p Contract OEO-970
• ContractOEO-1257 Descriptors. (-Fainomics.
	 Emplo)mcnrt. ( • Em-
De,cnptors.	 ('Economics. Emplo)ment). Deer ployment.	 Treeing).	 Research	 program admim
stun marking. Le..Jenhep. ( use,. Population. Envo- istration.	 Recruiting.	 Supersiseon.	 Performance
runnicnt. Education. Emplo)ment. Training. (Human). Mutivation. Social sciences. Selection.
•
Identifiers: Community Action Program. Identifiers: Community Action Program.
The recommendation, briefly set forth in this sec- The major purpose of this study is stated in ixr
tion include (1) To continue neighborhood centers research proposal is follow,. The study is aimed
as prominent fe.itures of the anti-poverty program. at getting a fully detailed factual descnption of the
12) To clan	 the principal rule of neighborhoodO adminwrauve side of the nonprofessional program
centers as enhancing the pawcr of the poor to help —how the nonprofessional job candidate is identi-feed, recruited,them,clvcs	 (3) To emphasize intensive and con-
for bush
screened. trained. supervised. used.
and provisions being m.,de to ensure continuityi tinuing training programs	 professional and
for of job and upgrading of opportunity ' ^ secondnun - prufts +uirtal staff and	 hoard members fill
To mudtfy existing organizational arrangements Purpose is to m.oke an asscs,menl of the validity
of the basic premises underlying the nonprofesso that centers are relatively autonomous and so
that they are small and informal, 0) To develop-
.
sional program end lit identify which of the many
ment speciJI program, to select and train persons uhslacles lit its success are bring overcome and
which ob,tacle, are holdingfor positions of leadership in centers.	 Last. it is
recommended that those with a view to the grand
the program hack. Fi•
^ally--and this gut, beyond the immediate scope
strategy of the war against poverty must have the of the project- we were invited to Jraw any cunclu
patience and determen.dion to support the cause sions and reco mmendations suggested by the findings for the future of the
	 Since
	 inter-program.	 such
-
of the poor agaiMt all adversaries including the
poor themselves. hcyondpretatiuns nccc,sanly go	 the d,da, we have
PB . 176618	 HCS3 00 MFS0.65 been careful in mcel!ng this objcco,e to separateface from interpretation
	 Also we have made explt
-_ cit the point of view of the interpretation,
	 As a
firm of hu,encss re%c,irchcrs and wn,ultants, our
point of view pnibabfy
	 differs in many respects
from the point of view of other categories of prof-
essionals concerned with this program. Separating
fact from inicipiciauon will permit people stns ►
tried	 to different
	 issue, to draw	 aciJitional°and
perhaps	 somewhat
	 different--cunclusiuns
	
from
the ,am9
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THE. %ONPROF'ESSIONAL IN COMMUNITY
ACTION I'KOGRANIS . LOS ANGELES, CAU- THENONPROFESSIONAL IN COMML\171'ACTION PROGRAMS. DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
--_. FOKSIA.Nankelovirh(Daniel),Inc.. New York. Vankelosich (Daniel). Inc.. New York.1un66, 55p
'= -= Jun 66. 30p Contract OEO.970
—
Contract OEO.970
_ —
De,cnptors	 (•Fconomics. Employment). (•Em-Selection. Super-
Descriptors: ( , Economics. Employment). (-Em-
ployment. Training). Personnel, Recruiting, Selec-plo,ment.Training(. Recruiting.
Performa n ce	 1Human).	 Personnel, 	 Re- lion.	 Supersmon.	 Performance	 (Human).	 Re-
search program aJ runistra(ion. Managemen t eng- search program admini,trauon. Management eng-meeting. Social sciences._
—
incering'social sciences.Community Action Program-Identifiers:
Identifiers: Community Action Program.
- description of the utilization This report presents a description of the utilization_
_
This report presents a
with rt,ptct to non and admini,trauun practices with respect to non-and admim,trao un practicesprofessionals in the commumts action programs professionals in the community action programscurrently operating in Detroit. Michigan. The des-
currently	 operatin g	in	 Los	 Angeles. California,based upon. Pe rsll nal lit- criptive data are based upon: Ial Personal inter-P
=)?''
'
The descripti ve data are
terviews with program partiupanl , and with gener-
Los Angcle , : Compilation of sit
view s
 with program part)
	 pants and with general
informant, in Detroit. (b) Compilation of statistics
al informants in and	 Review	 of from program	 and	 Review	 forms.ed
-
titles	 ftom	 program	 reLords:
form,.	 systems and operating prucedure v beingemployee aspect of^
fc
cratingsystems. and of  procedures being  used in
the nonprofessional emplo yee aspectP	 Plu r 	 t of the tort►
used m the non munily action programs.
_
_ -- the communit y action programs. 33,00 M F 50.63PB . 1 7 6 620
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C ►sl I Prices: 11C SI.DO MF S0.50
5I57L .41 DEVELOPMENT CORP SANTA
MONICA CALIF
1.^7LR1'1 •:^TIOV DESIGN' IN COMMUNITY D&
PGLLEMINARY RESULTS OF
A IOCAL AC-1'10!i PROGRAM IN LOS AN-
cf.LFS.
Pwfcsslonal paper,
b) Alfred P. rancll 20 Aug 65, 2lp. Rcpt. no.
SP-1076
Unclassified report
Prepared for presentation at the Mooing of the
S(ci-1) for tt•c Study of Social Prublcros, 29 Aug
65. Ch csgo,111.
Des_riptors: ('Sociulovy, California), ('Del-
inquency. Control), Man-rgement planning.
Adolescents, Urban planning
Social action pro ,^ r,,ms invokin.- community de-
vcl0q,mcnt must take into account two tasic consi-
de anions: (1) the problem of definition, since
every social action program has community devel-
opment components in that they represent inter-
vention in some Lind of communit): and (2) the
rchtcd proSlcm of -ppro2ch. since in the action
program a decision must be maJC as to whether
eommanity development is to be viewed as a sep.
arate and drain:t pros m in itself, or whether it
is to be viewed as a planned or seren^ipit-)us att6
bute of all community irtenention programs and,
thus, a rrocedural rather than content element in
social action. A partial test to explore the feasibilf
ty of employing community development as a coo-
tent (program) area was i. eluded in the design of
the brued based community intervention program
of the youth Opportunities Coard of Greater Los
Angeles. For a number of reasons, many beyond
the control of the YOB stag, a full test of the ap
proach wai not completed and si;nif:cant evalua-
tion was not possible. An:.lysis of the data availa.
ble, incomplete and sketch thouih they may be,
suggests that the decision ultimately made by pro-
gram m.rnngcment on the basis of purely practical
eonsideratiuns may have been the correct one.
StAEN M01)i IS OF L'RB. %N DE%]ELOPMLNT:
A STM C 1 L R \I. Mil l %RISON,
R-ind Corp Santa Monica Calif
Ira S. Lnvvr). Sep 6'. 44p Rcpt no. P-3673
Prepmed for prescm.tron at lliEhway Research
Bowd. National Re•c.u:h Council. Conference
on Urban Dcv0- , ,-o col Models. D.irtmouth Col-
lege, tlanovrr. N.11., 26 303un 67.
Descriptors: t'L'rban rl.mning. MoJels . (Simula-
tionsll. V%lanx cmem planning. 'Urb.sn areas),
Econonn:s, Housing. 1 r: nsport.dion, Buildings,
Costs, Population.
Attempts to develop quamit.tive mudels of the
sr , ' ,d asrcrrs of urhm d-clopment for use as
pl,-imne tral, hardly ante-l ac 1 rr 60. Since then,
there h r%c teen maumcrable pruspectu , em many
serruus cntCrp1m.s.:ar3 A Icast a few substantial
ac:omrlishmewN. The mod.-l-builders -- a group
th.rt overt-r% b-it doc%n't Loin: r,': with the pl.ro-
niuy profession - cl. ins that th0 it brain children
h.rvc pr,:scnt or paMntia) vat rc as planning aids.
Une o1 tine fro,iF, ions of Ili: planner as Chem is
chit he Jocsn't usually And it c .ay to p J; a thew
cLntns of to ChosC anon,: the nr.rny .d':rn:dives
no•: avail::blc for hi, con-adcration Ir. dins escry,
the author shows how a ma.&.f of lhcsC MILIMS
relalc to c:och other .rod to a generally accepted
!hcor) of the iwalxt for urb in Lnd. The undCrtols-
in. involves so..^c ride of nmrcprescntat;nn, since
only Iwo . f tlic .; CCiSC 1110 JC4 J;%Luiscd arc ade-
qu.UCl) a:.d f jm !!y dacumcntcd.
.A U-659 360	 1ICS 3.00 M F $0.65
a^
a
Pit Ir y 743	 Fit Id 5C. 8F, -A
CI"I I I'1 is c%: IIC52.03 Mt $0.50
Indu s tn.d Planning Associates, San Francisco.
/ Calif.
A VRl'%1l'R ON CO\I%IU\111 MA EI.OPMF.NT.
1961, 35p
rrcrar%9 in co.,pciauun %kith A y es Re.1e%clop
went AJnunrstlat.on. \\'a%hm`t,•n, D. C.
De%captors- err onrmics. Geovaphy).
('I niplo ) rncnt. Gcugtaph)). OinJu+uies.
s Economics). 11r.,iruclion manuals. Urban
planning). Indu%iric%, Commerce. Manage-
merit punning. Natural rc%ouicc%. I ahor. Ag
n:ultuue. Railroad%. Textile industry. Wood
1	 Furescry,Mmingeneincciing,Tiaot rortation
I	 Identifiers: Area redc%elopmenl.
The Arca Redevelopment Act of 1961 represents
the Nation'% lir%I direct attack on the problem of
chronic area unemplo)wcnt and undcremploy-
ment Incicaiin;:the \iclRrJc%clopmcntAdmits-
1%tration. the Concre%% hat placed fedcrad suppon
behind lw:;d communities th.il are Irvin; to rc%ive
their %lapnant or decl;ning economic% and provide
new jot%. Cc,mmunitic%of all sires ha%c been %eek-
ing nc%% rmplo)m;nt through induoti.d dc%elop
mcnt for Severa l d%cadcs -- often huwe%er, with
out the ascrall economic and physical develop
ment 0f the area in %icw. 1 he ARA program - spe-
cif,all) pra y ed to the needs crareas with high ups-
emplo)mcm -- crcuur<!cs a farsighted approach
to redo%cloprnent that eunsiJcr% the direction of
economic pro%%th both today and in the future.
ARA also hchc%c% and en; h.t,izcs that the local
redo%clopment effort i% hest planned and canned
out by a committee representing the ideas and ex-
perience of all m.ijor commurity groups. To be
effccti%e, area ride%clopment requires adaptation
of old methods and much thinking on new coo-
ccrt% and tcchwyucs. A% an aid to to%al group%,
this ri io,cr pac%cnt% sonic of the pnnci -n les of com-
munity rcev%clupmer.t The contents of the Primer
include- The need for community rede%c!opment.
What is redesclopmcnt. Ilow rede%clormeni
works. Wh,rc to get help. The long road ahead.
I'8.170 880	 Field 138, SDC[ STI  Prices: HCSI.00 \IF'51.00
Wa%hingion Univ.. SI 1 0111%, Mo School of Law.
IV- FRSE CO\DENINATION: THE CONSTITU.
710\AL LIMITS OF PI'BLIC RESPONSIBIU-TY.
by Daniel R. Mandelkcr. 15 Feb 64, 129p
Contract CPR-11.8682
Prepared in cooperation with Bureau of Public
Roads, Washington, D. C.
De%cnrtor% ('Roads. Construction), (-Law,
Roads), Maintenance, Damage.
identifiers: In%er%e condemnation.
In%er%e condemnation, or reverse eminent do
mmil. r% the name riven 10 a cause of action avails
Idc In landowners who have been damaged by a
hiphway lmrio%cment. but who have not been
compensated in the original condemnation
rlocerdmp The action is baud on the constitw
urinal eminent domain r-ovi%ion. which in most
%taies t% held to he self
-t
 %ecuhng without the en
actment of %lalutory consent to sue. and thus pro.
sides a wag around the harrier of sovereign ins-
rriundy in tun lnr cr%e condemnation claims art
either evident or rrob;;ble at the time of construo-
uon If the claim is evident such as a claim for Iota
of access, it can he compensated in the original
condemnation pniceedmr If the claim is only pro-
hahle, it cannot he compensated in the condemns
lion proceeding hccau%e n falls in the speculative
J. mare category. These claims can only he con,
pcn%sled in iiner%e condemnation. The most cow
mon examples arc Ph)%ical damage claims arising
out of %tides or flooding, and they provide the
background for discussion in the reporl. (Author)
PB472 986	 Ficld 3K, 138
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Penn%ylv::nia State Univ . University Park.
SPECIFIED SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF AT-
TITLDES TONARD COMMUNITY PLANNING
AND ZONING.
Research rept.
by H Kirk Danscreau,Ri,hard A. Rehberg, and
John R Maiulo 1966. 53p RR-8
Descriptors' (*Urban planning, Attitudes).
(*Attitudes. Sociometrics). Rural areas,
Roads. Law, Pennsylvania.
Identifiers: Zoning ordinances
' The Ending% of the %tudv show that the acceptance
of the function% of planning and zoning was Ies%
widespread in Farmvrlle Township la pseudonym)
than in Pleasant Township la pseudon)ml, Func-
tions of planning and zoning include regulation of
land use. provision of adequate public facilities
and utilities, maintenance of public health start•
lards, and land suhdi,mon control Also in the
communities studied, the evaluation and potential
support for pLonning and zoning are usually found
at higl.er levels of socioeconomic statu%. Educa-
lion in panituLu appears to ha%c been a key factor
in the acceptance of and support for planning and
zunmg Generally the acceptance of concept and
practice of planning and zoning was greater in
Plcasanl Township w hick was the larger and more
industrial community with hi g her educational and
occupational attainment Farmsrlle Township is
smaller and predonunatcly agricultural. In both
cominuwtics, do%irability for planning imanabte
exceeded that for zoning, and %t.ttcment% expre%s-
ing de%irahihly outnumbered Thou manife%ling
potential support for the%e respccti%e practices.
Indi%idual% seemed less willing to commit then-
selves to action than to accept the concept of plan -
rang and zoning Fcar of vosernmcni domination
also seems to ha%e been related to educational and
occupational Ic%el with most negative expre%%ions
s concerning go%ernment participation coining from
14	 the more rural community (Fum%ille Township).
(Author)
P8. 173 eN	 Field SC
CFSTI Prices: HCS2.00 MFVJ9
Area Redevelopment Administration, Washin}
ton, D. C.
THE COMMUNITY ANTJ ECONOMIC DEVEL
OPM ENT.
by William L. Ball. Jr. May 64, Ilp
Descnptors ('United States. 'Economics),
Urban planning. United Slates Go%ernmeot,
Employment. Commerce, Money. Industries,
Personnel management, Natural resources,
Transpotvtion.
Identifiers: Area redevelopmerltL
Contents: The need for local economic develop
ment; 1 he high cost of abandonment; A new ap
pioach. Getting %caned; The im portance of a plan;
The money problem: Altractii.a new industries;
Developing local industries; The importance of
distributive husmcsses; Getting the visitor dollar.
Exploiting natural resources; Education, trainiM
and manpo%cr needs; Getting the right community
facilities: Road%. railways and airports; Urban rw
newal; The need for research; Where to get help;
(ARA services. Other federal programs, State
services. Pmaie sources ofhelp. Local responsbi
lity,; Suggeoed reading; State agencies concerned
with economic development,
n11 .
u'
0
MID-C'HIC'AGO ECONOMI(' DLVELOPNtk\T
S1LDY. VOLUME L PUIICIFS AND PRO
GRA%LS, F.CONONIIC DEN ELOPMENT OF VIII)-
CHICAC0.Chicago Univ., 111 Center fur Urban Studies.
Feb 66, 16:p
Prepared in cooperation with Area Redevelop
merit Agency. See j%o P0- 173 843.
Dewnptors ('Research program administration,
Urban areas). ('Urban areas. Management eng.
ineering). Economics. Employment. Industnes,
Manpower, Labor, Costs. Urban planning, Train
ing. Buildings.
The report contains a eonciae at.itcment of the pro•
r
nung goals set berg+re the two study teams.
en moves into an analysis of the economic
problems confronting the study area baud on the
data deseloped by the study, the actise espcncnce
of (he Committee for Econ,muc and Cultural De-
velopment and .pplicd economic theory Policies
for economic redevelopment of the Nhd-Chacabo
Development Area are denved in connection with
this analysis and placed in the contest of city-wide
' economic policies. Programs which effectuate
these policies are recommended both for the total
study area and for three sub arr , The separation
of wh•area programs and policies IN based on a
programming strategy which masimires the post
tive economic impac! in terms of the stated goals.
The 'action element;' of the study in this report
are focu,cd on achieving this impact in the private
sector of the study areas economy through suppor-
tive public programming In an appcndis titled Ex-
amples of the Program in Action, some of the steps
taken by the Committee in experimental program
rung art described this appendis includes an art ►
cle which researches, descnhes and details the
potentials for cutting costs through construction
of multistory industrial buildings. This includes
actual cost compansoni and design concepts. Also
included in the appendix i. a section on the forma
tion of the Nforcine Community Improvement Or-
gamration, a group of industrialists in the study
area. A training program in which public aid rec -
pients are trained in data processing is also des-
cribed- This prod-am cunceaved and supported
with Committee aid. and funded through the Cook
County Department of Public Aid. has already
resulted in more than fifth new jobs. Finally. the
appendix includes a tentative planning approach
for the Southwest Industrial Dastnct which re-
flects how the research deve:oped has begun to
become an input in the planning process
PB-173 84 2	HCS3.00 hIFS0.63
MID-CHICAGO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
STUDY. VOLLME. LL TECIINIC V. AN,U.Y"SIS
AND FINDINGS, ECONOMIC DEVEI OPNIENTOF MID-CHICAGO.
Chicago Univ.. III. Center fur Urban Studies.
Feb 66. 169p
Prepared in cooperation with Area ke, i
 —elop.ment Agency, Washington, D. C. See also I B 173844.
Descriptors: ('Reacarch program adminwration,
Urban areas). I'Urban areas. Management eng-
ineenng), Economics. Employment, Industnes,
Manpower. Labor. Costs, Urban planning. Train,
ing, Buildings.
This volume contains a discussion and examines
tion of the histor,cal trends and endemic problems.
It proceeds to carmine the physical characteristics
of the study area. Labor force characteristics ; nd
employment problems are dlscusse-f and analysed
u are the economic and en v ironmental problems.
Based on the conclusions denied from this analy-
sis, the Center for Urban Studies suggests cert:un
programs which might be used to treat study areaproblems
PB-173 843
	 HCS3.00 MFS0.63
i
Descnpton, ('Research program administration,
t Urban areas). ('Urban Areas, management eng.ineenng). Economics. Employment. Industnes,
Manpower, Labor. Costs, Urban planning. Nato-
rail resources, Shipping (Manne). Water traffic.
Included in this supplement are studies of the his.
tory of the area: the effects of technology. an ex-
amanauon of Chicago's market, transportation as
related to redevelopment; the rule of the inland
waterway's. natural resources as they apply to
_ rZevelopment of the Stockyards, industrial relo
cation from and into the study area. transportation
as related to the urban economic structure: the ef-
fects of water and air pollution, a plan for the south
branch industnal district. and population -nd em
=	 nt characterisues.PB-17	 -
PB-17) 544
	
HC53.00 hIFS0.63
MOD-CHICAGO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
STUDY. VOLUME Ill. TECHNIC ► L SLPPLF,
MENT, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF NIID-
CHICAGO.
Chicago Univ.. III. Center for Urban Studies.
Feb 6o. 433p
Prepared in cooperation with Area Redevelop.
ment Agency, Washington, D. C. See also PB-173
842. PB-173 843.
RESIDENTIAL REHABILITATION,
Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis. School of Arch ►
lecture.
M. Carter McFarland, and Walter K 4ivrett. 30
Jul 63, 323p
Prepared in cooperation with Dept. of Housing
and Urban Development. Washington. D. C. Prep•
ared for presentation at the Training Insti tute in
Residential Rehabilitation, University of Minneso.
tai, Minneapolis, Minnesota, Jul 19-30, 1963.
Descriptors. ('Housing.' Rehab, litation), (-Urban
planning. 'Management engineering), Urban
areas, Economics. Feasibility studies, Selection,
Maintenance, Leadership, Banking.
The paper is the result of the author's continuing
concern with this problem over many years. and,
more particularly, of his intimate involvement in
recent federal efforts to break the rehabilitation
bottleneck. What follows will be an attempt to
tncc the development of the concept o. residential
rehabilitation over the past 30 years, to report the
Progress which has beenmade, to identify the cur-
rent conceptions and their deficiencies, and to suit
gest the shape of the future.
PB•176246 =
	 HCS3.00MFS0.65
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN URBAN RF,
NEWAL, CO-.UIUN?TY SERVICES AND FAMILY Ill
'
Tennessee State PLinning Commission, Nashville.
William Bishop Nixon, and Joseph M Bnyd,Jr.
CATION.
District of Columbia Redevelopment land Ager►
Nov 57, 254p Pub-279 cy, Washington.
Prepared in cooperation with Housing and Home Apr64, 150pPrepared in cooperation with Housing and Home	 )Finance Commission. Washington, D. C.
Finance Agency, Washington, D. C.
• De%cnpton•	 (*Urban	 planning,	 *Leadership).
Urban areas. *Housing), Maintenanco. RehAbilr Descriptors.	 ( • Routing,	 'Urban	 planning),
tation, Public relations, Population, Budgets, Or- (-Urban areas, • Mdriagement engineering), Popwlation. Adjustment (Psychology). Money. Sociolo-gamzatiuns,Civilian pers- ricl,Tennessee. gy, Costs, Employ mcnt, District of Columbia
The purpose of this project was to establish a pro- One of the purposes of urban renewal is the irtrgrain of community organization and public infor- provement of everday 11, ing conditions of families.
mation aimed at developing citizen understanding
of and %uppon for the local government so thin The aggravation of already serious social con&
it could plan and execute an urban renewal pro hoot tin only hamper the community's long-range 	 -
urban renewal goals	 Since inevitably urban rene	 =gram. The expenence% and mistakes of this special
project were to be evaluated by its staff so that wal affects the entire community. the problems
other communities could benefit from what was of family relocation must be viewed as a commune
ty responsibility	 Such problems in relocation artlearned in Dyersburg. The Dyersburg project had
as its basic aim to explore vinous ways of gaining properly the suFjeca of a con,rnunity investigation.
citizen participation in helping to launch an urban The Redevelopment 1 And Agency found that theHealth and Welfare Council of the National Cap ►renewal program. An initial working assumption
-
was adv.inced that citizen cooperation depends
and coor intag Area. the social welfare pas d
was reedy to join in deing body for Washington.e
ad
to a lame extent upon the  understanding which sive p l an to obtain the covelopmg a comprehensive
citizen% have of the wonhwhilenc%% of any pre-• operation of all the city's social and health services
-
_ =
Do sad civic endeavor	 It was felt that this under- in helping the families to be relocated.
-° standing could be developed through engaging the PO-176 249	 HCS3.00 MFSO.65
citizens in stud y ing civic problems, evaluating pot
_ EIl sible solutions, and bnngin 	 their findings to thecity government. Such expenence was fell to bethe best meant for gaining both citizen understand-
ing of and commitment to the city's responsibility
for de.ihng with municipal piuhlerns	 This line of
reasoning was basic in the administration of the
Dycrsbuig project-
P8- 176248
	 HCS3.00 Af FS0.65
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COMNIUN'ITV ORGANIZATION FOR CITIZEN
_ PARTICIPATION IN L'RBAN RENEWAL,
Housing	 Association
	 of	 Metropolitan
	 Boston,
Inc.. Mass.
William C. Loring, Jr.. Frank L. Sweetser, and
- Charles F. Ernst. 1957, 262p
P.eparcd in cooperation with Housing and Horne
Finance Agency, Washington, D. C.
Descnptors. (*Housing. *Urban planning). ( • Man-
agemcnt engineering, -Urban areas).
	 Rehabilita.
lion. Sociology,	 Leadership,
	 En v irunment,
	 Eco.
NEIGHBORHOOD CONSERVATION. A PILOT nomics. Education, Decision making.
STUDY,
e Detroit City Plan Commission. Mith. The reader is introduced in the report to the ways
Maunce Frank Parkins 1958. 288p of administrators and volunteer leaders in citizen
Prepared in cooperation with Housing and Home participation	 in urban	 renewal	 at city-wide and
Finance Agency . Washington. D. C. Document neighhothoud levels. Manv actual experiences and
contains color. reproduction in Black/Whi:e only. numerous	 recommendations
	 are	 presented
	 that
ma) be helpful to other administrators and citizens
Descriptors	 (*Urban planning. * Management ell engaged especially in the rehabilitation type of re-
gineeting). CHousing- *Urban areas). Population, newal program. In addition. Chapter 7 develops
Leadership. Economics Sociology. Decision mak- for u r ban plani,ers
	 some •ociologicaf factors to
ing. Altitudes. Environment. consider in re%p-ct to die amount, hind and Iota-
lion of Icmure-time community y
 facilities needed
	
—
The present study. in following its goal of analyt- in rehabilitation both io spur resident interest and
	 =_
ing a portion of Detroit'% urban renewal program. investment and to stabilize renewal values. The
con"ritraics attention with progressively greater same Chapter AI %o proposes a new re%pun%ibility
intensity upon the total urban renewal program for community organization wurAcr%, when sere-
upon the phase% of neighborhood conservation. ing as a member of a renewal team. The list Chap
and upon the conservation pilot project. ter, after summing up the lessons of the Demon
	 €
PB-176253	 HCS3.00MFS0.65 stration pertinent to urban renewal. tries to put
community organitainin for citizen panicipation
into perspective for 'he profe%vrons deali,g with
social work, urban planning. and political sc•ence.
PB-176 259	 HC 53.00 NI FSO.65
NEIGHBORHOOD CONSERVATION IN NEW
1 ORK CITY.
New 1 ork City Housing and Redevelopment
Board.
Oc(66. 179p
Prepared in cooperation with Housing and Home
Finance Agency. Washington. D.C.
3
} Descriptors: ( • Housing. -Urban planning).
(-Urban areas. *Management plammn4) Rehabili•
tation. Ecunumics. Ere,ironment. Sociology, Re-
creation. Education. Leadersh.p.
fThe overall goal of the program is improvement
fi of the neighborhood, the creation of a favorable
physical and social en,tronment offering oppor-
tunities for hertei living In general. thefollowing
techniques have been used: Strict and intensive
enforcement of the housing. building, health and
sanitation cafes through coordination of the in-
spectional services of City departments Encour-
aE .ment of building upgrading and moderate reh,
bdit.tion by advising property owne-s and assist-
ing them to utilize various financing aids such as
muninoil loans. go.crnmcni-sponsored mortgag-
es. tax abatement and exemption. De.ongestion
of the neighborhood by assisting families to relo-
cafe to better housing Tenant organization, educa-
tion and a,sisiance with emphasis on self-help Ac-
} tivities to clean up and beautify the neighborhood
with community cooperation Ider. 5cation of
conmunit y needs in health. welfare, po n ce Frotec-
uon. intergroup relations. recreation and educa-
ti on. Budding of cc nmunit y organizaVan for cit-
izen participation in joint efforts to expend servic-
es where needed and to plan for the future of the
neighborhood.
PO-176261	 HCS3.00 M FSO-63
A BANK LOOKS AT COMMUNITY DEVELOP-
MENT. TF.CIINICAL APPENDIX.
Demonstration Project PA. D-1.
First National Bank of Boston. Mass.
William F. Keesler. Jan 63. 572p
Prepared in cooperation with Housing and Home
Fin:mce Agency. Washington, D. C. See also PB-
176 262.
Descriptors: (*Economics. Pennsylvania),(* Bank-
ing,	 Urban	 planning).
	
Population,	 Budgets,	 In-
dustncs.
	
Employment,	 Labor,	 Money,	 Waggs,
I aw.	 Education. Water supplies, Organizations,
Public health. Roads. Transportation, Recreation,
Tables.
Identifiers Area Redevelopment.
Contents:	 Economic	 analysis:	 Fiscal	 analysis;
Community facilities analysis: Land use revenue
and espenditare study. Community development
program (Author)
PB-176 263	 HCS3.DO M F$0.63
A BANK LOOKS AT COMMUNITY DEVELOP-
MENT.
Demonstration Project PA 04,
First National Bank of Boston, Mass.
William F. Keesler. Jun 63. 6ep
Prepared in cooperation with Housing and Home
Finance Agency, Washington. D. C. See also PB-
176 263.
Descriptors P Economics, Pennsylvat.,a), 0 Bank-
ing. Urban planning). Population, Budgets. Urban
areas. Costs. Law, Terrain, Organizations. Trans
portauon. Climatology, Labor. Money.
Identifiers: Area Redevelopment.
The Demonstration Project activities undertaken
in Wilkes-Barre by the consultant bank already
have been helpful to W i l kes-Barre's public ofricials
and civic leaders in their consideration ofcommur►
ity development program elcmcnts The data in
the four studies -- Economic Analysis. Fiscal
Analysis. Community Facilities Analysis, and
I and Use Revenue and Expenditure Study — and
the Commuruts Development Program have
helped individuals and groups to focus attention
on the community's problems. (Author)
PB-176 262
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FIRE' CONTROL.
AD-616 623	 Div. 13/11, 18/1
CFS'rl Prices; IIC$4.00 JIr$1.00
Gage, Babcock and Associates, Inc., Chicago. Ill.
A SYSTEM FOR LOCAL ASSESSME.T OF THE CON-
FLAGRATION POTENTIAL OF URBAN AREAS.
Final rcpt.,
by B. DI. Cohn, L. E. Almgr-.n, and M. Curless. Mar 65,
150p
Contract OCD PS64 74, Task 2539A
Unclassified report
Descriptors: (• fires, Urban areas), (*Urban areas,
Fires), ('Fire safety, Civil defense systems), Gamage,
Disasters, Vulnerability, Classificatlor., Thermal
radiation, Rind. F ail lir:gs, Construction, Haza-rds.
An empirical system was devclored for local applica-
tion to permit both the assessment of relative confingra-
tlon potential (by assi.n.ng
 ratings to urban blocks
Indicating
 their relative susceptibility to mass fire)
and the dcllncation of firebreaks to Isolate or di,6ide
conflagration areas. The b: sis of the system was the
application of fire protection engineering principles to
evolve formulae and relative ratings for the factors In-
volved In fire spread. Results conslstent with the obser-
vations of experienced fire -'apartment officers µere
achieved when assigning numerical ratings to
predominant factors; then applying a generalized formula
for computing block ratings to indicate relative conflagra-
tion hazard. However, to obtain actual er^osure distances
required individual analysis of structures along the
potential firebreak. As a result, h ,.o an.il,tic methods
% ere prepared, and simplified ver_A_ns of each «ere
devised. The regular and sim plified methods -..ere field
'	 tested by civil defense and fire department volumteers
to Insure ease of application, corfor;aity to existing
knowledge of fire spread. and consistency of results.
The final versions are cnnsld^red valid for the purposes
set forth. (.Author)
i
R
AD620741 Div.13/1I,Ilt/1
CFSTI I'r I,..: IIC $3 nn %1P S0.75
810-MX4A11C5l1V1 (.1A18RIr)GE AfASS
SMALL uo%I%It',,m l Y 110E FIGIITING RI&
SOLItCF:l1 UH M,VO J : l IltED1SASI'EKS-
Final rcpt.,
by D. B. Ilaswell. D. W. Williams. and T. J. Cum
"rungs. 15 Apr 65, 80p. Contract OC D PS64 39
Unclassified report
Descrirtors: ('Fitt safety. Urban planning),
('Urban planning. Fire safety), ('Civil de
-fense systems. Fare s: fety). Urban areas, Di
sasters, Fires, Simulation, Civil defense per•
sonncl. Civilian personnel, Communication
systems, Police. Medical personnel, Medical
supplies, Nuclear warfare
The results arc presented of a study which was
conducted to determine the preparedness of small
communities (18,000-25,000 population) to cope
with major fires and contingencies arising from
severe natural or m,cicar disasters. Several New
England communities were studied. The strategy
employed involved extensive use o r field discus
sions with personnelrepresentin g both the fire
service and various levels of the Civil Defense or-
ganization. It was determined that the majority
of smaller communities are insufficiently prepared
to cope effectively with extended disaster situs
lions. The reasons fur these deficiencies are dis.
cussed, and collectively represent insufficient pre-
plannin g at various levels of the state and local fire
and civil defense organizations. Recommendations
voiced by members of these groups to correct this
situation are noted, su pplemented when applicable
by bibliographic references. A summary of a
'mcJcl' community disaster plan. ircludingorgani
Cation anJ operational procedures. is described.
A manual for assistin g small communities in pre-
planning and in asve.sirg their preparedness for
m.jor fires and contingencies arising from catac-
lysmic disasters i- presented. (Author)
rAD•6J7 ]62
	 Field IJI SBCF,. Price: NIFSISD
Commit'ee on Fire Research, NAS-NRC, Wash.
ington, D. C.
DIRECTORY OF FIRE RESEARCH W THE
UNITED STATES,
Third revised ed.
1965, 321p Pub-1409
Contracts OCD-PS-65-21 I, NBS-CST-141
Conti ct NSF-C-310
Availability Printing and Publishi,:g Office, Nt_
tionaJ Academy of Science, 2101 Constitution Av-
enue, Washington, D. C. 20418 HCS4.00.
Descriptors: ('Tire safety, Scientific re
search), (• Direciones. Fire safety), Laborato
rtes, Indexes. Abstracts,
The material in the Directory is published as sub
mitted by the laboratories at which the research
has been performed. This material has been ar
ranged by individual laboratory: firstrecorded is
the laboratory's research supported by out-of-
house funds• hereafter called v porrsored research:then itt work supported p rimarily by its uw n funds,hereafter called in-house research. Research that
the laboratory sponso , is rc, rted under the re.
search group that does the wort.
E
"FIRE DEPART\trNT OPERATIONS ANALYSIS.
Summary of research reps..
[IT Resesrch Inst., Chicago, 111. Technology Cen-
AD-637 270	 Field IJL
CFSTI Prices: HCf2.00 SIFf0.50
ter.
Willis G. Labes. Sep 66. 100p A16129
Federal Fire Council, Washington. D. C. USNR!)L-TRC-55
PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS • HOW Contract ^1-'_8(6?479)69031
GOOD ARE THEY.
8 Dec 64, alp Descnptsm: (*Fire safety, Urban areas). Build-
Minutes of Federal Fire Council meeting held d ings.	 Manpower	 studies.	 Fire	 alarm	 systems.
Dec	 at the General Services Administration
Audittoo rium in Washington, D. C.
Floors. Operations research, Population, Flame
propagation. t  Structures. Walls. Roofs, Materials.
Flammability,	 Fire resistant materials. Civil de-
Descriptors: (*Fire extinguishers, Portable), fense systems.
Effectiveness,	 Performance	 (Engineering),
Fire safety.
A study was designed to evaluate public fire fight-
ing operations. Information was developed on how
Extinguishers are of no value unless the people fire fighting operations arc performed under a vari-
are trained in their proper application. The proper ety of field conditions. The primary body of data
extinguishing unit undergoing evaluation is the op. consists of information extracte l. from reports on
orator plus the extinguisher-neither should be ev- seventy-three 173)	 fires.	 Useful correlations be
aluated separately. There is an obvious need for tween the follow ng parameters are presett.ed: (a)
more data showing the cost of extinguishers and Water Application Rate Density for Control vs
their maintenance versus the benefits received. Fire Area: (b) Water Application Rate for Control
(Author) vs Fire Area: (c) Fire Control Time vs Fire Area.(d) Man-Hours Expended for the Complete Fire
Fighting Operation vs Fire Area. In this case the
fire area represents the maximum floor area of the
space involved in the fire. (Author)
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•INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
H. ;-187°29 Hanfo r d Atomic Products Opetduon. Richland.
Wash
IUVUSTAI'•L NODE CONTIOL IS PRACTICAL
P 14 Hutton 21 May 1Sf5 12 p r . r:entcd , t the Ann Mcet-
rng. Ar,t b:d Ilyg Assoc, Sc ante. G Aug 13655
IC< n:r„ ( I AT05 11.1350)
IRL SA-37. CUNF 650209-11 CFSTI	 NC S1 00/A1F 5050
An extensive program of noise cur,tiul has been conducted
at th-t var;rus proiras sitrs wdhm the Hanford Atomic Plant.
At the outwt. cnKna wee^ developed to provide a basis for
1udg,ng the seventy of noise er.ndrlions and the high noise
level areas were survoyed and categorized on the basis of
these critina This program demonstrated that effective con-
trol of industrial noise dnes not require sophisticated. expen-
sive lrchn,,Iuus Th.s statement is supported by a number of
specific exacnples Y. here glass fiber blanket material, acoustical
baff icc mufflers. and simp!e system mndrficahons •were utilized
to good effect in combating prohlems of high noise level.
Author (NSA)
X614 396	 Div. 34
grown Univ., Providence, R. I.
REBUILDING CITIES. THE EFFECTS OF DISPLACE-
XENT AND RELOCATION ON SMALL BUSLNESS.
czall Business Management Research Repts.,
ty Basil G. Zimmer. 	 1964. 374p
oilUnclassified report
Available from Quadrangle Books, Inc., 180 North
(t	 Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60606, $7.50. 0
I	 (Copies not available to DDC or Clearinghouse
customers)
Descriptors: ('Commerce, Urban planning), (*Urban
planning, Commerce). Urban areas, Buildings, Housing, m
Population, Transportation, Management engineering, Jq
Economics. 7
Contents:
Purpose and significance of the study
!El	 Non-survivorsProblems of relocation
Suburbanizatlon
.ype of business
Size of business
Adjustment following relocation
1
l
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i
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	AD-634 020	 Field SC
CFSTI Prices: HCS_'.00 N1FS0.50
Northwestern Umv_ Evanston, III Dept of Geo-
ra hj A NIODEI FOR TIIE ARE'kL PAT( ERN OF RE-
TAIL AND SERN 10- ESTABLISHMENTS WITH -
IN AN L RBAN AREA_
Technical rept..
by Michael F. Davey. Apr 66, 49p TR-2
Contract Nonr-1228(37),
Task 389.143
Descriptors (`Commerce Urban areas).
Gcograph). DrstnNtron ifconomicsl. Sto
chastac pru:.es,es, Slathem.: ical model,. Eco-
nomics.
Thrre components of the areal pattern of Mail,
sciNice and other commercial establishments with-
in an urban area are 61 a dominant element formed
by the location of the central business district and
other commercial centers of varying sizes, (rr) a
local elcmcnt formed by the locations of establish,
m nts within each commercial center. and (iii) a
drffuscd element formed by the scattered locations
of large numbers of isolated establishments. ThePurpose of this study is to incorporate these Corr-
puncnts of pattern into a stochastic model for the
locations of commercial est:'Aishmen t s within an
urban area. l he internal stru-cure of an urban area
is described by measures of spacing between esM_
blishments having particular kinds of neighbor-
hood relations. Though the basic model uses gem
eral functions to specify the locations of csteblish-
ments, the study of specific spacing measures is
primanly for an urban area where the locations
are grvcn by bivariate normal distributions. For
the 'normally distributed' urban area, probability
distributions of distance between pain of esta-
blishments having specified kinds of neighborhood
 arcrelations obtained. Probability distributions
are also given for distance between establishments
where parameters of the bivariate normal distribu-
tion are random variablcs obeying the gamma or
beta probability law. (Author)
AD-641 925	 Field 13B, SC, 51
CFSTI Prices: HCS9.63 N(FS2.75
Princeton Univ.. N J. Bureau of Urban Rcseareh.
THE IMPACT OF LARGE INSTALLATIONS ON
NEARBY AREAS,
by Herald Bree,c. RussclIJ Klingenmeicr.Jr..
Harold P Cahill. Jr . James E Whclan. and Ar-
cher E.Church.Jr. Aug 65, 639p
Contract NBy-32250
NC E L.-C R-67.001
Descriptors: (Military facilities. Urban plan.
ning), ('Industries. Urban planning), Pupula-
tion. Economics. Site xlection. Rural areas.
Housing, Empluy rnem. Sociology. Georgia.
New York. Pennsyhania. Delaware. South
Carolina.
The establishme n of a large industrial or military
installation involves enormous change, ui the near-
by area's land use. population. government, and
economy, as revealed by the five case studies in
the report. The case studies illustrate different
lazes and types of use (integrated steel mill. Atom-
ic Energy Commission plant. Nasal training camp.
Air Force base, and aircraft manufacturing plant),
geographic areas, focal study areas. and varying
kind, of sponsorship- In virtually every case. the
new installation's effect on the host area involved
a chance from a predominantly rur,d or semi-urban
type of living and development to an urban type.
Common problems included: financial burden on
local areas for provision of expanded facilities:
lag in provision of commercial facilities and private
housing, relocation of displaced persons and busi-
nesses. disruption in the local society and econo
my due to cxccptiunal demands: inflation in land
values: and ineffective development controls, part-
icularly evident in the case of urban planning and
subdivision regulations. The characteristics of in}
pact patterns and the devices for anticipating relat-
ed events and issues are identified. (Author)
A SURVEY OF UNDERGROUND UTILITY TUN.
NEL PRACTICE,
f	 Oak Ridge National Lab Tenn
sV. J. Boegly,Jr., and W L. Griffith. Feb 67, 1 IOp
Rcpt nu. ORN L .TSf -1714
Contract W-7403-cng-26
'	 Descriptors: ( • Underground structures, Reviews),
r (*Fallout shelters, Underground structures),(*Urban planning, Underground structures), Mih-
r	 Lary facilities, Urban areas, Universities. Civil de-
1 Tense systems, Feasibility studies. Heating, Cool-
ing, Water supplies, Fuels. Power supplies, Cons
mumcation systems.
Identifiers: Public utilities, Tunnels.
A survey has been conducted on the use of under-
' ground, walk-through tunrels for utility systems.
Results of this survey indicate that this concept
has been successfullyy and extensively employed
at universities and Governmcnt installations but
is nor commonly used in cities. There appears to
be no set criteria or design for utility tunr.eh. and
an optimization of the parameters is needed. Since
many parallels exist betssccn institutions and ex-
peered urban rcncwal projects, extrapolatlun of
the utility tunnel concept to these projects appears
worthwhile. Modifications to utility tunnels to ins
corporate civil defense shelter space appear possi-
ble, but further design studies are required. (Au-
. 	 thor)
AD-648 363	 HCS3.00 NIFSO.65
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CkSTI Prices: IICS3.00 %1110.75
Lv.ins (Rchcrt).
IND1. 51 RI-1L I OCAT ION: A MODEL AND
SUJIF LNIPIRICAL TEST",
by Robert Evans. 1966, 93p
Descriptors' ('Economics, Industries), ('In•
dustries. Site selection), United Stites, Geo.
graph), Sampling, Labur, Employment,
Wages, Rus;ncss. Transportation, Maictials,
Massachusetts, T heory.
Idcntifie•s: Area redcvelopmcnt.Taxes.
The conclusions of the fitst section were thm: On
the average. la llor, materials. and personal factors
each explmn 15 per cent of locational decisions.
I it-or rni,:ht be almost equal to markets in terms
of the single most important reason fm deciding
upon a ; vascular area. Taxes ,.nd local efforts to
attract indw try were of no consequence. In evalu-
aling these findings with information from Massa.
chuscits, note was taken of the fact that labor ap-
pealed to be of g: rater consequence in New Eng-
land than in the courtly as a whoie and special
Litsor faclort assoiated ssiih reserrch aid develop
rnent aclrsitics nught be important. The findings
for the Boston area confirmed the above, suggest-
' ing that Bosion's emp l o)mcnl growth relative to
Ih.rt of the United States was grc:test in those in
duslnes eniplo)m. more highly skilled labor (indi-
c.tied in part b) higher earnings), and in those char-
g^	 a icrized by rapid increases ;n engineering and
L suenlific personnel (shown by rising ratios of non-
production workers to production workers). The
judgement that local clTurts were apt to be of limit-
ed avail, while not directly tested, appeared sub.
stantia(ed in 0,- enip)o) rnent record of thret (owns
with prior employment prab!ems, for their in-
duitrics of g:uwth were those of the general area
t	 in w hich they are located. (Author)
PB-170 197	 Field SC, 8F, SA
Ck ST I liters: 11('53.00 %If S0.7S
Development Counsellors In l ernalional. Ltd.,
New York, N. Y.
PROMO( ING NEW INDCSThY: A PRACTICAL
GUIDE.
1965, 73p
Prepared in cooperation with Area Redevelop
meat Administration, Washington, D. C.
Descriplofs. ('Econornies, Industries). ('In
dustrial plants. Site selection.), ('Instruction
ma-::als, Site selection), Management plam.
p ing, Commerce, Data, Reports. Industrial
relations, Urban planning.
Identifiers: Area redevelopment-
The report presents a guide for communities seek-
ing to attr ci industry which would help them inn
prove their promotional efforts and use their limit-
ed funds more cffwit i:l). The report xas edited
and subsequently pub6shcda; the ARA Bookshelf
Publication. 'Attracting'New Industries.'
)P8 . 170314-	 Ficld5C,8F MEASURING DETERIORATION IN COMMER-
0STI Prices: IICS1.00 W50.57 CIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AREAS: THE DEVEL_
Regional Industrial Development Corp. of South- OPMENTOF A NIETHOD.
weslcrn Penns)Ivania. Pittsburgh. Saint Luuis City Plan Commission, Mo.
COMMI \I TN	 1SSISr%\CE TO EXISTING IN- John Poland.	 1957, 196p
Dt STRY,	 A STRATEGY	 AND FE 1SIBII.ITY Prepared in cooperation with Housing and Horne
= STl U1'. Finance Agency, Washington, D. C.
Mar 66.48p Descriptors:	 (*Urban
	 planning,	 Industries),
Dcscnr' ,:rs:	 ('Economics,	 Pennylvania). (*Commerce.	 Urban	 planning).	 Deterioration.
('Pcuns)Fvania.	 Industries).	 ('Industries. Buildings. Standards, Maps, Law, Construction,Traffic,	 Urban	 areas,	 Roads, Terrain, Tables,
Missouri.
Manor, ment enginecricg). Manage rent plan- Identifiers: Area Redevelopment-
nirg.	 Uibin	 planning,	 Feasibility	 studies.'
Commerce. In cities such as St. Louis. where the need for rem
edial treatment is now perhaps the single most im
Identifiers: Area redevelopment. portant aspect of planning, a great deal of time and
effort have been expended in evaluating and class~
A pilot inlersicw and assistance progrim was or- fying residential areas. These efforts have been
ganited covering a diverse group of 45 medium- greatly assisted by a systematic method of evalua-
size industrial firms or branch plants ;employing non arrived at by the American Public Health As
sociation. From a planning standpoint, it has be-
over 100 persons). The intcniewing w it conduct- come readily apparent that if a comparable method
ed by a spe c:ial consult:tri to RIDC (Regional Ir, of evaluating commercial and industrial structures
dw.trial	 Development	 Corponttion).	 Follow-up could be developed it would be of considerable'
on assistance was pruvidcd throurt. 	 RIDC• the value in efforts to arrest and remedy blighting con-
electric	 utilities,	 and	 local	 comniumly	 develop ditions as they affect non-residential areas. The
meni groups• with RIDC acting as nominal coordi- material which follows is the description of one
nator. Recommendations: (1) A coord nated iniel- approach toward the development of such an ev-
liyence and a ss istance effort should be established aluating technique. (Author)L ' involving RI DC. the electric utilities.: rid the local
development	 (') RIDC shoulde,nnmunity	 groups.
PB-176 256	 HCS3.00 MFf065
stimulate and asset tl,c utilities in cst.iblishing ex•
iting	 ir.dusiry	 intelligence	 and	 as.i.t	 r,ce	 func-
tions within their orp,eirations on a basis which
will assure effective and erordirmcd action. On
a continuing basis. RIDC should-seek to develop
improvements in the iniclli;ence s)stcm, seek to
achieve a broader range and depth of assistance
rcvources. and pru ••ide special assistance in prob-
lem situations that arc bc)and the scope of the util-
ily	 company	 programs	 (3) The electric utilities
should orgnni: c and sta g lhcmsclvcs to coordinate
and, in -ome cases, carry out specific elements of
an effective intelligence and assistance effort for
r a!1 existing
	
industries within their service areas.
The
	 lu.:al	 communit y	industrial	 db: eOopmenl
groups should be expected t t perform useful intel-
1,-,• ncc and as s istance frin:lions (Author)
A Pll OT STUDY OF 711E OPPCRTUMTIF.S IN•
DL'SI RI \1 I"L \TIO\ Ct S rl R. INC.. OF PIIILA-
( DELPHI It, PE%%SYLVA\IA.
fl
jIt
Greenleigh .1s,o, talc%, Inc . Ncw York,
JO Aug 67.	 I5Ip
Contract OEO. 401 I
Dewripiors: ( • Economic,. Fmployetenl ► , NEmr
a
plo%ment, Training). Pcnn%)Ivdnia. Social scienc-
es. \1uti,.dinn. Alu p idcs. FJucatinn. 1 alc,r. Man,
power, Recruiting, Org tmz o,-ins. Selection. Per-
sonnel. Research program administration. Sociolo-o
gv. Industries, Industn d relations, Employee rely
eons. Management planning.
Identifiers: Poverty.
The purpose or this pion study was twofold: (1)
to provide the Office tit Economic Opponunily
and theFord Foundation within uver,iew of the
ddmim,tranon, pro4ram, pail	 pants, relationship
wtlh community agcncie% and the inrph,ations of
the philo,ophical base of the Opponunilms In,
dustriahianon Center, and (2) to pr,tvtde the OIC
with the hcncrit orpeitment ob,rnauonsand their
tmplicdttun, for data collet iing, program, admin-
istration and organization. the pilot study inclub
cd an osemiew of the tt tal manpower operation
of the OIC	 in	 Philadelphia, but	 did not include
Arm,hair Adult 	 Education, the housing project
or the supetmdrket project The study of the man,4 power proms, ram in. luded a study of the feeder (pre-
vocational troimnr) program, the four vocational
training comers, and	 all aspects of recruitment.
counseling, traonng and job placement for indivr
y duals	 It also included a general appratsal of the
relanship of OIC wtth industry, both in trainingti o
and in placements, the role of the employment
service. the schoo	 system, the welfare depart-
ment, and the involvement of the state and local
vocational education programs.
PB-176 161	 HCSI 00 AIFS0.65
THE MEASUREMENT OF INDUSTRIAL CAPA-
CITY.
Economic Associates. Inc., Washington, D. C.
George Peratich. and Joel B. Hincks. 1967, 172p
Prepared in cooperation with Economic Develop.
ment Adm mstration. Washington, D. C.
Descriptor%, ('Commerce. Federal budgets), ('In,
dustnes. Federal budgets). Money. Industrial
planes, Industrial equipment. Industnal produc-
tion, Costs.
Among the legislative constraints that govern the
implementation of the business loan programs
under the Public Works and Economic Develop-
ment Act of 1965. Section 702 expressly forbids
the granting of loans to an industry or business ae
tivity to which 'there is not sufficient demand to
employ the efficient capacity of existing compte ►
live commercial or industrial enterprtscs ' This
study is designed to provide guidance to the Eco.
nomic Development Administration in the evalua-
tion of loan applications for compliance with Sec-
tion 702. tAuthor)
PB• 176 456
	 HCS3.00 MFS0.65
DESCRIPTION AND E1.ALl t ATIOV OF THE
ECONOMIC OPPORTL%1
-11 LOAN PROGRANL
Kirschner .Associates. Albuquerque. N. Mex.
Feb 66. II8p
C oniract OEO.675
1< Descriptor' 1 • Economics, Lmpluymentl. (*Em
ployn	 tit.	 Training).	 Management
	 engmeenng.
— Envirut	 . m. Banking. Education. Statistical ana-
lysis. Sad to :• Costs. Research program admin-
istraliem.-
Identi fitra (.t n:,	 unity action progrum.
— The report preset s W results of a research pro
jcci de, gncJ to descii) t	 ,nd e,aluute Small Busf
tics, Development Cei. s •• and the Economic Op
_ portunity Loan program. 1'.. •
 nurpuse of this pro-
ject is to provide de%crip:.-- •-i 	 -matron and Ana-
lyst, useful to officials princ,pally at the national
level who formulate and administer policies coo-
cermng the Economic Opportumry Loan program.
PH-176607	 HCS3.0U MFS0.65
r
INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR URBAN MANAGEMENT
n'
p D-612 997	 Div. 32, 26, 30
CFSTI Prices: BCSI,00 MF$0.50	 AD- 612 998
, 26, 32
System Dcvciopment Corp., Santa Monica. Calif. CFSTI Price-: HC$1,00 lF$0.50 
USER-OFt1F.NTED I`FOR',IATION SYSTEMS FOR
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 	 System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.
professional paper,	 SDC DOCLI :MENTS APPLICABLE TO STATE AND
by Herbert H. Isaacs. 5 hirr 65, 23p	 LOCAI. GOVERNMENT PROBLEM;,
Rept. no. SP-1988com p. by Joel M. Kibbee, 16 Feb 65, 18pUnclassified report	Rept, no. TM-2025/000/01
Prof. 99000
^si
4
F
P,
ii
i
I
Descriptors: ( •Lnformati on retrieval, Sanagement
planning), ("Management planning, Information
retrieval), Documentati on, Systcrns engineering,
Computers, Data processing systems, Programming
(Computers), Government procurement, operations
research. Urban planning, Real time, Costs, Statistical
data.
Potential state and loc?l government users of lrrfor-
mation systems are clzssifLed In term of categories
of activities and levels of organizational function. The
'encral information rcqulrements of these use's are
described end categorl-.ed In terros of baste system
espzbllitles. The eadstlng situation in state and local
goverrunent information systems is then described.
Mdicat ing a need for more advanced, user-orlented
techniques. Such methods and techniques currently
svallabl e or under research and development are then
surveyed. Brief descriptions are given of basic Ideas
or operating principles, along with reference to more
detallcd documentation. The paper concludes' with
sever al recommendations on how best to maximize
trarsfer of knowledge, evaluate new procurements, and
carry out new system design. (Author)
AD-616 594	 Div. 30/2
CFSTI Prices. HC$1.00 ASF$0.50
RAND Corp., Santa 'Monica, Calif.
LONG-RANGE CONSIDERATIONS IN DATA
PROCESSLNG FOR STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNdIENTS,
by John A. Postley. 6 Apr 60, 7p
Rept. no. P-1961-RC
Unclassified report
Descriptors: (*Data processing systems, Urban
areas), (*Urban areas, Data processing systems),
Information retrieval, Communication theory,
Computers, hlanavement planning.
The purpose of this paper is to try to indicate the
major impact of future applications of data processing
in state and local government, and some of the
developments which foretell this impaca. (Author)
Unclassified report
Descriptors: (*Management planning, Data processing
msystes), ('S) stems engineering. Blbltographles),
information retrieval, Documentation, Programming
(Computers), Education, Training, Urban planning,
Simulation, Hospitals, Operations research, Reports.
A selective list is presen'
. ed of SDC publications
available to external requesters. The list is organized
by substantive categories and alphabetically by author
within each category. The categories include the
admintstration of Justice, blo-medical sy:; ,ems,
computer program systems, development of computer-
based systems, education and tralntng, information
retrieval, simulation In experimentation, and urban
information systems, (Author)
AD-617 113	 Div, 18/1, 32/9
CFSTI Prices: HC$3.00 MF$0.75
Hudson Inst., Harmon-on-Hudson, N. Y.
POPULATION DENSITY L\ THE UNITED STATES
URBANIZED AREAS.
f anal research rept.,
by William 1I. Brown and Pauline Gutel!e. 22 Mar 65,
54p Rept. no. HI-495-RR
Contract OCD PS64 116, Task 4211B
Unclassified report
Descriptors: (*Population, Urban areas), (*Urban
areas, United States), ( *Shelters. Civil defense systems),
Density, Costs, Tables, Mathematical models.
Optimizing the design of a blast shelter program based
on the principle of a balanced defense requires a fairly
accurate kno%%Icdge of the distribution of the population
density in the urbanized areas on a micro- scale, using
areas as small as one mile. Using the census tract
data made available by the Census Bureau and the Office
of Civil Defense, this paper develops a model of the
micro-population density distribution throughout the
urbanized areas of the United States. Our results are
based on (1) a detailed examination of the five largest
central cities, ( 2) a combination of the mlero-examins-
tlon and statistics for the other 208 c!ntral cities, and
(3) a crude sub-model for the urban frinoe areas. The
main results of our calculaticns sho.v first the number
of people (1960) in each of the selected density categories,
and second, the national cost of providing blast shelters
for them close to their residences. (Author)
AD-623405	 Fld. 514, 9/2, 5/1
CFSI I Prices! tic 51.00 MF $0.50
SYSIEtf DEVELOPM!'NT CORP SANTA AD-630146	 F1d.13/2,9/2
AIONICA CALIF CFSI'I Prices: I IC 51.60 S1Ff030
SDC DOCL'Slf.\7S APPLICABLE TO STATE SYSTEAf DEVELOPMENT CORP SANTA
AND LOCAL. GOVERNMENT PROBLEMS. MONICA CALIF
Technical memo.. SYSTEM CO\SIDFRATIONS IN BUILDING A
by Joel >1	 Kihbee.	 31an 66.. I p. Rcpt. no. 7 ht- METROPOI ]TAN DATA BANK FOR URBAN
2025/000/02. RFSEARCII,
Unclassified report by Herbert H. Isaacs. 29Jun 62, 	 1 Ip.	 Rcpt. no.
SP-862,
Descriptors:	 (*Political	 science,	 Bibliogra, Unclassifiedrepon
phies),	 (*Data	 rr,ces,ing systems,	 Pohtical
science). Urban pi.rnninS. Law. Public health. Descriptors: ('Urban planning, Data storage
Education, Programming (Computers), %lan , systems).	 Data,	 Systems engineering.	 Data
agerr.ent control systems. Information reiric- processing systems. California
val, Simulation, Computers
Contents: The urban area as a s) stem, urban sys-
The document contains a se lective list of SDC tem improvement program, the data bank as a
pubhcmions selected on the basis of their general management	 information	 system.	 (Prepared	 in
or	 sre:ific	 applicabiht)	 to current problems of conjunction with the proposed automated metro•
state and io:al government Work of a more basic politan data bank for the greater Los Angeles area)
research nature has been omitted. The list is orgar ►
ircd by substantive categories and alphabetically
by author within each category. The categories
include' Public adminitiranup. Urban and regional
planning, The administration-of justice, S o-medio
cal s)stcros, Educational systems. Computer pro
gram systems. The development and management
lnformaiiur
[1
of computer-baud systems,	 retrieval,
Simulation. AD numbers are provided for those
j, documents which can be obtained from the De-
fame Documentation Center or the Department
of Commerce's Clea,indhouse for FcJeral Scienti^
fic and Technical Information. (Author)
3=
- AM634 149	 Field IJB, 14E, SB rAD-6}t 332	 Field SA. 93
CFSTI Prices: HC112.00 MI so.30 RAND Corp., Santa %Ionics. Calif.
Northwestern Univ., E+anstor,, 111. Dept, of Geo A DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR STATE
1 graphy. AND LOCAL COVERNMENTS,REMO7 E SENSING AND I'RB %N INFORSIA. by Edward F. R. Hcarle. Mar 62, 15p P-2557TION SYSTEMS. FIVE PAPERS. Prepared for presentation at the American Society
II
Technical rcpt., for Public Admirustration National Conrerertct.
by William t . Garrison. Arnel Rosenfeld, Robert Detroit, April 12, 1962.
H. Alexander, Edwin N. l homas, and Du.tne F. Availability: University of California Press. Los
Marble. Apr 66, 29p TR- I Angeles, Calif.. S 1.00.
Contract Nonr• 1228 (37) 0
Prod. N R•399. 143 Descriptors: (' Data processing systems, *Op-
erations
	
research),	 Economics,	 Information
Descriptors: ('Urban planning. Data process. theory, Commerce. Management planning.
ing systems), ('Information retrieval, Urban
planning), ('Aerial photography, Urban plan Identifiers: State government, Local govern
ning),	 ('Multiband
	 spectral
	 reconnaissance, merit.
E Urban	 planning),	 Infrared	 photography,
!12
Urban	 areas,	 Stappinit,	 Phoiogrammetry, Most users of electronic data processing (EDP)
Symposia. equipment have concertrated on automation of
well-defined elencal op, rations such as utility bill
This report consists of the following five papers
which were presented at the Third Annuil Confer-
ing. payroll preparation, financial accounting. and
driver licensing. This paper describes an approach
ence on
	 Urban	 Planning	 Information Systems, to data systems for state and local govemments C)
Chicago. lilinms, September, 1965: W. L. Gam that looks beyond mechanization of present proee- —Gil
son 'Demands for Small Area Data'; A. Rosenfeld dures to the development of fresh concepts of in-
'Im.y^e Processi;.g% R. 11. Alexander 'Slulttspec- formation handling through the use of EDP tech-
tral Sensing of Urban Envtrunmcnts', E. N. Thu nology.
rnas and D F. Nlarhle The Use of Remute Set).
son in Urban Information Systems'; M. Thomp.
son The Utilization of an Infrared Thermal Map-
'
ping System for Urban Planning'. (Author)
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0THU CO'af OF I\DI\im 1t. F1tLIO%1 LP 1\
t STUDIES OF L %RGF POPLLATIONS.
Atomic	 Energy	 of Canada.	 Ltd.. Chalk	 R1,er
i0ntanot
Howard B Newcombe and Philip , W Rhynas.
Sep 61	 Mp AEC 1 -1251
NSF	 Scientific	 D„cument.inun	 Protect	 Prue%.
Internationa l 	Puputauon Conference PaPCr	 Nu.
•
I6 New burl Lniv Scptem hcr 1461.
Descriptor 	1'Populatiun . Recordu. CDocume
ntauon. Populatiunl. Cost%	 \h+rt,dity rate% Fertil
ity. Genetics. Mutat i ons. Com pute r% 	Data iran.
xmi,%mr, system%.
The potential toes of large-.::0e 'follow- up ' are
both numerous and varied. For purru%e, of %cien i-
1_ fic study. they "elude the denv.alrun 	 in historical
fashion	 of the tot,d recorded health e%rcriern:e
of andividu, ls 	and of the tot.J rro0c.ni s e caper
fence or fam,lic,	 For example the oc;urrence in
the popul.daon of the gene% for a s0,t. ni,.d p,irthan-
of the more ,ommon hereditary di,e a,e, and
dicaps is a„umed to he determined by d^ffercnh.d,
of fco lily and morta l it y favourmg the carrier, of
the utherwi%c h.rinfal gene% w ho are not therm
wl,e, sick	 Althou_h p.arta.d %urr. a rl for iht, belief
might perh.,p, he dcn,ed from ., view of the ror•
ulalion at a point	 in time. full confirmation can
come only from chronolocic;, l studies of suh%tan-
ual numbe r , of individual Famil y umh.HCS3.00 SIF5063PO 173 5n6
%IETROI'OLITAN PLANNING DATA FROMLO(' %L (:O% LRN^IE\TS.
Demonstration P roject D C. D-3.
Metropolitan M.ashington Coun, : l of Go,,,merits. D C
3ul67. 125p
Prepared in cooperation %40 Dept. of Housing
and Urban D e % elopment. D. C.
Descnpiors ('Urban planning. 'Managcment errg ineenng). ('Housing 'Urban areas). Pupulalion.Data proce%,mg systems. Computer programs.
Economic%. Statistical anal)sis. Costs District
of Columbia.
Metropolitan Planning Programs need area wideJade that are more quickly a % ailahle more readily
wh3ect to analys s. more dva lcd. more accurate.
and more complete in uihyect matter The project
rcp%uted on in ilia% d n
,umenl is hung pursued for
the pur+o%e of demomtraiing whether such data
can he made available in compatible form from
local t;o%ernment %ource% within a comrle% 
metro•p- . litan area. Such a project require% inv o lv ementof numerous gu% crnmcnl% and d epartments. andit must identify %pc%ific data need% deal with prob.
in developingdiJ quite data systems and proce
.dure% In a metrorolitan area the site of Washing.Ion. adequate system% must he ba%ed upon electro
nic data processing
PH 176 254
	 HCS3 00 MF50.65
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JOB CORPS
THE DESIRED %%D E\PECTED OCCUP A
-TIONS OF JOB CVAPSAIEN.
Decker (Low\ R.) A%%ociates. Silver Spring. Md,
Mar 67. I "p
Contract OEO-1291
Descriptors ('Economics. Employment). ('Em
pioyment. Tramrngl Education. Ps)chometrics.
\pmt [Phtstolo:y) . Reading. Job analysts. Rs
,earth progr.rm administration. Staustrcal analys.
n. Social sciences.
IJcmifers ( ommumt) Action Program.
1 he objective of this study was to determine the
e\tant to which occupational goal, to terms of asp'►
ration, and especiation% may be realized by
(urrsmcmbcrs Implications of the ,iudy reflect
upon future Job Corps Yocetion,l training. The
results indicate that the vocational .,%pirations and
esrectanon , of Corpsmcmhcn arc reahslic n"
!het vocational training .arabilitic% pre,ently of
forded through the Job Corps are sur e 'lent tc, meet
the aspirations and evpectano ns of Corrsmemb-
ers.	 HCS3.00 MFS0.63P B- 176 562
STUDY OF THE ADJ(STMENT P ROBLEMS°ACEDBl' JOB CORPS GRADE ATES INCRBA\ A,\D I%IstSTRIAL SETTILGS.Final rept..
Eductional 171 0 „gn. Inc.. New Yor
eee ls. l I Jan 51. 171p
	
k.B Smith. Rhea Ra binowitz, and Elaine Dart.
Contract OEO-1131
Report on Corrsmcn A Jjuslment Study.
Dc,cnptors ('Fconomics. Emplo )mentl. ('Err►rluymcni. Tr4nrng)..Attitude%. Behavior. Popula,non. Recruiting. I al,or. A dju,tmcnt (psycho(Env i runn,ent •
 Social sciences.	 ogy)'Identifiers. Com munity ,Action Program.
The following is a rerun of '.1 s;udy u ndcnakcnto determine the pro
	 •blem  lh.it rn nfronr rentrnmgCorl+,mcn Re,olls mdre.r^ 
although lobCorp, has m.,de a po wci rmpast on the attitudes
and bchas,or of Corp \mcn. there are major p,,lem areas w hich should be amchoorted. Th,.problem areas are: plucenicro, re lations scoworker, and wpcni,ors; c,tablishmem ofcr.d relations.
	 ,
PB 176563
	
HC$3.00MFSU.6
COMPARISON OF JOB CORPS POPULATION
KITH (ENSUS DATA AND KITH DRAFTEE
AND DRAFT REJECTEE POPULATIONS,
Performance Research, Inc.. Washington, D. C.
Harold A. Edgerton, and Robert W. Sylvester.
3 Apr 67, 20p
Contract OEO.2411.8
Descriptors: ('Manpower. -Armed Forces rt}-
ndrd Slates)). Population, Education. Selection,
Training. Achievement tests. Reading, Inic4
pence tests. Aptitude tests, Civilian personnel,
Correlation techniques.
Identifiers: Job Corpe
The Job Corps has reached for a.sd has obtained
uamces who arc about as close to the bottom of
the economic, socational and educational ladder
a, they can be and still be deemed trainable given
thr hmas impo,ed by Job Corps entrance require
mcnt& The Job Corps is obtarnrn a group of male
enrollees who have more 16
. 1 year olds and
fewer 19-21 year olds to comparison to the popul►
lion. Its female enrollees have been drawn more
heae,ly from the 19-20 year old bracket. Almost
all enrollees are 'not married' in accord with Job
Corps selection policy. Educationally the ntak
Job Corps enrollees are distinctly inferior to the
Draft rcjectees lit would he very desirable and
.ocialis important for the Job Corps Io make a
u ,mrlrtely parallel evaluation of its effect on en.
ndlee, as the Department of Defense it making
of ,.s '100.00U' The draft rejectees are closer to
Kink the kind of people that the '!00,000' program
;ccksto train.)
I'8.176573
	 HCS3.00 h1lF10.65
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE POTENTI\I
CO\TkIBCTIO\ OF 1EACHt\G MACHI\Is
IN THE JOB CORPS MATHEMATICS PRt►
(:RAM.
Final rcpt.
EVCO. Albuqu^ryuc. N. Met.
Nov 66. 38p
Contract OEO-1290
Rcpt. on TeachinYl Machine Study.
Descriptors: f'Economics. Emplo)ment). ('Em
ployment. Training desicesi. Al.,thematics. Teach
inf machines. Learning. Programmed insiructraa
Reading. Teaching methods. Effectiveness. Soeid
sciences.
Identifiers Community action program.
The study esamined the relative effectiveness of
trach,ng machines .ind programmed teats in pro
vidng mathematic, inwi-io tin to Corpsmcmbers.
The results inJ,tated hat both teaching machine
and pro--ammed tests produced gains in antA
metre skills In addition. utilizing a programmed
test requires less time than a teachin,: machine.
Hoacvcr. Corpsmcmbcrs did indicate a strort
preference for the machine over the programmed
Itat.
PB• 176 564	 HCS3.00 hIFSU.65
C0Ni p %RISu ,  OF JOB CORPS REIECTEES
NIfH CENSLS DATA s\O M TH DRAFTEE
A\D OR W1 REJLC1 EE I'OPCLAI IONS.
Penorman.c Rcsearch Inc..Aashtngion . D C.
Harold N Edgerton. and Ruben W. Sylvester.
3 Apr67. 21p
f
Contract OEO-2411-D
Descriptors	 i'Economres.	 Emplo)ment). ('Em,-
ployae..t. Trarmngt. Recruiun,. Education. Povw
lief n. Environment. Clawric.dlon Labor. Selee-
a lion. Manpower.
Idcnnfien Community action program.
The Job Corps in its recruiting has refu%ed to take
many	 of the aprI.-mis	 On the avera ge the re-
jcctees are .. more capable :roup than the en
rollecs. While they might respond better to train
in_ and en.,ble the Job Corps 'o record greater
s"cess' the risk of the Job Corrs i% to train the
more	 underprivileged	 .and	 disadvantaged.	 Nev-
enhele,s. It Is apparent that these 	 ejected app) ►
cants are a grour - n need of some sort of training
tow.,rd soc.awnal skills	 vocaltonal matuniy . nd
adult responsibility.
PB . 176 574	 HC $3 00 MFf0.65
r
( 11 %\GLS IN JOB CORPS 'NO SHOW' POPULA-
I ioN OVER TIME,
l , crf rrn.ince Rc v c, -ch. Inc.. Washington. D. C.
I farold A. Edgerton. and Robert W. Sylvester.
1967. 43p
n 	 ( uniract OEO 2411 - F
i)c,criptors )'Economic%. Employmentl. )'Ern
1 lo%ment. TraminE). Recruitin_. Selection. Poptrjation. Education. Tables. Behavior. Manpower.
,,,, iAI sciences.
Identificr,' C'mmunity action program.
The brief statements below highlight the signify
cent findtnv% In this research study of the no-show
group of the Job Corps. By and large. the youth
who enroll for the Jot, Corps and th!n fail to show
.
i re just a little sm:trier. more mature. better adjust-
cJ. more responsible and more able to profit from
jhc naming ar;d de%clopmeni offered by the Corps.
M,c no-shows gave c%idence A [heir 0_ '.`y bet-
tcr economic status and abilities by t =- ^el of
cd. cation. the jobs and work esperieni, and the
tole, they play in the family situation. Wor e •rp
shows had as,umcd the position of herd of the
[am,h. Thc% contribute more to their famrt... and.
dc,pitr the fact that age wise. both the no-show
and the cnrollcc are two of a kind, they difTer sign ►
rnantly In wa) % the% hive assumed responsibility.
6a jhcm,elves. their Ltmitie%. ,md in their civic
tire No shows a; ,pear to have m.,de honer Ser-
,I,emcn. The% have had longer ,mice. better re-
,aid%. and reflect a more sta h le attitude tOw.l.-d
milimry scr%tie So revealing a con,empor) fact
of life as having a dri,rr's license is in e%^,kjrct
cat than more no-shows have licenses than do :n
rollers. The composition of the Corps is refected
M the fact the) more no shows than enrollees were
rand 'Good' In English. O%cr the two %ear isle of
the Joh Corps the quality of the no %how Troup
h. decrca%cd This decrease in quality has +Mown
car in most of the characteristics. in educati,,nal
Ie,el and aftammenl. and in socio-econortm. evi
drrace, of f.imil% responvibtlit). and selective sery
Inc vlas%ificallon.
Ph-176576
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COMPARISON OF CH 1 RACTERISTICS OF M.
CIPIIN%RV DISMISSU.S )117H JOB CORPS
ENROLLEES A\D REJECI EE POPLLATIO\S,
Performance Research. Inc . Wa%hinaton. D. C.
Harold A. Edgerton. and Robert W Sylvester.
1967. 59p
Contract OEO. 241 I - E
De%cnptors ('Economic%. Employmentl, l'Em►
ployment Training). Education Environment.
Selection. Population. Sampling. Recru,ting. Bch&,
viol. Tables.
Identifiers Community action program.
In a large scale and rapidly planned training pip
gram for dnadvantagrd youth such as that offered
by the Job Corps. thcre will almost certainly be
discipl.lary problem,. The purposes of this study
are twofold r I I To look for trends in the character.
istics or males who ,"Ifcred Dl ,crplinir) Dlsmis•
s.ds in term% of the time of enrollment. and in terms
of time after enrollment before d,,mi%sal occurred
and ('_t To compare the c h ar acicn,tics of the sam
plc of males who were dnmi„ed for dcsciplinary
rca,ons w ith the char Icicristics of males enrolled
m Job ( cart• s program and w ith males w hose Job
( ,rp% aprlicarlons had been rejected. The data
,UncJ h) this stud) du not aniquely identify the
1) . i1 on.u) D,sml,%el cave. but do point to the
;,"d for carl)JcnUfication. prc-cmollmcnt if pos-
„hlc. so
 that the Job Corps can better fit him into
chi program. The Job Corps should seek to enroll
,owhs As „gin as powhlc after they become a
„ pool dropllorce out. but not so soon After drop
ring out [hit he has not had lime to Icarn that the
out of school world is'not his oyster'.
I , B-176573	 H C f 3.00 M FS0.65
STUDY OF JOB CORPS 'NO-SHOWS' AC-
( F PTED APPLICANTS )s 110 DID NOT GO TO
s 7R AINING CENTER.
Rcpl. no. 2.
11. rrn (Louis) and Associates. New York.
I ch(I7, 90p Study-1704
f wract OEO-2375
f)c.cr,ptorc f • Fconomics. Emplo)ment). (•Em-
r lmmcnt. Training). Labor. Wages. Aging (phyv). Urban areas. Rural areas. Motivation.
1' duc:dion. Social sciences.
l dcntificrs. Community Action Program
)"b Corps 'no-shows' Ooulhs who are screened
'rid acccptcd but do not appear at assigned Center)
N vre studied to determine. w by the% did not attend
J,ds Corps, their pre-screening status in compari,
,
"n with their current status; the difference be-
tw ccn L',,m and drop-outs and graduates. Data
n
'l,cale4 G.at 'no-shows' w ere in more desperate
c,
"n"mrc need, making shoe-lcrm economic gains
` r " (' I ' it . ;;nd as a result. usual)) accepted employ.
' ,,cn' before receiving notification of Job Corps
v`c •p tance. An addition. when compared with
`1, P-out, .Ind gredualc%.'no %hows' indicated that
Ihe, dad not feel the) would bcnefit from Job
Corps experience and as a result did not have suffy
cicr.t moti%ation In await asslgnmen, to a Center.PB-176379
	 HCS3.00 MFSO.65
04 CO\TINUIM; STI DI' OF JOB CORPS TER -
\11%%TIO\S, %% 4\ F H. 1\1114L MTERVIEW
MIll TERMI%%1IO\S FROM AL'GLST 15,
I vbb TO DECEMBER IS, 1961
Rcpt no. 4,
limn , it out,tand As%ociates. New York.
Nay e7. 10p Study-1729
Connect OEO-2373
a
De%eript^r%	 ( • Economic%. Employment). 1•Em
plti t mcni. Training). Sampling. \anodes. Wages.
UrKin area% Jot, analysts. Military personnel. Re-
sc.ji t h program administration, Social sciences.
Identifiers: Community action program.
V, As pert of a continuing study to evaluate the eRec,orps tretng. Cotp,memben ter.ti%cnc,% of Joh C	 mminaung during No%	 1966 were examined et det-
ermine	 d,ffcten,e%	 hetween	 pre-	 and	 post-Job
i ,rp% %GLLu,	 The rc , rth% of this study show em
p:o%ment gems for all types of termin.ition%. The
eRecu%cnc , of Job Corp% i% e%idenced b> the fad
that more graduates are cmplu)ed after 6 months
than dropout, and di,chargcc%	 The increase in
cinr1w mcm wat accompanied b% an increase in
Pa 
 
of '_ ` cem, to a total of S I.a 11hour Graduates
also den;nnsu atc creator pay gains than do dro
6 pnuls or d, %c hargees.
PB-176391	 HCS3.00 MFS0.65
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A STt'DY OF JOB CORPS NO\ GRADUATE
TERMI\ATIONS.
Rept. no. I.
Harris (Lounl and .A%Bociates, New York.
Jan67, I08pStudy-1636
Cutnract OEO.2373
Descriptors: ( • Economics. Emplo)ment). (•Eno-
plo)ment.	 Trainingl.	 Education.	 Job	 analysis,
—
Wages.	 Sampling.	 Urban	 areas.	 .Attitudes,	 t'.c
scer,h pr(,gr.im administration. Social sciences.
Identifiers: Community Action Program.
Job Corps non-graduate 	 terminations (dropouts
a youth% who left the Center before finishing their
training) were studied to compare their character-
istics	 with graduate Job Coipsmembers. Grw
du;oc% show gains in emplo%mcm and Baler) after 
Jot, Corp s training while dropouts do not. nro
d' ;.;ors cite x% manor re: %on% for dropping o	 . di
%partly between what %cfccnini , .iFcmic, led them
w c%peci and the actual Job Corps experience;
dissati,facuun with other Corpsmembert; and too
much discipline.
PB-176393
	 HCS3.00MFS0.63
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A STL Dl' OF AUCL'ST 1966 TERMI%ATTOR9
FROM THE JOB CORPS
Repi. no 3.
Harm (L outs) anJ A%.ociates, New York.
Marti	 129p Study-1709
Contract OEO-2373
Descriptors ('Economics. Em ployment), (-Ern,
ployment. Iratmngi. Education. Sampling. Job
anal% %i%. 11'agcs. Aging (Ph) Biology ).Urban areas,
Mou%anon. Em ironment.
Idcnuftcrs. Commumt) Action Program,
All August 1966 Job Corps terminations (pw
duate% dropouts, di % chargee%) were examined
after srs months to determine the effects of the Job
Corp, espcnencc Results of the %tuds indicated
that the longer a youth sta%cd in Job Corps, the
greater were the gain% from pie-Job Corps %tatus_
Graduates. in panicular, showed the highest gains
in employ mcni and salar% In addition, most of the
icrminces queried felt that the Job Corps exper-
ence was helpful.
PB-176 392
	 HC 53.00 %I FS0.63
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AD-613 626	 Div, 32
CFSTI Prices: HC$2.00 blF$0.50
RAND Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.
THE ECONOMICS OF HOUSLNG SEGREGATION,
by Anthony H. Pascal. Mar 65, 30p
Rept. no. F-3095
Unclasstfied report
Descriptors. (*Economics, Housing), (*Housing,
Urban areas), Population, Labor, Wages, Sociology,
Statistical data, Tables.
This mono. aph attempts to separate the observed
segregation of nonwhites in U. S. cities Into that which
is attributable to socio-economic differences between
races and that which Ls attributable to prejudice. The
results shouldhare practical relevance where there is
a desire to red.-ce segregation, and a choice must be
made on the efficacy cf, e.g., 'f:,ir housing' laws versus
policies desto ed to raise the relative Income levels of
nonwhites. The major hypothesis tested is that all
observed residential segregation is sotto-economic in
character, i.e., is attributable to white/nonwhite dlf-
f..rentials in income and wealth, family size and com-
positl ,)n, and the job location of Its working members.
This hypothesis proved untenable and this conclusion
,vas supported by supplementary tests. Neither could
,ouch of a case be made for voluntary segregation by
nonwhi tes as an explanation of their residential pattern.
(Author)
AD-615 302
	 Div. 92/9, 23/3, 32/4
CFSTI Prices. HC$1.00 MF$0.50
RAND Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.
THE EFFECT OF THE GHETTO ON THE
DISTRIBUTION AYD LEVEL OF NO`WHITE
EMPLOYINIENT IN URBAN AREAS.
Revised ed.,
by John F. Kain. May 65, 24p Rept, no. P-3059-1
Unclassified report
An earlier vers!on of this paper was presented at
the Annual 'Meeting of the American Statistical
Association In Chicago, 2T-30 Dec 64, AD-610 637.
Available copy .-Ill not p_rmit fully legible
reproduction. Reproduction will be made If
requested by users of DDC. Copy is available
for public sale.
Descriptors: (*Urban areas, Housing), (•Houslnr,
Urban areas), ('>Ianpower studies, Urban areas),
Mociology. Urban areas), Population. Urbar
planning, Houstrg projects, DIstributio,., Labor,
Economics.
Thts paper empirically tests the effect of racial
segregation to the housing market on the distribution
and level of nonwhite employment. There is strong
evidenco that racial segregation is an Important
determinant of the d i stribution of nonwhite employment.
Negro workers, for example, are significantly under-
represented in employment zones distant from the ghetto,
and the underrepresertation Increases as distance from
the ghetto Increases. There is highly suggestive
evidence that segregation patterns in U.S, metropolitan
areas affec! non-white employment levels. Racial
segregation may cost Negroes as many as 35,000 jobs
to Chicago and 9,000 in Detroit. Chicago's larger labor
force and greater racial segregation account for the
difference In the figures for the two cities. If the
dispersal and suburbanization of employment charac-
teriztng the past few dec ides continues, the loss of
nonwhite employment opportunities result i ng from
patterns of hou:sino segregation will probably Increase.
t
FINANCING LOWERAIIDDLE INCOME HOUS-
ING.
Demonstration Project PA. D-3,
Temple Univ . Philadelphia. Pa 	 Bureau of Eco.
m-mic and Bu,me,s Research.
Jack E. Gelfand. Jan 63 	 119p
Prepared in cooperation wth Housing and home
•
htn.,n.e Agency. Washington. D. C.
Descriptors
	
['Housing	 projects.	 'Economics).
• Costs.	 Wages.	 Urban planning, Questionnaires.
Housing.	 Specifications.	 Law.	 Data	 processing
systems. Pennsylvania.
The study is directed primarily toward measuring
the market elTects of hberalizmg any one or combi-
nation of mortgage credit conditions for the pur-
pose of finding ways of m.:king more private hous-
ing available to lower-middle income families. For
the purposes of this study, the lower-middle irv-
come group ma) be defined as those families hav-
ing a total income or from 51.000 to 58.000 per
year from all sources The demonstration project
was	 organized to study data collected 	 in three
Pennsylvania cities 	 Philadelphia. Pittsburgh. and
Harrisburg	 Electronic data processingequipment
and techniques were used for the first time, it is
bclicNcd. to formulate. sun out, and tabulate the
results	 of various combinations of costs. slaw
dards.	 and	 financing	 alternatives in this frame-
work. (Author)
PB-176227	 HCS3.00 MFSO-63
THE TENEMENT LANDLORD,
Rutgers - The State Univ.. New Brunswick. N.
J Urban Studies Center.
George Sternlieb. 1966. 293p
Prepared in cooperation with Housing and Urban
Development Dept.. Washington. D. C.
Descriptors: (*Housing. "Urban areas), Construc-
tion. Maintenance, Rehabilitation, Population,
Sampling. Employment, Education, Attitudes,
Urban plannin&
There is no single one-shot panacea. be  it code en-
forcemcnt, financing, or tax relief. which will sub-
stantially improve the maintenance of slum tene-
__ nients or induce owners to rehabilitate their par-
cels. Without question, the effect of all of these
in a concerted effort would be considerable; they
face, however, the reality of a weak market and
a lack of entrepreneurial interest on the part of
major landowners. Maintenance of parcel as a
function of ownership was analyzed in detail. It
was found that the prime generator of good maim.
tenance is owner-residence. It is only this factor
that produces the degree of close supervision re-
quired for gacid maintenance of slum properties.
In addition, owner-rcsidence provides a substarn
tial bridge in the tenant-landlord discontinuity. In
the author's opinion, this type of ownership pat-
tern should be encouraged by financing aid which
is not avai lable under present legislation. It must,
however, be coupled consistently with increased
levels of wnicipal service in slum areas, rigorous
code enfoicement and, most important of all, ap
propriate advisory services for the relatively unso-
phistica-ed new owner.
PB-176267	 HCS3.00 MFS0.63
FINANCING LO" ER-MIDDLE INCOME HODS.
ING. TECHNICAL APPENDIX.
Demonstration Project PA. D•3,
Temple Unis., Philadelphia, Pa. Bureau ofZM
nomic and Business Research.
Jack E, Gelfand. Jan 64, 152p
Prepared in cooperat,: ,n with Housing and Home
Finance Agency, Washington, D. C.
Descriptors: (Housing. Economics), (-Urban
planning, Pennsylvania), Management engineer.
ing, Sociology, Tables. Costs. Maintenance, Reha.
bilitation, Money. Urban areas.
The quantitative results of this demonstration pro
Jett study are contained in four sets of tables.
These tables summarize the results of the sales
hoasing, the rental housing, and the rehabilitation
loan models.
PB-176228
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NATIONAL DEFENSE.
AD-625 172	 Fld. 15 1 3, 1312
CFS I7 Prices: if 	 56.00 MF $1.50
PLANNING R ESEARCH CORP LOS AN-
GF.LFSCALIF
THE ECO\OMIC FCASIIIILIT\' OF DECEN-
TR %I.IZbD NIE'I ROPOLITAN REGIUNS.
Final rept ,
by H. R Woltmao., Barbara Woodfill, Keith Blunt,
and JamesDeiRos,i. 290ct63. 296p. Rept.no.
prc-D-796
Contract OCD OS 62.2713
Unclassified report
See also ..AD-426 925.
Descriptors! ('Civil defense systems, Urban
Its arras), (*Urban planning. Fconomics). Feasi-
bility studies, Costs, Population, Distribution,
Density,	 Housing	 prujects, Transportation,
Pac,vve defense
The prcccd ; ng pha,e of this study examined the
role of urban form as a passive defense variable
and established criteria of spatial arrangement and
density, which were de,igned to redoce msiropoli-
tan vulnerability W nuclear weapuns. The resulting
configuration consists of compact. discrete cony
munity units having populations of I00.0n0. separ-
atcd from one another by 4 to 7 miles of open
space, and grouped aroue . J a central or cure unit.
Services and facilities that are obtainable in a
metrupolit.in area of several million are male ava:-
table in this configuration by h^gh intercommunity
mobility. The study configuration is taken to be
this 'ordered sprawl' urban pattern. The economic
feasibility of this form of re jonal city is assessad.
The focus is nece« -nly • n costs, which are to
some degree measurable, and although colt data
directly pertinent to the ideahzatiun do not exist.
it is possible to proceed inferentially by analyzing
information denved from extant metropolitan
areas. The prim ry approach is the specification
of a 'reference rayon' that incorporates structural
and linkage characteristics representative of exist-
ing urban areas, and the disision of this region into
components that approximate community units
of the study configuration.
0
n
AD-631756 FId. 15/3. g/6
CFSTI Prices: IIC $9.65 NIF S2-SOBUREAU Of THE CENSUS WASHINGTON
DC
NATIONAL LOCATIO\ CODE. OCD . OF:P RE-
GION 1.
1962, 459p. Rcpt. no. FG-D-3.1/1.
	
report
Formerly rcpt. no. FG IV-3.1/1.
Descriptors: ( , Civil defense systems, Geogra-
phy), Damage assessment. Population. Urban
areas, Connecticut. Maine. Nlassachuseus.
New Hampshire. New Jersey, New York.
Puerto Rico. Rhode Island, Vermont, Virgin
Islands
The manual on the new Natiuna! Location Code
is published for the use of Federal. Stare and local
civil defense and emergency planning officials with
damage assessment, resource esaluation or shelter
planning responsibilities The manual is dcsigncd
to serve users in two ways. First, it can be used
as a convenient source for the geographic coordr
notes of new resources to be included in hand or
computer damage assessment systems. Second.
it provides, in a convenient form, the information
on distribution of pupulatic n that isrequired to
prepare Region. State and local estimates of
casualties resulting from actual or assumed enemy
attack.
URBAN FORM AS A P .ASSIN E DEFENSE VARI-ABLE.
Stanford Research Inst Menlo Park Calif
16 Jan 67, 39p
Contract OC D-PS-63-201
Prepared in cooperation with Planning Research
Corp.. Los Angeles. Calif.. PRC
. D-I34 I. See also
AD-426 925, AD-625 172.
Descriptors. (*Urban areas. Configuration). ( , Pas-
sive defense. Urban areas). Urban planning. Effi-
ciency. Selection. Population. Dcn,ity. Distribu.
tion. Economics. Feasibility studies. Management
planning. Civil defense systems, Costs.
This report summarizes three studies conducted
for the Office of Civil Defense. The first study was
concerned with the comparative vulnerability to
nuclenr attack of current and possible future confi.
gurations with special emphasis on the probiblc
di r :ctions in which city fo, ms may tend to evolve
over the nest generation or two. Stress was plascd
on identification and appraisal of currently obser.
vable and probable future economic and social
forces influencing urban development. On the
eom h i.n
. J bases of sulncrability reduction and con.
sonance with foreseeable trends, an urban form.
termed 'ordered sprawl,' was judged to be most
advantageous. The second phase of research was
an attempt to test the ordered sprawl model in
terms of functional eMciency. A conceptual frame-
work for the selection and interpretation of evi.
dence generated by existing regions was
employed. which amounted essentially to the
measurement of travel distances in the study confi.
guration in comparison with conventional metro-
politan regions. The conclusion was that a regional
city organized on the ordered sprawl principle
could operate at little or no economic disadvantage
relative to 'connected' urban areas. The third
study phase dealt with methods and policies of ittr
plementation and with various fiscal, political, and
planning prubl,:ms that might be encountered in
Progressing toward the ordered sprawl pattern.
It was felt that a founJa lion for control should be
based as much as possible on the existing pnncr-
ples for goserning Ian,] use that were studied inicn.
lively, although it was realized that the nature and
magnitude of the task would require some new
measures designed specifically for such large-scale
control and coordination.
AD-649 706
	 HC$3.00 N1 FS0.6s
AC-631760 F1d.1V3,8/6
CFSTI !'rites: IIC 57.10 MF S2.00
BUREAU Of- THE CEN5U5 WASHINGTON
DC
NATIONAL LOCATION CODE, OCI •-OEP RE-
GION' S.
1962, 376p. Rept. nu. FG-D-3.1/3.
Unclassified report
Formerly FG-IV-3.1/5. See also AD-631 756.
Descriptors: (*Civil defense systems. Geogrzw
phy), Damage assessment, Population, Urban
areas, Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico.
Oklahoma, Texas
This manual on lf.e new National Location Code
is published for the use of Federal, State and local
civil defense and emergency planning officials with
damL, ge assessment, resource esaluation or shelter
planning responsibilities. The manual is designed
to serve users in two ways. First, it can be used
as a convenient source for the geographic coordi-
nates of new resources to be included in hand or
computer damage assessment systems. Second,
it presides, in a convenient form, the information
on distribution or population that is required to
prepare Region. State and local estimates of
casualties resulting from actual or assumed enemy
attack. (Author)
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tPLANNING - REGIONAL & STATE PROGRAMS
AD-635 Iv9	 Field SD
CFSTI Prices: HCSLtHI NIFS0.50
System Devclupment Corp. `.,nia Monica, Calif.
TOWARD A FLTLRE FOR PLANNING.
Professional paper
by Marvin Adelson. Jun h6. 19p SP-2022
Prepared for pre,entanon to the Conference of
LES FU TU RI HLES. Parts (France), Apr 65.
Descriptors: (*Political science. *Decision
making). Management planning, Governmcni
(Foreign), Social communication. Leudei:h;p.
For several reasons. governments will increasingly
require a service of studies of the future a, an inte-
gral pan of their plannin; prvvcsscs But Suverrv.
Tents have always had difrjculh in planning. and
in dealing adequately with the future Only part
of the problem has been due to limitation, in their
ability to gather, organize and use information;
part of it has been the la,k of purposeful future.
orientation; and part has been the inadequacy of
verbal communi:itiun between 'the man of knowL
edge' and 'the man of a_tion ' DeJouvencl has pro
posed and Institute for the Future to help address
these Problems. This paper descnbcs some
characteristics of su.h an institute, and its pru,pec-
live role in improving the pruces,es of decision
making and policy construction in government.
(Author)
NEW DIRECTIONS IN REGIONAL RESEARCH
AND POLICY,
Rand Corp Santa Monica Calif
Anthony H Pascal. Nov-4,7. Bp Rep[ no. P-371 g
Presented at the National Meetings. Regional
Science Association. Camhridgc. %l •ass.. Novenr
ber 3. 1967.
Descnptors: ('Economics. Research program ad-
ministration). Management piammng. Geography.
Population. Distribution. Urban areas. Rural
are: United States Government.
Identifiers: Area redevelopment.
Problems facing the Government's program of aid
to depressed areas and regional economic develop
ment are discussed The following fields of re,
search are suggested as guidelines which might
stimulate the formulation of new. more efrective
policy-making (1) Analysis of the geographical
distribution of pnp-dation and economic activity;
(2) Analysis of the social and cultural obstacies
to economic development: (3) Research on prob.
)ems of inter-govcmmental conflict.
AD-661 257	 HCS3.00 NIFS0.65
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RE:NE%N -,E%NARK A CONTINUINGTEIV - YEAR RFA
-10NAL ECONOMIC DE%ELOP.%IENT AND
PROGRA%L BL SI\ESS SERVICE CENTER.
Final rcpt., Biennial rept	 no	 I.
Newark Central Planning Board, N.1. Atlanta Univ.. Ga. Graduate School of Business
Ra y mond P. Stabile. and George H. F. Oberlan- Administration.
der. 1961,	 142p Nov 67. 48p
Prepared in cooperation with City of Newark. N Contract CC-6153
Jend Urban Rencwal Administration, Washing-
-.
ion.D C. Availability: Original document in color Descriptors: ('Fconomics.
	 Employment). ('Em
until exhausted. ployment. Traartingi. Rural areas. Research pro
gram	 administration
	 \lanagcmcnt	 engineering.
Descriptors	 (*Urban	 planning,	 New	 Jersey), Students. Labur. Job anal)%is. Fea,ibrht) studies.
Urban	 areas,	 Rehahi:nation.	 Housing	 projects, Social sciences.
Indus'nrs. Design, Recreation, Roar%. Construe- Identirers: Community Action Program.
lion. Detenoratiun. Costs, Buildings. Population,
rraffc. Maps. Photographs. The scope of the work of the Center encompassed
The study has two basic goals: to develop meth-
Five types of economic de y elopment programs as
follows	 On-the-dub management counseling sery
ods. techniq ues, and critene necessary in the del- rtes to selected busines, firms
	 Seminar presertta
neation of rene w al areas. and to formulate a cont.
for total	 city	 renewal, ions on area-wide problems relating to manage-inuing ten-year	 program
Roth obJccuves are designed to enable communi-
ment	 practices.	 Supplying
	 technical	 backup to
communities and economic de y elopment groups.
""throughout the country to undcntand and Preparation of technical feasibility
	 and identifica.
counteract	 urban	 Might	 and deteriorat i on on a lion studies for p rospective busines,es and core-broader basis (Author)
HCS3.00MFS0.65 munaracs and the eslobli,hmeni of new bur,inesses.1`13-176 524 The
	 de y elopment
	 of an entrepreneurial training
program fur graduate students in business admin-
istration
PB- 176 543
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THE STATES AND URBAN PROBLEM&
National	 Governors'
	 Conference.
	 State-Urban
Relations Committee.
STATE OF N ELOPMENT STRATEGIE3, Oct 67, 197p
Economic Development Adm-nistration, Washing-
ton. D. C. Office of Regional Development Plan- Descriptors: ('Urban planning. -Political science).
ning. ('htaragcrnent engineering. Urban planning). Ent,ploymcnt. Housing. Transportation. Criminology,Bernard Gross. Jan 67. 	 120p Control, Economics.Proc"dings of a seminar co-sponsored by the
Council of State Planning Agencies and the Amer}
Institute of Planners	 State	 Planning Corn- Eight)-fve stafT recommendations in four majorcan
mince. puriland.Oreg.. 13-14 Aug 66.
subject areas are included in the report. Major
subject areas are employment. housing and urban
Descriptors:	 "Pelitical science.	 'Research pro-
dcselupmcnt. urban transportation. and crime con
irol and law enforcement to urban areas. Analysis
*%Ianagemen(gram administrat,nni. iengineering, in each or these subject areas covers present state
'Professional persort;,el). Decision making. Urban activities.
	 From the analysis basic proposals for
planning. Economics. Soc i ology, Costs. Symposia- the formulation of appropriate state and federal
Policies arc made
	 Extensive research in the form
A number of current issues in state planning were of literature searches and inter v iews provide the
raised by the twenn wthor of papers for this sem basis for the analyses and proposals. The synthesis
inar. TTe papers and resultin g discussions are in- of rnatcrials produced by federal, state and local
eluded. rc'eral and state officials. consultants,md ngutcics. umscrsny scholars. public
university sca,, l ays came together to deal with a interest groups, and study commissions etc. is sue
wide variety of topics ranging from sub-state dis- cessful and contributes to well-reasoned recotn
ineung, to pressure for short-range results; to the
uniqueness	 of	 individual	 state	 organizational mendations. Major sources of information for the
frameworks and problems. The conference served report are the Advisory Commission on Intergo-
primarily as a means to keep state planners in-
formed to each other's thanking and work, and to
vernmental	 Relations and the Council of State
Gosernments. Especially significant is the explicit
give federal officials a chance to explain some of Premise that the states can establish the'precondit-
their	 programs.	 Some	 attempts	 at	 establishing ions' which will permit the solution of urban prob.Iems. The report makes a series of recommend&•pnonties for slate planning were made in the pa-
pers. There appears to be no general pattern of tions advocating that states allow for reform andflexibility in urban management through legislationpriorities.
PB-176703	 HCS3.00MFS0.65 enabling	 transfer	 of function	 between
merits, and the formation of councils of govern
means. Corollary recommendations dealing —:th
financing and land de y elopment controls accompa-
ny the proposals for management reform. ;Author)
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SOME PERTINENT INFORMATION ABOLT
STATE PLANNING PkOGRA\1S OPERATING
W11H FEDERAL LRBAN PLANNING ASSIST.
ANCE.
Council of State Planning Agencies, Washington,
D. C.
1965. 61p
Descnptors: 1-Urban planning. *Budgets), (*Man,
agcmcni engineering. *Professional personnel).
Economics. Population, Manpower. Employment,
Agriculture, Housing, Natural resources.
The report is a directory of state planning pro
grams. Only information returned in response to
a questionnaire is included in the directory Infor-
mation c:degones include program name, respond
bile agency, program director, budget, staff. consul
cants, published report,, program description and
completion dates. Information for twenty-five
states is included. Program descriptions provide
some information on technical elements to be in-
eluded in the plan-making process. (Author)
PB-176 706	 HC$3 00 MFSU.65
PAPERS PRFPARF.D FOR THE PANEL ON THE
STAI E PL \NNING PROCESS AND THE EXF,
CUTIVE.
Countil of State Planning Agencies. Washington,
D. C.
Kenneth Green 25 Apr 65, 26p
Prepared for presentation at the Conference of
State Planning Agencies. Toronto. Canada. Apnl
25.1965.
Descnptors. i'Po!itic.r! science. 'Research pro-grim ad:nnustr.dian ,
. 'MAn.4cment engineering.
'Professional rcr,on^e'• Economics. Budgets.
Population. Go%ernmeni employees.
The r.imphlcl cont.iin ,
 four papers presented at
the 1965 Conference of the Council of State Plan
ning Agen,ic, in Toronto. Canada They deal
with .Jtern,ai,c .iJrri-"tr,ti%c arrangements for
Placement of the ,i.ac , lAintrj function The four
papers present (our _:crnan% c locetiuns. They
are I l i %k I f H I s. THE ST&Ic Depinment of Eco,
nomic Dc%clormcr,t r_( within the Stitt Budgel
Agcnly, (3) a, a sera::ate D., rtment. (4) as a pan
Of a Multi S1.11e Re;1011._1 Council The papers art
essentially report, jhcta esrenences with each
of the erran_emcnt, \o defmiG,e conclusions
or re,ommcnd, itan, are offered. although the ad-
vantages and J,.id,anta^es Of each W rangernent
are discussed. ( Author)
PB-17f. 707	 HC53.00 MFS0.65
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ER, H1 STATEM.V%M\GPR(X;RA)IS.
Pennsylvania State Planning Board, Research
D; v.
Jun 66. 77p
Dc,cnptursi t'Pol;64.d science. ' Research pro-
grim .,dministratu w. t'Managemcnt engineenng.
'Professional per,onneh. Economic,. Budgets.
Population. 0oscmrncni cm; loyec,. Industries.
Labor. Management planning.
The organizational framework. administrative
responsibilities .end ; rk•_ram tmen:wns of state
planning org niz,dwn, in sight st,:les ate described
in this st:,ff tcron Stai- co,crcd are California.
Illinois. Aliclncan. \c„ 1cr,ey. Nee	 York. Ohio.
Nc-t Vir_in and N1r,comrn. Appended to the
planning program dc,enruon, are brief profiles
covenng physical. Jemogrip hic. economic and
governmental ch.iractcn,trcs of cash state. No cor-
reL,uon between a.,tc ch..ra.:cn,tics and current
punning program, „ .ltempted. \either n a cum
parative analysis it the p ro_ram d,s,nbed includ,
ed. A bibliography ,d published and unpublished
documents produceJ in each state pl,mning pro-
gram is included I he tepon is intended as a back-
ground or working parer for those practitioners
dealing or concerned with state planning. Of prime
interest are the sanous pru_ram intentions of each
State. Program work components (studies) are
bne0y mentioned and Thar inform.itional outputs
are re l ated to the u,crall rolicy concerns and re-
commendations for ,sh„h each agency is respond
ble (Author)
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PLANNING RESE %RCH 1966.
American Inst. of Planners. Washington. D. C.
1966. BBp
Descriptors: ('Rc,earch program administration.
'Professional personnel i. t' \lana_cmcni engineer-
ing. 'Decision making,. Economics. Population.
Public opinion. Housing. L than planning. Sympo-
sia.
The hooklet contains research papers presented
at the 1966 National A I P Conference in Portland.
Oregon, The papers were given at various work-
shops h-ld at the conference dealing with inform►
lion for planning. p!_mmaking techniques and
plan- implementation tc_hr.iques. There are thir-
teen papers in all with s stcen authurs from Feder.
al and local covcrrimcn:s. consulting firms and
universities. The specific topics are Information
Systems. Attitude Assessment. Pro_ramming
Techniques. Real Pro,-eny Taxation and the 1970
Census. Prehminan and final results as well as
recommendations fur f.irher resratch eue reported
for each stud). Studies were chosen for their
potential or actual contnhuiion to methods devel
opment. ruther than for their arplicahility and re-
sults for a given gcogr_rhic area. The report is the
first in a series w hich w;:( `e produced from tcchn+
cal sessions held at Al  Conferences.
PB-176709	 HC$3.00MFS0.65
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IPOVERTY, WELFARE & UNEMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS
AD-614 2.58	 Fkld 31, SA
CFS I Prices: HCS1.00 %IFSO.50
RAND Corp . Saner Monica. Calif
SMALL COMPANY STRATEGY IN MItiORITY
CROUP EMPLOYMENT,
by Jerry J. Jensen. May 66. 1 O P-3387
Descriptors. ('Employment. 'Personnel mar,
agement). Management planning. Commerce.
Population, Training. Motivation. Applied
psychology.
Identifiers: Negroes.
Once a small company has decide, to make special
effort in minority group hiring, it will find itself fac-
ing somewhat different problems than IarFe corn-
panics have. Qualified minority people will be hard
to find aijusl the time openings occur. and ongoing
training programs may not he available to develop
qualified employees. To meet these special prob-
lems, small companies will need a unique approach
to recruiting and training. They can capitalize on
their size by emphasizing more personal and infor.
mal human relationships in their recruiting activi-
ty. Then th.:y can upgrade present minority
employees through mudest tnimng pro;nms built
around person-to-person coaching In spite of sin-
ex-e attempts to make progress in fair employ-
ment, companies may find themselves charged
with discnminatory practices p reparation fur this
possibility is best made through adequate docu-
menution of employment. promotion and disciple
nary actions. Availability of written records will
encourage more cooperative attitudes when formal
investigation is made into alleged discrimination.
Finally. progress in fair employment should be
measured by a number of statistical yardsticks.
not just b y comparison ofcompany minority popu-
lation with community minority population. (Au-
thorl
i=
1=
nps.
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S.n Antonio Manpower Deselopmenl Council.
Tex
SYSTEMATIC PERSONNEL. ENROLLMENT
AND ESII'L0%NIENT DE%ELOPMENT: !.N AT-
TACK ON H 1RD-YORE L NE:S1PL0slMFNf
TIIROUGII INVLSIRIAL AND JOB VF%ELOP.
h1ENT.
1966. 116p
Prepared in cooperation with Economic Develop
rnent .Administration. Washington. D. C.
Descriptors 0Econumics.Tc%;w.0Em ploy
-ment. Texas). ('Industres. Fmployment).
('Texas. Emplu)mcnti. Urban areas. Labor.
Commerce. Tr.iinmg. Industrial training.
Costs. Personnel management. Industries pro
ducuon.
The general objective of the project was to im
crease lob opportunity in the San Antonio area.
The professional scrsi.cs made possible by this
contract were mrnl effecii,e n, increasing job op•
rununity in the following areas rl) idenufalion
1j
	
	 of cxi,tmg but unh d lcd jvhs and follow up courdr
nation of ac:ions a the di,crsc interested and res-
ponsit , lc jpcnues in the e,l.dihshme nt of training
anJ pl.i,emcnt rnyccis. (2 1 man.igcmenl assrsl-
anse to ,,n.,Il business in imminent danger of fill-
lure (many job%,ire lust by the needless failure of
roicnu,ill) successful small business because of
deficicncic s in man -rgement know-how): 131 assist-
ance in the development of expansion and dlversi-
fic.nton of small businesses with sound business
histories. 141 dcvelupmcnt of financial planning
and contro system, fur small hwrnesses with
Potential problems thus establishing healthy
growth postures: (5) assistance in expansion of
markets and contract negotiations for new bust
mess. The methods and techniques utilized are
potentially replicable in comparable urban areas.
EVALUATING fHF. RETURNS TO REGIONAL
ECONOMIC DE 1, ElOPMENT PRO(;RA11S.
Research paper.
Institute for Defense Analyses. Arlington, Va.
Economic and Political Studics Dis
Stanley 11 Besen. Oct 66. 24p RP
. P-272, IDA/
HQ66-' 462
Prepared in ctsuperation with Office of Economic
Opportunity, Washington. D. C.
Descriptors (-Economics, Em p loyment). (-Fm
ployment. Wages). Education, Training, Roads,
Construction. Industries. I ahor. Costs. Popula-
tion, Industnal production. Distribution !Econom
ics).
The aim of this paper is to present a framework
for evaluating antipoverty efforts ducetcd at spec-
fic regions and to pru.ide some c -rn;al evidence
with which to begin such an evaluation Area rule.
velopment programs attempt to raise both employ.
ment and earnings in depressed areas primarily
through impru ,:mg educational opportunities and
the quality of public facrli;ies- mainly roads To
evaluate the total effect of such program, a would
be necessary to know the initial impact of the pro
gram on productivity and the response of the re-
gion to this higher productivity This riper is cun-
cerned only with the initial impact an productoity.
It examines interstate differences in industry labor
productivity and relates them to differences in the
capital stud, average educational attainment, and
road quality These regression icsuNi ere then
used to make estimates of the output increase (dr
rect and short run) which might he espected due
to increased educationa l
 attainment or h.ghway
quality in depressed areas.
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DETERMI%ITION OF POVERTY LINES AND
EQUI1'ALENI 11 ELFARE.
Research paper.
Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlington. Va.
Economic and Political Studies Div.
Elliot W'etzler Sep 66, alp RP-P-'77, IDA/HQ-
66.5453
Descriptors: ('Economics. United States Govern-
ment). Food. Consumption. Housing, Urban
areas, Rural areas.,Nfune y , Costs. Aging (Ph) srul-
ogy). Distribution (Evonomies). Budgets. Statisti-
cal data. Clothing
Identifiers. welfare economics.
The poverty cut-off level used by the Office of
Economic Opportunity fur an urban family of four
is equivalent to an income of S2. 14 e 0 in 1959 dub
lars The aim of this Study is to estimate the in-
come corresponding to the • , mc leve l of welfare
for families of different site, or with aged heads.
or living ir. riral areas.
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THE EVALUATION OF SELECTED PRESENT
AND POTENTIAL PO1 ERTY PROGR 1\IS,
Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlington, Va.
Economic and Political Studies Div.
Richard Muth. Jan 66, 9 1 p Study-S-234, IDA/
HQ-66-5594
Descriptors: ('Federal budgets, Wages). Employ-
ment, Training, Education, Population, Costs,
Management planning
Identifiers. Poverty programs.
The study attempts to evaluate the efficiency of
alternative programs aimed at increasing the in-
cones of pour families. It deals with programs in-
volving education and training as well as those
which represent direct measures for increasing
family income (specifically, adjustment of transfer
or tax payments and measures to increase wages
earned). The effects of these two types of pro
grams-education and direct income remedies-are
not strivtly comparable, since the former insolves
long-term effects over the life of the worker whiles
the latter have an immediate impact on family in-
(tome. In order to compare such programs a corn-
mon measure of efficiency is needed. The one cho
sen here is the annual c-)st to the governmert of
raising income by 1100 per ye.i- ipre-tax, post-
transfer) until the worker reaches age 63 .A rate
of 9 percent was used to discoun: future income.
In e v aluating education and training programs the
criterion applied in judging benefits is not the
change in employment but the increase in the
workers' fuiure earnings. This criterion is used
because some unemployed may find jobs without
additional training and some graduates may lust
jobs after initial placement, and because the long-
run effect of (raw ng programs is probably higher
earnings, not luwer , ^erall unempl)ymcnt rates.
In the absence of ad:quate data on the benefits
of education and training programs, it was as-
sumed that Head Start or nine munths of NJDTA
or Job Corps training would yield the same aver-
tic increase in earnings as an additional year of
high school education. (Author)
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rTHE DISTRI64MO N OF GROSS BENEFITS OF
PRESENT FLDERAL HELFARE AND INCOME
MAINTENANCE PRQ(;R 1NIS,
Institute air Defense analyses, Arlington, Va.
Economic and Polorcal Studies Div.
Ned S. Weiner. Feb 66. 56p Rept. nos. Study-S-
245, IDA1HQ 66.5479
Prepared in cooperation with the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity.
Descriptors (*Federalbudgets Distnbuuun(Eco
nomics)). Economics, Agriculture, Housing,
Costs. Effectiveness
Identifiers: Welfare economics, Poverty.
The aim of the stud y is to weigh the direct contri-bution of current Federal welfare and income
maintenance programs to the income of the pour.
For Cie most part. this effort doe-, not concern it-
self with who actually bean the cost of a program
or with rediurihuuvt 'aspects. but can the drstnbu-
tion of benefits A surprisingl y small percentage
of current Fedcral programs henc,it the poor The
analysis seems to suggest that these programs, as
they new stand, do not offer auy great prespects
of alleviating poverty on a substHCS} s(JOIMFf0.6S
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POVERTY AND LABOR-FORCF-TION,
	 PARTICIPA-
Research paper,
Institute for Dcrcnse Analyses, Arlington, Va,Economic and Puhrtcal Studies Div,
Anthony Fishcr Feb66, asp RP-P-27), IDA/HQ-66.5476
Prepared in cooperation with Office of EconomicOpportunity.
Descriptors: (*Labor, Employment), (•Empfuy.me
 
n.t. Economics), Sociometrics, Wages, Popula
Identifiers: Poverty,
The "in of the paper is to review empirical studieson the relation between labor-force participationby particular po; alation groups and r ncmploymen, rates, w ages, and tranvfer Income The poprrlahon groups considered are (I ) married w omen;(2) older men, 65 and over; (3) teenage males, 14-
19; (4) teenage girls; (5) prime age males, 
dover;
(6) older w omen (al Single
	
5.54;
e. SS-s9 (h) 6s anand (7) female heads of fa milies. The regressionresults generally indicate the expected impunemployment, wage rat
	
act of
es, and other income onarlabor-force ptiapation. Although cross iectionand time series approaches do not give identica
results, they do not usually produce results lthatare inconsistent. The results do support the argu.ment that there is hidden unemploy merit, i e ,thatthere are people who would try t )
 seek I c , tuy-(Author)there were a better chance of succeeding.t
PB-174 446
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THE STRUCTURAL CHANGE HYPOTHESIS
FOR EMPLOYMENT AMONG YOUTH, THE
AGED, AND MINORITIES: A CRITICAL ANAL-
YSIS.
Research paper,
Institute for Defense Analyses. Arlington. Va_
Economic and Political Studies Div.
Richard F. Muth. Feb 66. 28p RP-P-275, IDA/
HQ-66-5478
Prepared in cooperation with the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity.
Descnptors: ('Employment, Regression analysis),
Economics, Predictions, Wages, Population.
Identifiers: Poverty.
Plans for the !ong run shape of the Poverty pro
gram must hing.e, in part, on projections of the
number and composition of the poor Projections
mule by both IDA and the Councu of Economic
Advisors indicate that even raeid economic
growth will still leave a substantial number of f.,mi-
hes poor in 1970 and 1980. Gallaway, in contrast.
has argued that must poverty will be eliminated
automatically if the US economy grows at the rate
achieved in the penod 1947 . 56, and that large ex-
penditures or special poverty programs are unne-
cessary. The aim of the paper is to compare and
eva;eate the projection methods used by the Coun-
cil of Economic Advisors, Gal ! .%way, and IDA.(Author)
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE METHODSOF PROJECTING THE POVERTY RATE.
Research paper,
Institute for Defense Analyses, Arlington, Va_
Economic and Political Studies Div.
Richard F. Muth. Jan 66, 27p RF-P-'76, IDA/HQ-66-5475
Prepared in cooperation with the Office of Eco
nomic Oppurtunity.
Descnptors:
	 (*Employment.
	 *Economics),Wages. Sociometrics, Regressiva analysis, Labor,Training.
Identifiers: Poverty.
The aim of the research is to determine whether
recent igh unemployment rates for youths, the
aged, or minorities have been due to structural
changes in the US ccunoniy or to high general un-
employment rates. In general, the results indicate[hat the rise in rates for unskilled relative to skilled
workers appears to be attributable to the greater
sensitivity of u nempluyment rates for the unskilledWith respect to the o' erall rate There is virtually
no evidence for the structural-change hypothesisin so far as occupational groups arc concerned.
although there is evil^nee that tie demand for the
more highly skilled has grown more rapidly during
the 1950's than the demand fur the urnk;il.d ind
that relative wage rate changes have reflected this.When wurkers are divided recording to age. seA,
and race rather than oaupati'nal groups, the over-all un employment rate still arpears rcry;mPorlintin determining the group un e r nployrr,c.t rate. (Au
.thor)
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HIRING AND TR VYING THE NONPROFES
SIONAL
Internnrepl.no 2.
National Committee on Ereplo)ment of Youth.
New York.
luduh G Bcnprnnn. Edith L )non, Elisabeth
Gemherhng. and Bernard Karr. Jul 66. 68p
Contract OEO.605
Drsurptun ('Fconomres. Emplo)mentl, t'En►
rlo)ntcnt. Teaming). Pcrvonnel. Manpower,
Labor. Recruiting, Scic.uon. Supervision, Re-
se,rr.h program administration.
ldcntificn: Community Action Program.
The manpower ohiecttses of emplo) mg nonprofes-
srrrals in anti posen) r-grams pose special prob,
lems not normall) faced h) cmplo)ery The'netgD
hurhood conserl.' rcr tricting employment to rest
dents of the local program taigel auras, imposes
E eoFraph,c limitations on thepotential IaMx sups
ply. Second. the intent to'cmplo) the pour' limits
hiring to a socio economy, group. and third. the
goals of creating new roles or opening to the utr
skilled lobs allied w th the helping professions.
implies looting un the hasis of potential rather than
dcmomtratcd sapat jhties Fulfillment of these
pals suggest+ a need to muddy traditional hiring
and training practices Because no organized labor
market evsts for hiring nonprofessionals. nera
sources of recruitment and referral as well as new
ehannrh of somrnunsation between programs and
potent .d empl.,sces m.r) need to be developed
%Icthods and cntena for sclnting from arphcants
those to he employed. mas require adarration to
meet specific program purposes and the larger
into puscrt% manpower goals.
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TIIE HOMELESS \IAN ON SKID RON.
Chicago Tenants Relocation Bureau, 111.
Ser61. 118p
Prepared in cooperation with Urban Renewal Ad-
ministration. Housing and Home r,nancc Agency,
Washington. D. C.
Descnplors: !*Urban planning, • \Management co-
gmernng). ( • Housing. • Uthun areas). Sociology,
Economics. Rehahiloation. Population, Addiction,
Ervironmenl. Emplo )
 mcnt, Wagcv. Education.
The report reflects, in its presentation, the three
necrsar y
 approaches needed to solse the critical-
IN human problem of skid row The micnsise anal
)%is of the phenomen-,n pros ides basic and invalu.
able data on the nature of the area and its rest
dents. The report then deselop •
 techniques (or
enlisting and coordinating the actisities of the var-
ious agenues concerned with skid row. Finaly,
it formulates a tentatise program which deals with
the unique problems of skid row redeselopment
and which. if sarefully followed, can cure one of
our most terrible conditions. (Author)
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LOS ANGELES RIOT STUDY: RIOT PARTI-
CIPATION,
Callforni., Univ., Los Angeles. Inst. of Govern-
ment and Public Affair.
Da, id O. Sears. and John B McConahay. I Jun
67, 2bp
Contract OEO-666
Descriptors: ('Sociology, Urban areas). Califor-
nia. Behavior. Cnmirology. Attitudes. Population.
Police. Statistical analysis.
Identifiers: Negroes. Race roots.
Analysis of two samples. a random sample of the
Curfew Zone and a sample of persons arrested for
not activity. suggests the following conclusions:
111 Up to IS i of the Negro adult population, or
as mars is 34.000 person,, were aggressively ac-
tive durng the not. Thee people were more than
just spectators and were greater in number than
the entire combat commitment of the United
States in Vietnam at the end of 1964 (D An adds
tional 31 , of the Negro adult population, or at
least 64.000 persons. were active spectators to
the disturbanCC They were on the streets. close
enough to see crowds of people and stores being
looted and burned It seems clear that they forded
a permissive. if not acu,ely supportive. audience
for the noun, The proportion in the crowds who
actively opposed the noting was very small. (3)
Previous estimates of the magnitude of participa-
tion have senousls underestimated the broad base
of the not (41 The scale of the rioting. both geogra-
phically and in terms of the number of people in-
volved. was such that most of the people in the
Curfew Zone were touched personally by it. (5)
The most active were young men. Young women
were more active than men over 30, suggesting
a substantial 'generation gap in the Negro con,.
mumt). The picture portray ed by these data is one
of widespread community involvement in the riot.
though it does not rule out the possibility that cer-
tain acts were the work of a small m • i only. But
it is emphasized that a majority of the area's inha-
bitants were involved in the incidents. at one level
or another. Further. the data imply that the burn-
mg and looting of places of business, if not the
shooting and rock throwing. took place in open
view of and with the passive consent (if not appro-
val) of a majority of the Negro community. (Au-
thor)
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LOS ANGELES RIOT STLDY METHOD:
NEGRO RE ACTION SLRV EY,
California Univ.. Los Angeles. Inst. of Govern
ment and Public Affairs.
T. M. Tomlinson. and Diana L. TenHouten. I
Jun 67, 14p
Contract OEO-666
Descriptors: ('Sociology, Urban areas). Question,
naires. Attitudes. Sampling. Criminology. Reliabi4
y. California.
Identifiers: Negroes, Race riots.
The report pro, ides a detailed description of thr.
data-gathering and data-analysis procedures for
the sample of Negro respondents interviewed dur-
ing the Los .Angeles Riot Study. The basic data-
gathering procedure for several ancillary samples
is also provided (Author)
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LOS ANGELES RIOT STUDY NEGRO Arn-
TUDES TOWARD THE R!^,T,
California Univ.. Los Angeles. Inst. of Goverw
ment and Public Affairs.
T M Tomlinson, and David O Sean. I Jun 67,
36P	 .
Contract OEO-666
Descriptors (*Sociology. Urban areas). Crimi.
nology. Attitudes. Behavior. California.
Identifiers: Negroes. Race riots.
Nonviolent protest was one of the characteristics
of the civil nghts movement jr, its early phases.
No such morality appears in these data. The
Negro respondents dt. not like the tiot events, but,
they did not profess most outrage as did the white
respondents Nonviolence appears to have lost
its hold on Negroes as a protest form in the face
of cuntinued frustration of aims. and it follows that
the country may espectincreased titherinan do.
creased civil disturbances. That more viul.nce will
come after the Los Angeles not is already a fore.
gone conclusion. Many Negroes still maintain a
poignant faith in the good will of whit_ society, but
that faith is being turned into despair as years pass
with no m erial change in their lot Out of despair.
alternative: are tried which in betiercircumstane-
es would never be cun,idered. One of these alter-
natives is a riot, and it is a ruck-bottum plea for
help The white society would do well to keep in
mind that force will suppress the response. but not
the motive and the conditions from which it comes.
( Author)
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LOS ANGELES RIOT STUDY: THE GHETTO
MERCHANT SL'RN EY,
California Univ.. Los Angeles. Inst. of Govern
ment and Public Affairs.
Walter J. Raine. I Jun 67, 29p
Contract OEO-666
Descriptors: ('Sociology. Urban areas). Califor-
nia. Questionnaires. Commerce. Criminology. Po
pulation. Statistical analysis. Sampling. Attitudes.
Identifiers: Negroes. Race riots.
In the Los Angeles ghetto. where the merchant
is a member of an elite. better-educa o ed group, re.
sentmcnts between merchants and (ustomers ab-
ound. Many of these merchants were driven out
by the 1965 riot. for others. particu'arl) those giv-
ing heavy credit. the ghetto is no longer a good
place to do business. Apparently. many of them
will leave the area. It must become a Question of
public policy as to whether these types of enter-
prises will be supported in some way, or perhaps
Negro businessmen will be encour. gcd to fill the
gap. It is evident that a considerable proportion
of merchants *would chooseto change certain of
the conditions of ghetto life. by one or more
means. It is striking that these are all grand. rather
far-off goals which look good on paper, but never
involve the merchant with any change in his perso.
nal attitudes toward Negroes or his way of doing
business, or any fundamental change in the exist-
ing network of psychological alienation between
Negro customer and white merchants. It is specw
lated that naming a distant goal like - more educal-
ion' is a way of not coming to grips w ith the reality
of the poor relationships that now exist. The white
merchant who gives praise to large nice-sounding
programs of help for the Negro. does not see the.
gulf that exists between him and the Negro. man
to man. person to person. IAuthor)
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LOS ANGELES RIOT STUD1 POLITICAL ATTI-
TUDES OF LOS ANGELES NEGROES.
California Univ., Los Angcics Inst of Govern
merit and Public Again.
David O Sears. 1 Jun 67, 29p
Contract OEO-666
Descriptors ('So(iology. Urban areas). Caiifoa
ma. Attitudes. Sanpling. Questionnaires. Political
science. Leadership.
Idcm tiers: Ncgroes. Race riots.
The study summarizes political attitudes held by
Negro residents, , ! the South Central Los Angeles
Curfew Zone after the rioting of ;965. It focuses
upon attitudes in four areas national partisan poll
tics, local government in Los Angeles. Negro poly
tics, and generalized trust in the political system.
The data come from three interview samples taken
in laic 1965 and early 1966'11) a representative
sample of Ncgroes living in the Curfew Zone of
South Central Los Angeles tN = 5861. (2) a sample
of Negroes arrcatr l during the 1965 noting (N
123), and (3) a sample of whites from six commun ►
ties in 1 os Angeles County (N = 578) (Author)
PB-176'4 69	 HC$300h1FS0.65
THE SiRUCTCRF. OF DISCONTENT: THE
RELATIONSHIP BET%%EEN SOCIAL STRUC-
TURE, GRIEN!.NC'E. AND SUPPORT FOR THE
LOS ANGELES RIOT,
CAhl'orma Umv.. Los Angeles Inst. of Govern-
ment and Public Again.
Raymond  Murphy. and lames M. Watson- 1
Jun 67, 116p
Contract OEO.666
Descriptors ('Sociology. Urban areas). Califor-
nia. Behasior. Attitudes. Motivation. Criminology,
Questionnaires.
Ide ,til'iers: Negroes. Race riots.
While it is self-evident that considerable unrest
must have been present in the Negro ghetto to pro-
duct the violent riots of 1965. it is not nearly so
obvious what kinds of persons participated in the
violence nor which grievances they felt most ae.
utel ,v. It is the purpose of this report to ins estigate
the relationship between types and levels of dis.
content and support and participation in the riot.
The research attempts to show that South Central
Los Angeles. home of the riot, consists of a wide
variety of groups. and it indicates both the kinds
of persons most acgric%ed in the community and
the effects of structural differentiation in the coin
munity on attitudes of despair and hostility Ev ►
dente is prc,entrd on (1) the extent and level of
types of gries,ince for the sample population, and
their degree of parti:ipation and support for the
not; (2) the relationship between grievance and
not-related behavior and attitudes; and (3) an at-
tempt to partition out the relative effects of sirup
ture and level of discontent on the propensity to
favor and support (or legitimize) violc.sce. (Au
thor)
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THE CONTEXT OF THE CURFEW AKLA.
( ahforua Umv.. Los .Angeles. Inst. of Govern
men) and Public Affairs.
Nathan E. Cohen. I Jun 67. 42p
Contract OEO.666
Report on Les Angeles Riot Study.
Descriptors ('Sociology. Urban areas). Califor-
ma. Economics. Political science. Population. His
tor). Emrloyment. Statistical analysis, Public
health, Housing. Education, Children, Recreation,
Organizations. Police.
Identifiers. Negroes. Rare riots.
The report describes the pre-rict conditions in the
South Central Area of Los Angeles It presents
the social. economic. and political context within
which the violent events of August 11 . 15, 1965
took place.
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THE LOS ANGELES RIOT STUDY (L ARS).
California Univ.. Los Angeles. Inst. of Govern
mcni and Public Affairs.
Nathan E. Cohen. I Aug 67. 20p
Contract OEO-666
Descriptors ('Sociology. Urb. • r. tread. Califor-
nia. Population. Sampling. Questionnaires. Attin
tudes.
The authors conclude that a comprehensive ap.
proach is needed to the racial problem which re-
Elects a knowledge of the differential aspects of
the Lhree Negro groupings Uradihonalists, survl
valists. and militants). their interrelationships. and
the core of their commun concerns as well as their
differences. This will necessitate dialogue with
representation from all three groups. The White
Community's hostility towards the 'militants'
should not blind them to the growing role of this
group in the Negro Community. The question of
fobs should be first on the agenda. Also high on
the agenda should be is ;ues such is poor neighbor-
hood conditions. discriminatory practices. and so
cial control malpractices. Also essential is 'he role
and responsibility of the larger content within
which the Negro community operates, namely.
the While Community The White Community
is both helper and harrier to the solution of the
problems.
P8- 176 372
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TRIO NEEKS OF RACIAL CRISIS 11 RICH.
?IOND, CALIFORNIA,
California Univ.. Berkeley. Survey Research Cem
Mr.
Ruben Wcnkert. John Megney. and Ann Neel.
Aug 67 • ?19pSRC-%IZI
Grant PHS-f`IH-00970
Descnrtors ('Sociology, California), Students.
In ,aru.aors. Police. Behastor. Adolescents. Bar-
gaining. Adults. Attitudes. Social communication.
^1onv non. Problem solving. Leadership. Dec ♦
von making. Criminology. Education.
Identifiers Negroes. Racial incidents.
The sequence of events that actually occured are
traced to provide a solid exposition of the major
facts. and the accuracy of the stories that circulat-
ed is judged in the light of all the available evi
dence. The con ievtions between the disparate ev-
ents and between the cns , s and the state of the
communit y
 as a whole ere explored to suggest
some of the mure ; lauvhle reasons for the disarray
to which Richmond found itself during those two
weeks It n concluded that part of the violence and
most of the turmoil that marked race relations in
Richmond were based on or supported by feelings
about injustices and inequities. These feelings
were manifest and latent among both whites and
negroes. Coupled with visible and clear evidence
of gross ddTerence% in life chances and life condo
[ions, such feeling caa easel)' he called out and
provide a basis for n rch more v:vere disorder
than was apparent to %larch of 1965. (Author)
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SLUM CLEARANCE
AD6 624519 Fld. S/11, 5/10
CFSTI Prices: HC S3.00 NIF S0.75
HRB-SINGER INC STATE COLLEGE PA
DISPLACEMENT: SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGI-
CAL PROBLEMS.
Final rept..
by John W. SIcLan.than, and Robert S. Hostetter.
Aug 65, 62p• Rept no. 87311-F
Contrw OCD-PS-65-69
Uncl. ssified report
Descriptors: ('Evacuation. Refugees), (*Re-
fugees. Evacuation), ('Housing, Refugees).
Population, Adjustment (Psychology), Anxie-
ty. Disasters, Children
The problem investigated in the study was one of
the many involved in population relocation, e.g..
evacuation. migration, etc, The study focused
upon the general problem of billeting in private
homes and upon the specific problem of factors
which generate interfamily tension thereby making
adjustment difficult. The interfamily adjustment
process was approached from the case study view-
point with emphasis upon identification and ties-
cription of concrete sources of disruption rather
than on an attempt to develop a theory of interper-
sonal tension. (Author)
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Florida State Road Dept.
SEVERANCESTUDY-URBAN.
by W ilhdm Saan. 4 Aug 65. 403p Rept. no. 0 18 1
See alw PB-169 734.
Descriptors. ('Florida, Roads), ('Roads, Flo-
rida), Urban areas.
Identifier: Highways, Land.
In 1963 Florida prepared a report that contained
128 case studies of remainder parcels in urban
Jacksonville. This report consists of case study
descriptions and some general analysis of the 52
parcels with bona fide sales from the over 600 par-
cels examined. The findings conunut to show. as
in the two previous rcpons, that the greatest en-
hancements in value were for remainder parcels
near or adjacent to interchanges. The Florida
researchers concluded 'that severance damage
paymen t s are unwarranted on properties located
adtacent to urban interchange areas, providing the
remainder is al least of suffinent area to aceommo
date a full sized advertising billboard. and if ingress
and egress are available ' Suitable silts for serviet
o.aions at interchangrs brought the greatest mono
iar y gains to owners Right-cif . way acquisition
from rear of Inv, to moderate priced residential
properi c, did not significantly reduce remainder
values. Fewer than 20 percent of the parcels is
solved net losses and oser half of these cases in-
volved uninformed sellers and informed buyers.
This study reposed only original sales, although
use of laiet sales would have shown much greater
enhancement. (Author)
THE REMOVAL AND UTILIZATION OF
JUNKED AUTOMOBILES IN SULTHEASTERNFLORIDA.
Final rept.,
Battelle Memorial Inst.. Columbus, Ohio. Colu-
mbus Labs.
M. G. Roth, E.1. Jablonwski, and R. W. Hale. Apr67, 61p
Prepared in cooperation with Economic Develop.
cunt Administration.
Descriptors: ('Salvage. 'Passenger vehicles).
Urban areas, Removal, Vehicles, Industries.
Costs. Economics. Metals. Florida.
Content: Characteristics of the study area; Junk
automobiles in urban areas. Effects of pollution
end zoning controls; Other methuds of disposal;
Scrap industry and activities in the area of South-
ern Florida. (Author)
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REPORT ON THE CONTRACTOR-OWNER.
TENANT MEDIATION BOARD.
New Orleans Div. of Housing Improvement. La.
1957. 63p
Prepared in cooperation with Housing and Home
Finance Agency. Washington. D. C.
Descriptors ('Housing. Louisiana). ('Rehabilita
tion. 'Urban planning). Labor. Organizations.
Standards. Operation. Law.
The report describes an attempt. in the current re-
habilitation program in the City of New Orleans.
to develop and operate a mechanism designed to
resolve w ork stoppages cau,ed by lack of coopera-
tion by owners and tenants in -ehabilitation activ ►
tics in e,tahli,hed rehabilitation areas. An attempt
was made to establish a mechanism to fill this gap
by the creation of s med .ition board to handle d ►
spule% resuaing from the city's rehabilitation pro
gram and to provide advice and counsel to those
citizens in need of such guidance. This report der
cubes the establishment o. such a mediation
board. its organization and rperations, its operat-
ing procedures. its activities. case histories, evalu-
lion. and conclusions. (Author)
PB-176253	 HCS3.00 MFS0.64
ADAMS-NIORGAN DEMOCRATIC ACTION TO
SAVE A NEIGHBORHOOD.
District of Columbia Office of Urban Renewal,
Washington.
1964, ; 15p
Prepared in cooperation with Urban Renewal Ad-
ministration, Housing and Home Finance Agency.
Washington. D. C.
Descriptors. oHousin . *Urban areas). (-Urban
planning. District of Columbia). Population, So
ciology. Management engineering. Maintenance,
Rehabilitation. Education. Sanitary engineering.
The Ad:,ms-Morgan demonstr;ition project was
begun is an essentially disorganized and deter•
iorating neighborhood. At the close of 23 months,
renewed faith in the neighborhood on the part of
the citizens was being demonvtrated by increasing
home improvement and restoration activities; new
citizen panicipatiion in many facets of community
life was in esidence: a preliminary neighborhood
plan. approved by the residents themselves. had
been prepared. 'k vital lesson was emerging: The
Adams-Islorgan community could act in concert
and could pros ide the vision and leadership neces-
sary for its future development.
PB-176 278	 HC33.00 MFS0.63
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DESIGN OF THE HOLSIN'G SITE- .A CRITIQUEOF AMERICAN PRACTICE,Illinois
	 Univ ,	 Uth.mu.
	 Small	 Humes Council •Building Research Council.
THE	 MIDDLE - INCOME
	 NEGRO
	 FANULYFACES URBAN RENEWAL,
Rohert D KOtz. 1966. 222pP re pared in cooperation with Urh.an Renewal
Brandeis Univ., Waltham, Mass.
Lewis G. Watts, Howard E. Freeman. Helen M.Adm inistration. Housing and Home Finance Agency,Washington
.
 D. C. Hughes. Robes Morris, and Thomas F. Pettigrew.
D e s criptors:
1967,	 112p
Prepared in cooperation with Department of Comm.
0HOUSint	 Hm»m,	 n	 9 projects, Site selection),h	 es merce and Development, Commonwealth of Mas-sachusetts.g n).	 Urban
	 areas,
	 Sta ndards.Urban planning, Speciracations.
Traffic Buildings,Public	 health.
	 Safety,	 Law,
raphs, Analysis.
	
Economics, Photo Descriptors: ( • Housing, •Rehabilitation),(•Urbanplanning, Economics), Urban areas, Population.
The purpose of the report is t hreefold:
Mobility.	 Transportation,
	 Emotions.	 Religion,
Education, Money, Sociology, Sampling.
factors. to identifyboth t
echnical and procedural, essentialto high qualit
	 residential site planningY	 ; to doctr•ment It is concluded that while there is not completelycurrent
	 p ractices
	 throughout
	 the
	 UnitedStates,	 and.	 where
	 appropriate,
free climes, there is considerable housing for sale
without discrimination in and around Boston. Reo-way
	
to recommends of imrrosin
design and its relauoo to planning. sy The	
c
us is on
tal
	 housing is
	 less
	 likely	 to be available to the
Negro family and informal discriminatorowere rursurd
	 Inse stigation of development fac-r	 and
	 phssical characteristicstosr	 a
es do prevail in the rental market outside of Rutx-bury. Although many or these houses and apart-inlluenring theof site planning of multifamily housingsects
	 Imes te p ion ments would require the expenditure of a greaterof single-family housing toermine ways of a ncre;ring intensity
nrnportion of income than the families w: studied
typically are paying and could afford for their cur-w ithout sacr}ricmg l i v ability. (Author)PH 176 279 rent place or residence, most of them could obtainHCS3.00 MF S0.65 housing outside, parts..-ularly if they chose to buy.Everything pointed to an exodus from the ghetto
into the till-now white parts of Boston.
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URBAN RENEWAL.
1958. 7p City Planning Commission.Prepared in coopera
Administration
	
lion with Urban R enewal, Was hington, D C. Availability:Ong anal doc ument in color until exhausted.
Descriptors. I •
 Urban pla nning,
h  New York), poulation. Housing Traffic. Reabilitation, Design,Tran portatio , P
Urban areas Public heCosts. Organizations, Education,eas, Pubalth, B uildings, Law, Strw>lures, Recreation, Photographs.
Contents .
 The greater community and the studyarea; The use of land in the study area Populationand h
ousing an a transitional area: The changing
real estate market. Transporalion, traM park.
lion, design of
t^g: Communit 
of renewal
	
Y P roblems and organization; GoalsPh ysical p lans for renewal ( rehabilil►the area, space for com munity serv-mm	 Renewalunjty
	
tools and related programs: Con,um participation•PB-176 522
HCS3.00 MFS0.65
tSYSTEMS APPROACH TO URBAN MANAGEMENT
A65-1(1776
1'4t 1 J 1 :t:7 FsnmAvNG n y B Nti1NFEALVC,?41:f1l1J13S.
P. F. Gallagher (tlughrs Atrcraft Co., Avru>p.+ce Grnup, 	 F.I
SrFUr de,	 Calif. ).
N,w y nrh, Hayd •'n P^oh Go., lnr.. 1965. 	 lift p.
$ly.
l
no rbJrrt of this hcuk as to asnri the rst , u,atot 0tn must
uG e u work .i0i hmrtrd h.(ann.t—tri. and to pr.iv,dr him with —vilim!s
that jr-- ar,,Ii-ble to airy 1. ,11	 it—tunat".a,	 or	 matt	 of cnFtn.-eting.
F1,.	 nteth,rls .,I rslu„a Ur+tt a	 e n,tthnrd,	 low ..f than as prrhtm-
naries to th. fifth.	 '1•hr film rnrthud -mibir.r, the two --I ImNrtanl 0
scientific dr,-rinpmenrs to eaunatu.g - studar-1 hours —.1 the Irtrn- Cr
utg ea:ve
	
- into a • +nitr e ,	 pr...tical .>tlInAting meth..i,	 murk 1s
pn• r• • ntatl her.	 (or th, first hmr.	 Wthnd ii is • .+ I to ---t the nerd
to r, a • lily ^+nipnrr .il) a, u1.,1.1e u.foriciminn to yr. +rants r,.perienre
on similar work.	 Es tn.plrs 4.A noui. ,Qrams A A a c.tmplete —wnate
mfor a ltyputhrUc.tl I,r+n Are Mi.-n to d,tul. 	 A,T-rrogh.uvrrage of
the cunstruttton and us,• of Ira:nrna cur—s t> g,a, r. to t n.c , tre a com-
pl. • e node rstandtr,g.	 N.	 r1y onr Ii—d yed pikes of lrAtrang•curvir
ta4les Afi•rsr in It,. +I,po ndn,	 t.t.tr,,,—r rt ldirt • rnrots per projrclr
dollar rr • ;+or,meuts 4•r uritc-rt.d. 	 lot -1 prottutl land.,	 ,at.+n t:.nrnt s.
and —jf`` `!tturr. fur a program forrcast ht— t.c, n uniplif-A t,y twit
use o! • ..	 a+11es s-,d • 6+rts.	 lmphvr:ru t.6 aIon and methods ,.! r.umat -
Ing	 t1,,. 1, nun • ..+ . , 7. V. t+. • %. •	 ', n,. 1 • ..;..1,	 t. • g. tht • r	 wdh dt •.utbut-n-
titrs•e 10A es.
	
'n'.s to"; Is uarndtd to he of prat ti cal us, f. if nets to
working .•ar mature.
	 .+.ti.......r+. huyrrs, 	 schedulers, and ca-.t At•
wont., n.s.	 A. H. K.
C.,
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RAND Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.
A SHORT COURSE IN MODEL DESIGN.
by Ira S. Lowry. Apr $5, 27p Rept. nu. A-3114
Unclassified report
Prepared for pubitcatlon in the Journal of the
American Institute of Planners, vol. 31. no. 2.
May 1965.
Descriptors: (*Urban planning, Mathematical models),
(`Mathematical models, Urban planning). Programming
(Computers), Systems engineering, Monte carlo method,
Management planning.
The interest in the use of computer models as an aid
to urban planning and administration bas grown rapidly.
The report is designed to provide some orientation to
the model-builder's way of thinking, to interpret the jargon
of bts trade, and to suggest a few standards for the
evaluation of its product.
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS: PROBLEMS, PkOGRESS.
AND POTENTIAL.
Professional paper,
System Development Corp.. Santa Monica. Calif.
Thomas C. Rowan. 6 Oct 66, 12p SP-261 5
This paper appeared in Industrial Research. Au-
gust. 1966.
Descriptors: ('Systems engineering. 'Manage•
atent engineering). ('Decision makin,, 'Urban
planning). Operations research. Delinquency,
Urban areas. Sanitary engineering. Transporta-
tion, Education. Information retrieval. Manage.
went planning, Sociology. Criminology.
Identifiers: Systems analysis.
The paper discusses the application of system
analysis techniques to the mounting sucioeconom-
!^ ie problems of urban areas. Several spe::fic pro-
jects are described including the ap p lications in
management information, crime and delinquency.
haste management, transporianon. education.
document handling, urban and regional affairs and
long-range planning Several operational problems
encountered in the course of the studies are re-
f_ 	 viewed. (Author)
AD-612 233	 HCS3.00 MFSO.63
THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL DE.'ELOP-
MEN  PROGRAM OF THE LOS ANGELES DE.
PARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING.Final rept.
System D velopmettt Corp Santa Monica Calif
30Jun 67, 23pp Rep; no TI.I.3168/001/00See also AD-613 687.
Descriptors: ('Urban planning. 'Mathematical
models) ( • Urban areas, Models (Simulations)),
Manorment engineering, Transponation. Popultlion, Lcation, Recreation, Housing. Statistical
analysis, California.
System Development Corporation has been er ►gaged in assisting the Los Angeles Depanment
of City Planning in its Mathematical Model Dev6
opment Program. The program has been described
in The Ntathcmatical Model Development Pros
gram of the Los Angeles City Planning Depan-
ment: Introduction and Proposed Program, SDC
document, TM-3168/000/00, and LADCP docts
ment. RNt-SD-00200-01. September, 1966. The
prevent document updztes the material presented
in The Mathematical Model Development Pro•
gram of the Los Angeles Depanment of City Plan-
ning Interim Repo rt document, T%1.3168/002/
00. and LADCP document, RN1-SD-00200.02.
April, 1967, and reproduces some of the contents
of that document. This document is a final report
provided for in the contract; it summarizes pro.
press to date and lists suggested tasks for the corn-ing year. (Author)
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THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL DEVELO P -
MINT PROGRAM OF THE LOS ANGELES DE-
PARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING RESIDENTI-
AL LOCATION NIODELS.System Development Corp., Santa Monica. Calif.
23 Nov 66. 16p TM - 3168/001/00PreD&red in cooperation with Los Angeles Dept.
of City Planning.
Descriptors: ('Urban planning. Mathematical
models), ('Urban areas. Mathematical models).
Housing, Site selection, Population, Economics,
Transportation. Simulation, Computer programs,
Management planning.
The L otgedinAngeles
 Mathern:kt cal Model Developmeni tProgram.r . As an initial asap in this progrem, it isPlanned to obtain and adapt to Los Angeles an e lt-
-
iang residential location model. The University
of Pennsylvania Residential Lxation Model is
presently being investigated and a brief description
of Nis model is presented.
AD-643 687	 HC33.00 MFS0.65
COMPL"TER SIMULATION IN URBAN RIL
SEARCH,
Rand Corp Santa Monica Calif
John P. Crecine. Nov 67, 28p Rcpt no. P-3"4
Descriptors. ('Urban areas. Simulation). t'Mow
apemeno planning. Urban areas). i'Transponalkw
Model: (Simulationso. Decision making. ludgeu,
Education. Problem solving. Predictions, Easton►
Ica.
Two mayor strains of research which make hrvy
use of simulation techniques are emerging: (1)
those using ur_ran growth, development, and ap&
tial location models. and (2) studies of local M
vernment decisionmaking. These and two hybrid
efions aimed ai simul;iling a synthesis of eeonow
k, political, and administrative ticmenb or r
urban %)stem will be discussed a: will a simulation
of local referenda (on fluonO itionl. These studin
include the majority of uses of computer sinful►
lion in urban research to date.
AD-662 339	 MCS3.00 MFS0.63
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CFSTI Prices: IICS1.0011F1,030
S y stem Development Corp.. S inta Monica. Cal'-.
DYNAMIC ES'ALLATION: TILE SYSTEMS Ai'-
PROACN 10 ACTION-RESEARCH.
Profewonal paper,
by Alfred P. PArsell. 10 Aug 66. Zip SP-2623
Prepared for presentation to the Annual Meeting
of the American Sociological Society (61st),
Miami Beach. Fla., Sep 1, 1966.
Descriptors: ('Systems engineering. Socio4
ogy). Urban areas. Employment. Training.
Problem sohing. United States Government,
Economics. Social sciences.
The evaluation problem accompanies the impleme-
ntation and conduct of large-scale, complex and
daTuse community action and intervention pro.
I; rams typified by the 'War on Proven)' programs
of it c Office of Economic Opportunity. Dynamic
evaluation is an effort to rlace Action-Research
it i'ie theoretical framework of systems science
and, thercb). provide it with logical justification.
and effective set of v,als and procedures, and an
organization for the collection. analysis and feed-
back of relevant data and findings. In use, the syss
tems approach in dynamic evaluation approaches
sovial action programs as action systems and re-
gards information as a necessary concomitant to
effective action system functioning. The kind of
information required, together with its sources.
uus and flow, are defined by the system itself,
which presupposes careful definition and analysis
of that system and its components. The dynamic
evaluation approach, in short, endeavors to con,
prchcnd the total action system, not as a static
'point-in-time' event, but rather as a continuous
and changing process in which direction and con-
trol of the change are central. Systematic use of
the process. through dvnamic evaluation, may be
expected to lead to greater theoretical relevance
and sophistication in problem-solving design and
to more efficient and effective action in practice.
(Author)
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IMANAGE>IFNT COVNSFLING AND TECHNI-
CAL .Ati!^l^ pANCE PROJECT.
Annual rept. no. I, 1 Jul 65 . 30 Jun 66.
Pennsylvania State Univ.. University Park
Oct 66, 49p
Contract C• 184-65 (Neg)
Prepared in cuoperation with Area Redevelop.
ment Agency, Washingtun, D. C.
Descnpiors: Or..eonumies, 'Pennsylvania). Cone•
merce. Industnes. %lanagemem planning, Employ-
ment, Indumnal production, Management control
systems, Organizations.
Identifiers Area redevelopment.
The Project encompassed three t)pes ofeconomie
devcla) ment programs; namely, (1) providing on-
the-jub manaeernent counseling services to select-
' ed business firms, (2) presenting seminar programs
on area wide problems relating to management
practices, and (3) supplying technical backup to
local economic development groups. Exploratory
intersicws were completed with chief executives
at seventy-six industrial firms in the Project area
in sr6y
_ring eighteen client firms for on-the-job
counseling prgrams. Total employment at the
eiGh;cen client firms consisted of 3,920 employees
on June ^0, 1965. Total employment at the client
fi, ms by June 30. 1967, is expected to increase to
4,290 employees, an increase of 370 jobs. The
fans represented a reasonable cress-section of
the Project area's industrial composition pattern,
with apparel firms, food Processing firms, shoe
manufacturing firms, fu(nitme manufa:turen,
metal fahrica')rs, and machinery manufacturers
all represenred in the client group. The counseling
process focused on the ! Ilowing four steps at
client fit ms: (1) definition of growth-Mocking prob.
Icros; (2) execution of counseling studies; (3) dcliv-
cry of coum.eling reports to the funks; and (4) fol-
lowing up counseling reports to assist with their
implementation. The Project identified twenty-six
different operational problems at the client firms.
with the following types of problems being of the
hi,hcst frcancncy: accounting, production control,
organizatwnal, and marketipt;. (Author)
PB-173 S53	 HCS3.00 MFSO 6S
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TECHNOLOGY & URBAN MANAGEMENT
F1u'i•2^ •!:Gil 	An.+lytic Servrtes Inc. Ca • lry; C.nssrcads. Va
TRP.I:"F^ltA01l I iY OF nESrAlWH P,f.D DCYrL0P6!ENT
S::ILL i IN THE 1.!:!1OSPACE INDUSTRY	 Final Report
R.)Ii tIII P ffla,.k .Intl Charier tiV Fomman Sup 1965 145 p
refs
iCcntr.:et AF 43153111 1?591
(112330 AD G28514) CFSTI HC S4CG;'MF $100
The report treats The pos •.Ibdity that the anrosplce in-
dw.tiv co.+id apply its C. p•lbdrtirs to (lie solution A large-
scale pu' he pfeWertis thus 0 11 ..ettng any significant ieduc-
bons in the indiwy hwfget It m..ludes d , srussion of what this
a )toa r.ould Imply in re l ahrvl to t he Ir,!n;6lri p dily of indwlry
su.n' i r s .nd engin;r,rs J+ud•P) pc+lormrrd by four aero-p me
cu14ra: tux for the .hate of Labloinia are ueed as case ei-
•lm,il3^. of the mdnct ry's arlenpt to transfer ca rne of its R and
D Fr. • ll; p. civil a , t iri •j public prulects Conclusiuns are rear- lied
that (1) as w,! r calurs of the hanc! g rt+h hiy of Industry s, en-
tist , L	 r!ni;.n..ers. 7ne lour Califrn,ia studies are incon-
rhisiv.!. Qj 1'1 q lar-•,t Ln`np of sc;eniw -. acd cogin.rers it
t l ,e indu,try. Orr n, rr;^,.-..d rn design .,::d dr.velnp n:ent. may
%vcll hu Ili: !•;a • .t tr.:rn sfc • •:Ldu, an) ("I) F..vilian-publ • C prujet!s
a un.1d._ly !o !:ccowo in !1 o nex 5 years or s •) It s yruhtaot
part of the industry s business 	 Author (TAB)
N66-31111 WIll General Electric Co., Santa Barbara. Calif.
TEMPO Div.
APPLICATION OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGIES TO
URBAN COMMUNITY PROBLEMS
M L Feldman. L. A Gonzalez. and A B Nadel 23 Sep 1965
185 p refs
(NASA Order R-5177)
(NASA-CR-76524: RM-65TMP-53) CFSTI HC $325/MF
$1.25 CSCLOSK
This study was conducted to clarify the manner in which
NASA-developed technology can be used to help existing
cities improve their physical. social. and economic environ-
ments by resolving some of the more immediate and critical
problems in these environments and to aid in planning and
developing new urban communities. An evaluative matins
is shown which relates the major ecological categories and
subcategories of critical city problems to the major NASA tech-
nological categories The matrix summarizes and classifies
the critical city problems identified and discussed in this re.
port and presents the problems in a framework of opportuni-
ties for applying technological solutions using NASA-developed
technologies. The critical city problems are identified through
discussions of the background, nature. and impact of each
problem The study shows that NASA can contribute to the
solution of urban community problems through the applica-
tion and transfer of its technologies. The appendices discuss
the application of systems analysis to the municipal police
system and waste management. a methodology for hospital
and medical facilities planning, and the concept of ancloseld
communities.
	
R. N.A.
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111167-23338'1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 	 —
Washington. D. C.
ASURVEY OF SPACE APPLICATIONS
Apr. 1967 140 p rats•
(NASA-SP-142) GPO HCS0.70: CFSTI. MFS0.65 CSCL22A 	 =_
	
The purpose of this survey is to focus attention on the 	 =_
real and potential applications of space technology: to summarize 	 =_
accomplished work. present efforts, and future plans: to identify
policy and technical problems; and to provide a selected bibliography.
Covered are applications in communications: in the exploration of	 =_
Earth resources: in geodesy. in meteorology . and air pollution
control: in navigation. traffic control, and search rescue: in aerospace
Iransoorts: in space environment therapeutics; and in industrial
applications of space resources.	 KW.
N67-22428• N Missouri Unw. . Columbia Research Center.
THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF AGGLOMERATION EFFECTS
OF CITY SIZE AND ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC TRAINING
ON INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
John C Murdock 22 Mar 1967 54 p refs
(Grant NGR-26-004-012)
(NASA CA 63395) CFSTI HCS300/MFS065 CSCL051
The concentration of inventive activity in industrial areas
is investigated Urbanization. localization• and large-scale affects
associated with the slze of the operaticn of a single decision unit
at a particular location are considered. as well as agglomeration
variables such as size of city. and local facil.:ies for advanced
training in science The tie between Ph 0 production and
availability or local lacilmes is reflected in respondents replies. and
results of the Chi-square tests involving the various elements of
the industrial research laboratories operational environment and
local Ph D products- i are tabulated Factors such as the homogeneity
of the statistical sample. tests for representativeness of response
by geographic area and different city sizes. and the appropriateness
of the universe from which the sample was drawn are all taken
into consideration.	 R U.
F
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N67-28792'# Natrona! Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Washington D C
GOALS FOR URBAN AMERICA
James E Webb 23 May 1967 14 p Presented at the Conf.
on Urban Govt to the Decade Ahead The Tschnol Revolution
in Management. Philadelphia
Available from the Scientific and Tecnnical Information Division
CSCL05D
The use of modem science and technology to obtain an
overview of many urban problems is proposed in an address by
James E Webb, NASA Administrator It a pointed out that the poww
to predict enables man to decide better between alternatives The
impact of space exploratic- on society by making data available to
scientists for enhanced comprehension and prediction is
stressed The requisite innovative management connected with the
development and i sa of large computers and similators in scientific
research is also mentioned.
	 N E N
N67 32557'1# California Unr y Berkeley Space Sciences Lab
TECHNOLOGY AND URBAN MANAGEMENT Semiannual
Report, 1 Oct 1966-31 Mar 1967
C W Churchman and M M Webber 31 Mar 1967 38 p
refs /rs Space Sci Lab Set No 8 Issue No 28
(Grant NGR 05-003 1251
(NASA C  86664' CSCL 05C
Reported is the initiation of a study cesrgned to a n plore
the opportunities that might be latent within the newly emerging
technologies The study was undertaken in an effort to deal with
critical problems of the city as 11) the declining proportion of
total employment contributed by manufacturing and unskilled
operations and the rise of the service occupations. and (2) the
declining opportunities for employment skills improvements and
acculturation into modern society of rural migrants Discussed are
joint efforts of NASA the University of California. the city of
Oakland and the Ford Foundation which focus on alleviating these
problems created primarily by the inability of contemporary urban
society and the city to adapt to changes induced by science and
new tect.nological innovations 	 SCW
T
0
N67 . 38944' Wayne State Univ. Detroit, Mich. Center for
Application of Sciences and Technology.
THE APPLICATION OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TO
URBAN MANAGEMENT
[1966] 95 p refs
(Contract NSR-23-006-034)
(NASA-CR 89307) CSCL 05C
A program was initiated to test the hypothesis that
aerospace related science and technology have urban management
applications, and can be efficiently utilized by local govenmertt-
Concepts and procedures which ap pear to be necessary for the
efficient design and operation of the program were postulated.
Some of the potentials and limitations of applying the aerospace
technology to urban management ere defined. Specific urban problem
areas which appear to be resolvable through the application of
aerospace generated technology are identified. 	 L8.
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AD-637 603
	 Field SC, 8F, I1
CFS'fl Prices: FICS2.00 MF10.S411
RAN D Corp.. Santa Monica, Calif.
SIRATE(A' AND ORGANIZATION IN PUBLIC
LAND POLICY.
by George R Hall. 27 Jun 66, 28p P-3403
Descriptors: ("Natural resources, Manage-
ment planning). United States Government,
Economics. Rural areas. Comeeree.
Identifiers: Land.
The theme of the analysis is that, although many
improvements can be instituted within the present
organizational framework of the Federal Govern-
ment, the basic need for more integration and coor-
dination of natwal resource management and de-
velopment decisions can only be achieved through
substantial changes in the organization of the
Government's administration. Put another way,
significant managerial and policy improvements
imply a significant reorganization of rederal de-
parimcnts and agencies. Section I I considers four
interrelated physical economic. and institutional
constraints on public land management: externali-
ties, exclusionary uses, heterogeneity of public
land hoidings, and division of governmental
responsibility. Section 111 considers strategic
objectives of land management. and Sec. IV draws
some organizational implications from the analysis
of the objectives and const-aints. (Author)
AD•624778 FId.14/1,615
CFSTI Prices: HC s1.00 NIF SOSO
RAND CORP SAATA MONICA CALIF
CGSI/BENEFIT ANALI'SIS IN HEALTH,
by A. W. Marshall. Dec 63, i9p. Rept, no. p-
3274
Unclassified report
Descriptors: ('Public health. Cost effective.
nrsO. (*United States Government, Public
Health), Federal badgets, Economics. Medt
cal research. Diseases, Hospitals
The relevant work of economists and others that .
concern themselves with costs and benefits in the
health area is reviewed. A discussion is presented
of a BOB prepared exam) ,e of a program budget
for health programs admimstered by FIEW. Possi-
ble types of cost benefit analysis that might be un.
dertakcn of these programs are also examined. The
main problems and opportunities for cost benefit
analysis in the health area are discussed.
I£
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CIVIL( 1N l i t. BLIC PROBLEMS AND IHE AER-
OSPACL INDI SIR)',
Analytic Services Im Falls Church Va
Ronald 1'. fllack. and Ch. rlcs W. Foreman. May
67, 17p
Contract AF 49 (638)-1259
Presented at an .Amer,can Institute of Acron^utics
and Astronautics mcetin_, luhns Hopkins Univ.,
Applied Physics Lab., 16 Slay 67.
Descriptors: (*Aircraft industry, fncineering per-
sonnel). ( • LnJnccrir._ personnel. Transfer of
training). 00han persrancl. Sckctinn. Personnel
mnnapemcm. Scientific reuonnel, Aerospace
craft.Industries. Fcunon,ics. Manpower, Employ-
ment, Man,gc -mcnt cnrinccrinc.
The paper treats the possibility the! the aerospace
tndustt y cou l d apply its c: rahili:iev to the solution
of civilian public probler . It examines the rely
,ion of the systems approach. as it has been util-
izcd by the aerospace industry in the past, to its
possible future use in civilian public areas. It in-
eludes a di.cusaon of whm an industry move into
civilian ruhlic areas would irnrly in rc)ation to the
Iransfcrabihly of industry scientists and en,:incers.
It is argued that. in most respells, the domestic
ivues which face the nation today stem not from
the tyre of tcchnolop.ical deficiencies which the
aerospace industry h.0 been so successful in ocer-
eominr in the east. but rather from an in:+t • ility of
the rublic and their selected representatives to
acres on social and economic objectives. (Author)
AD660086	 HCS3.00MFS0.65
MODERN TECHNOLOGY AND ITS IMPACT
ON URBAN MANAGEMENT.
Professional paper.
System Development Corp Santa Monica Calif
Thomas C. Rowan. 28 Sep 67, 10p Rcpt no. SP-
2963
Presented at the Annual Congress of Cities (43rd),
Las Vegas, Nev., 4 Dec 66.
Descriptors: (*Social sciences, Computers),
Urban areas, Management planning, Decision
making, Cybernetics. Data processing systems,
Time sharing.
New developments in communications, infortrta.
tion processing, and system analysis are going to
compel new approaches to many of the pressing
problems facing local government. Time sharing
of computers, remote display of information, and
powerful, new ways of aggregating and analyzing
masses of data are going to have impacts far
beyond the realm of conventional improvements
in governmental efficiency. Governmental opens
tions are, in contrast to industrial activities, part-
icularly susceptible to cybernation. Not oniy cleri-
cal operations but routine decision making is be-
ginning to be more effectively lone by the compu
ter. curiher, the citizen will teel the influence of
the computer as data banks develop which hive
extensive information from many sources cenittl
ized and accessible and manipulatable in rmw
ways. How to rantrol this new technology so thm
it facilitates richer than inhibits the development
of healthy url , an communities is a serious human
and social pre ilem. (Author)
AD-661 662	 HCf3.00 MFS0.65
AUYANCLI) STUDIFS IN URBAV 6MIRON.
M F: STS.
Yale Univ., hew Ila%cn. Conn S.houl of Art and
Architecture.
ScrEv Cher nia)cff. and Alev nder Tzonis. 1967,
319p
Dcscript,va: (*Urban placer ing, Rel-oasl. ('Urban
areas, Desi gn). Population. Natural resources,
Universities, lhrup. Models (Simulations),
Costs, Mo! iltty. Otganiz,ouns, Fea,ibilily
studies, Indoslr,es. Commerce, lranspoualion,
Fffccttvenass. Communication systems. Educes
tion.
The proposal is na.tc it. the belief th. t the design
of physical emironmen:, fro,id;s an effective
focus for infer dkOplinor) ar.J inicr university
studies V prublcros in urbaou..;ion. The propose
of the report is to provide a comprchensise, res-
ponsible and fir reaching rtor ranimc of research
and education to enwonrrennd design in great
universities. Dc,igners nos, tcgnitc atvo-rail pro•
granime of study Fast theory of urban de, gn
which is based on ptc,lictable chingc, in science,
technology, social sttuclurs and motes; Second,
techniyu.s and rr,clhodolo;y of procrammc anal
ysis, model buNing and vunulation to aid in the
perform.nce of tasks of mcrca.ing complexity.
Designers ma,t define their task. the process of
urbanir.:uon, as giving form to predictable and
meavnnble event, b) revorni:ing two major con-
p,,ncnts governing the sh.,, a of races r atamcters
which remain con,t.mt and variables in time. space
and culture. The seminars to be presenteJ early
in 1967 are for an intcnsi,c Iuu day review by
Yale facuhy and outside visitor iAuthur)
PB-176 166	 IiC53.00 MFS0.65
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WATER SUPPLY & POLLUTION
t	 j AD-634 200	 Field 14A, SACFSTI Prices: HCS1.60 31FSO.SO
AD-640 931
	 FWd 138, 8H, 6CNot as alloble from CFSn[€^^
Santa	 Califonica Delaware Univ., Newarr.. Marine Lab.Mand Corp.,
DECISION MXKING FOR PUBLIC INVEST- SOME THOUGHTS ON" ATER POLLUTION,
h1ENT: DtSCLSSION, by Charles G. Wilber. 1966, 6pGram AF-AFOSR-997-66 ¢lC11
i by 1. W. Milliman.	 15 Jan 61, 14p P-2212 Proj. AF-9777
Task 977701Descriptors: ( • Decision making. 'Costs), Op- AFOSR-66-0836 +
f timizaticp. Scheduling. Natural resources. Availability. Published in Delaware Conservation. C
The report presents a critique on -Welfare Aspects is[ v 10 1966. M,I.L.
F;
of Benefit-Cost Analysis: by John M. hrutilla,
and 'Water and Welfare.' by Robert Dorfman. In Descriptors: 	 ('Water	 pollution,	 Toziehy ►,Fishes, Stress (Ph)siology), Atherosclethe
	 ligh, of these
	 papers	 it comments on
	 the Wastes(Indu.triall.Pathology,Rivera.
	
rose J
RAND sponsored study Water Supply: Econom- m
ics. Technology, and
	 Policy by Hirshleifer, De
Haven,	 and	 Milliman	 Chicago(Universit) 	 or To set the background for stress related athero► .QJJJ I
Press, 1960). (Author) clerosis in fish a review of what pollution does asa	 factorstress	 in the Delaware River is presentedIt	 is pointed out that pollution. especially of its.
dustnal origin, stresses fish by causing pH chant
CS. lowering dissohcd oxygen, increasing turbid•
ity, changing temperature, causing direct toxicity,
etc. A priori one then suggests that stress respone.
is es (e.g atherosclerosis) would be found in a pop
ulauon offish so affected. (Author)
ALTERNATIVES IN WATER M ANAGEMENT. URBAN WATER SUPPLY: A SECOND LOOK,
National	 Academy	 Of	 Sciences - National	 Re- Rand Corp Santa Monica Calif
search Council Washington D C Committee On lack Hirshleifer, and Jerome W. Milliman. Star
Water 67, I7p Repi no. P-3551
1966, 59p Prepared in cooperation with California Univ.,
I`
NAS-NRC-Pub-1408
Contract Nonr -310 (88) U
Los Angeles, and Indiana Univ„ Bloomington.
Availability: Copies available from Printing and Descriptors: ('Water supplies. Urban planning),
Pub. Office, Nail. Acad. Sciences, 2101 Cons titu- 'Q ('Dams, Construction), Economics. Costs, Budg-tion Ave. Wash. D. C. 2041. ets. Rainfall, Desalination. Storage. Reclamation,
Descriptors:	 ('Natural	 resources. Management 0
Decision making. Predictions, Reliability, Man
agementplanning.
iiittt 'Managementplanning), ( ,Water supplies, 	 plan = The WATER SUPPLY volume discerned a cornping). Hydrology. Water pollution. Floods. Dect sistent pattern of under-pricing and over-building.Sion making. Scientific research. Engineering.
The report i; concerned with the growin; need for —1
Rational reallocation of existing supplies, such as
would occur if prices were raised in response to
more intelligent application of science to the use scarcity, is almost never even considered as an
of water in the United States. The view is devel- alternative to new construction. There are several
oiled that planning should center on the needs of
the populace or a particular area rather than on
J reasons, aside	 from the electoral 	 attractiveness
of water projects.	 Politically	 prices
water per se. New institutional arrangements are >N
w. 
York, tun examp le ,
e, 
hisam inflexible. New.	 not
modified its price schedule since 1933. (Otcourse,suggested in order to deal with the increasingly W the city attemptcJ to do somethi r g about pric-complex nature of water resource decision pro. es in the 1965 shortage they would have run intocesses. It is emphasized that the decision-making conflict with the CEA 'guide-lines'). (2) A higher-process itself must be responsive to advances in order political rigidity makes it commonly impossi-science and technology which increase the alterna- ble for one water jurisdiction to sell title or rightsfives to be considered and which aid in evaluation to another — hence an incentive to rush into con-
of the alternatives. sLruction to nail down the supplies involved. (3)
AD-647 829	 MFS0.65 Certain errors in economic reasoning have played
a role: Ignorance of the marginal principle, double-
counting of benefits, the use of inappropriately low
F discount rates, etc. 	 But	 these	 analytical errors
have had much less practical significance than
what might be called the non-analytical error. This
is the belief, usually quite unconscsous, that there
are 'needs' or 'requirements' for water rather than
economic demands.
—	
— —
AD649320	 HCS3.00MFS0.65
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(	 NN i • cort,in D:I t of Resource Development, Nladf
son.
1966, 77p
Picl,ucd in covperation with the Urban Rcnewal
AdrmmisVation. W;,,hlnrlon. D C See rl,o PH-
	
[^	 176:64.
1
Descriptor ( I Urban pl.tmmng, • Slanagcment em
gnecrin g l. 1 , Ilmi•n.g prnjcct%. Wi,;onstn). Riv-
ers. 1 al.c%. Ruil,hng%. Urban areas, Harbor,
	
s	 Pier%. Fn,ironment. Natural resources. Recica.
tion. Cost,. Wisconsin.
This rerun con:ein-i the application (if renewal
techniques to in N- alerfmnh. Unlike many con,
ventiunal L,n.l use p'ammme mudies in Nh,ch the
water's wire often tcrvc, as a lima to the area
under study. this dcm-,mtr.ttion project focuses
on ploticm% c ' .nncctod Nith huN the Natcr and
its use +,nett land use. 1 he report is ba%ed on port
de%clopmen.l ::nd Ameifront planning acimlics
of the Wi,cnu , in Dcp.arlincnt of Re,uone Dc%e4
opmcnt in aho it t"enty poll .,td harbor commmni-
	
I	 tics on the Gicat I tikes old the Nli„uppi Riser.
7 he Dcpertnunt If peen cn^.. cd in Ihc % c actrv ►
ties before, &.nn,• . ar,J ,tn.e Ile escs,on,n of the
FcJcrally,;s- %teJ dim, .:,ir,.t ... it pruj c,t. I he Fed
and funds Ncre uud manly In d:vclo an approach
for aliackin_ prob!cm, of mKin N..terfront decline
which cou l d he u,cd r,oth in Wi%con%in and cke-
whcfc 1 his study h i% fo,u ,cd on sections of wt
Ieitionl A& a;ent to deer dt.,fi na,:..!ion char,
ncl%. Puval • ly it pays imufG:icnl attention to land
	
{	 fnmhn^: on sh. 1It1%v and Ic„ na%i: ahlc wader.
	
j	 PM 176.'38	 IIC S3 00 % If-S0.63
WATEVixoSrRl,,NE ' \L.
Techn""'I supplement,
Wl'conson Dept of Resource Development. \lab
icon.
Donald F Wood, Rohcil K. Ilal l om, Ri:hard A.
Lehmann. Lee A. S,hocneckcr, and St.mlcy R.
Euston. 1964• 163p
Piepated in coorcration Nith L rhan ReneNal Ad
minwration, Ilousin^ anJ H, m_ Finance Agency,
W. shinglon, D. C Scc also Pfb 176 238.
Dmriplors V Uib.m planning. • M.m..gcmenl en,
ginceringl. Wj ,:onsin• Ritcr%, 1 tike%. Transrorta.
torn. Ilarbors, Piers. Natural rc%ourcc%. Recrea.
lion. Cosh. fluildmas. Industrial pl;mtt. Floods.
Navigation, Structures. M,iintenance, Urban
areas.
Walcrfront rlmuing is an aspect of conventional
Land use planning Nith the focus on community
use of surface water and u%e, of the land Nhich
willlike ino%l ad%ant., •e of .,:cis, to the vimcr
and %%atcr . fror;tayc rhv, it ;micrturts to lake .ma
eon,idera:ion Loth ilc uses of the ,s acr and the
list, of the land . p ound it .ldnunv. p y • the pl.tnner
wing the mole cons: nhon.d .,rproarh i% as,..rc
of the s:dus o(thc N.dci an.! many gr.,d pl..n, have
been d;•u•Lq •;d Nh,clr capd.dt/e on the collide
value of a ,+,ncuftont location Hot in this type of
plannim: the Nat%`f form% A hounJary: it is the ctl. e
or Inuit of %omc project halt on the shore. In m.•ny
ea%cs the u%c% oral function , of the body or wader
are not t.:i.en into con,idcration.
Pit . 176?64	 11CS3.001If S0.65
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